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Greetings for the New Year!
And special greetings to our chapter presidents and group and committee
chairmen to whom SLA is so indebted for their continuous effort in
furthering the growth of SLA.
by Eleanor S. Cavanaugh,
Former President, Special libraries Association

Originally appeared in the January 1943 issue of Special Libraries.

l o S l connoit une croissonce ropide en 1943.
Vingtdeux biblioth8ques speciolisies ont i t 6
constituees depuis 1942. 11 n'est donc pas
surprenont que I'outeure soit si excitie b I'idie
de re qu'ont occompli les organisations depuis
ce temps-Id et de I'entendre dire que 1943 o
tous les i l i m e n k essentiels d'une * onnie
excepiionnelle s. 1 'emploi est en plein essor,
les bibliothiques spiciolisies vont en
diplocement d l'etronger, lo publicM de
I'ossociotion croit ropidement; quont b
I'ossociotion, elle se porte en ovont et occepte
de nouvelles responsobilites. lisez pour voir
comment les differentes sections de lo 5I.A
loissent leur empreinte en 1943.
En 1943, SU est6 creciendo ropidomente.
Desde 1942, veintid6s bibliotecos especiales se
hoblon formado. Por consiguiente, no es
sorprendente enterorse del entusiosmo del outor
sobre 10s logros de lo orgonimci6n en este
momento, y de su declomci6n que le porece que
1943 vo o ser un estupendo ojo. Lo octividod
en el empleo esW elevada, 10s bibliotecorios
especioles viojan ol extmnjero, publicidad pom
lo asociocidn esm creciendo mpidomente, y lo
asociocibn est6 ovonzondo y oceptondo nuevas
responsabilidodes. Continue leyendo para ver
como 10s departomentos dentro de lo SU debn
su morco en 1943.

278

Cowright

SLA is rapidly growing in 1943. Twenty-two special
libraries had been formed since 1942. It is therefore
not surprising to hear the author's excitement about
the accomplishments of organization during this time
and her statement that 1943 has all the makings of a
"banner year." Employment activities are hi h,
special librarians are traveling abroad, publicity or
the association i s quickly growing, and the
association is moving forward and accepting new
responsibilities. Read on to see how the departments
within SLA are making their mark in 1943.

B

T

his fust of the year message might well take an
inspirational tone, but I prefer to let the facts supply
the inspiration.
All SLAers will be interested to know that 1943has all
the makings of the banner year. We are beginning to
receive real recognition in the right places. During the
past few months, the offices of o w president and secretary have become veritable "Information Please" booths.
Letters from governments, from war agencies, from large
industrial concerns, and from individuals arrive daily and
all are asking for assistance. They include questions on
how to organize a library, where a librarian can be
secured, information on special classification schemes,
and where resources on a wide range of subjects can be
located. One individual just wrote and asked, "What is
SLA? I have heard so much about it that I want to get the
whole story."
An executive of an air transport fmwrote to ask what

o 1996 ~petialLibmiis Association
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"The Humanizing of Knowledge" (New York,
Doran, 1924), for all the benefits accrued by our
specialization, there have been defects. Our
environment is a rich field which thousands
upon thousands of workers till. Year by year
these workers cut their furrows more accurately-and deeper. Deeper and deeper the furrows are cut, until each worker has lost sight of
the surface of the field and cannot see other
workers who industriously cut their own clean

zines, radio, moving pictures, and-around
the comer-television and the radio-transmitted news-bulletin); such investments would
bring returns, not only to the special libraries,
but inevitably to the institutions which have
the far-sighted wisdom to support them.
These popular guides should be roadrnaps of
literature,on which the trunk highways and the
pleasantly winding, discursiveroadsaremarked.
Our scientific card catalogs areas impersonal-

...We should take a militant offensive, and present the specialized knowledge stored
up in our specializedlibrarie~...By cooperating with the advertising office, the publicity
department, or the instruction division of our respective businesses or institutions, we
can spread abroad that special knowledge of which we are the physical custodians.

anddeep furrows. Thatbroadperspectivewhich
is the mark-if there is a single mark-of the
educated man has too often been lost.
We librarians, in our several special fields,
are implementing the workers who are digging. We give them sharper, more efficient
tools of thought. At the same time, we ourselves dig furrows-furrows of technique, into
which we sometimes sink quite out of sight. It
is necessary to consult with one another, and
perfect our special technique to aid specialization. Without efficiency, we would be of no
value. But we must not let it engulf us.

I

n our hands we have the power to despecialize, to a degree, today's knowledge.
We can "Put Knowledge to Work" for other
than those specialists that we immediately
serve. By cooperating with the advertising
office, the publicity department, or the instruction division of our respective businesses or
institutions, we can spread abroad that special
knowledge of which we are the physical custodians. Popular reading lists might well form
a part of direct-mail salesmanship, or any of
the other mass-publication techniques so essential to modem life (newspapers, maga-

full 1996

and as forbidding-as the wonderfully accurate
maps published by theU.S. Geological Survey.
Every road, every path, every house is indicated. But the state of the road, the kind of
reading, is indicated in neither. If it was the
commercial enterprise of specialized firrnsgasoline dealers-that brought us qualitative
road maps, perhaps it is not exaggeratedto hope
that it may be the commercial enterprise of
specialized libraries to increase the number of
qualitative reading guides.
Nor should we neglect our own publications. Interesting as Special Libraries is to the
members of the SLA, it would be rash to say
that it has any popular appeal. Yet it could. By
means of pictures, by articles of an informative nature, by literary roadrnaps, it could
become a magazine which would reach outside of the association. By dramatizing our
motto, people would learn that we talk of
things other than imprints, collation, analytics,
and corporate bodies as authors.
It has been said that the heart of a university
is its library. Every special library that is
"Putting Knowledge to Work" is a center in
that vast informal university so often given the
forbidding name: Adult Education.

"Putting Knowledge to Work"
by Beaumont Newhall,
librarian of the Museum of Modern Art, New York

Originally appeared in the March 1938 issue of Special Libraries.

u C'est dans cette simple expression que riside
I'enti6re philosophie de la praiique moderne des
biblioth8ques w. Observez et vous remaquerez
que la devise des biblioth6ques specialis.4es u Meme les connaissances b I'ceuvre a - a les
mimes implications en 1938 qu'aujourd'hui.
Aujourd'hui comme en ce temps-Id, les
bibliothecaires specialisb puent un r l e vital
dans chaque organisation. Leun talents dans les
domoines de I'anoEyse, de la presentation et de
la diffusion des informations sont un facteur
important dans le processus de la decision de
n'importe quelle organisation. Originellement
invent6 en 19 15 par lohn A. Lapp, re slogan
continuera b incorner les responsabilit~sde la
profession.

"In this simple phrase lies the whole philosophy of
modern library ractice." Take a look and see how
"Putting Know edge to Work," the motto of the
Special Libraries Association, has the same
implications in 1938 as it does today. Then and
now, special librarians play a vital role in every
organization. Their skills in analyzing, packaging,
and disseminating information are important factors
in any organization's decision-making process.
Originally coined in 1915 b John C. Lapp, this
slogan will continue to embo y the responsibilities
of the profession.

t'

I

T

"En esta simple frase yare la filosofh completo
de la prbctica de /a biblioteca modema: Qese
como "Poner el conocimiento a trobajar", el
lemo de la Asociacibn de Bibliotecas Especiales
(SA), tiene /as mismas troscendenrias hoy
como en 1938. Entonces y hay, bibliotecarios
especiales hacen un valioso papel en coda
organizacibn. Sus abilidades analizando,
empacando y difundiendo la informorion son
temas importantes en el proceso de tomor
decisiones en cualquier organizacibn. Adaptado
por primera vez por john C. Lapp, este slogan
continuarb a incorporar 10s responsabilidadesde
/a profesibn.

he motto of the Special Libraries Association is
"Putting Knowledge to Work."
In this simple phrase lies the whole philosophy of
modem library practice. Its implications are great; its
responsibilities, large. It means that it is our duty to do
more than collect literary and pictorial data, store it
safely, and catalog it so that it is readily accessible to all
comers. It means that we should take amilitant offensive,
and present the specialized knowledge stored up in our
specialized libraries.
The very title of our organization and the concept of
special libraries is modem. Everywhere around us, specialization is the word. Our education is specialized. Our
work is specialized. Our lives are specialized. Through
this division of labor we have achieved great technical
perfection. But at the same time, as the late James Harvey
Robinson so forcefully pointed out in his stimulating
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are truly to represent their industries, they
must have information; few of them have
functioning special libraries and must organize them quickly. SLA is the only existing
group to help in this program.
At our coming convention we are going to
discuss all these matters in order to reach

full 1996

conclusions that will decide the immediate
futureof SLA. I urgeeach of you to prepare for
this Chicago meeting. In the new "Century of
Progress," what shall be our part? Basedon the
wishes of the majority, your officers will then
know how to plan for the role SLA is to play in
the new order.

librarian's place is secure.But the association's
problem is difficult because, to progress, SLA
must somehow arouse in members almost as
much interest and professional zeal as they
have for their own paid jobs. Our greatest
present problem in SLA is to find a way to
persuade members that they have an individual responsibility to their profession and
that, by doing their share for the association
that is constantly working for their profession,
they insure their own future. Talking at Chicago is not enough. It is thinking before we
meet that I want.
It would be a brave person who would
attempt to prophesy very far ahead, so I shall
only mention a few urgent, vital things we
might do right now. At my request, a writer,
thoroughly in touch with informational needs
in many fields, has presented a brief to our
association showing what SLA might do the
help businessmenand to make ourselvesknown
to the world. He suggests basic lists of books

LIBRARIANS

on all the important business and economic
problems; reviews and opinions on new material; advice to corporations on organizing and
operating small information files even before
they can afford a librarian. All this material
should appear regularly in the better trade
magazines. Who in SLA is to prepare such
material?
Our local chapters could be analyzing opportunities for new librarians and sponsoring
an unemployment program in their community; could bediscussing practical problems in
a way to help the entire profession. Our groups
could be preparing annotated lists of the basic
books in their fields; could be at work preparing publications of our own. More people
should contribute to this magazine, Special
Libraries, so that it might reflect the entire
association.
Do we realize that the new National Industrial Recovery Act gives trade associations a
responsibility hitherto undreamed of? If they

m

m

Know Distinctive Bindings Attract Discriminating Readers. The Consequent
Wear and Tear of Heavy Circulation Is Discounted by the Materials
and Craftsmanship of Rademaekers Bindings.

R A D E MA E K E R S
Library Bookbinders and Booksellers
NEWARK, N. J.

POSITIONS
WANTED
For Librarians well
qualified for all
branches of library
work.

LIBRARIANS
SUPPLIED
For positions of
any type in any
part of the country.
This service is free.

Write irnrncdiefely t o D w f .

C

The American Librarians' A g e n c y
WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT

New

Y o r k Address

27 William Street
N e w York City

CHEMICAL, MEDICAL
and
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

PERIODICALS
Complete sets, volumes and odd copies

BOUGHT AND SOLD

B. L O G I N & S O N
2 9 Eamt 21rt St.

NEW YORK

These advertisements are displayed for historical interest only and do not reflect current costs or
services.
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President's Page:
Our Part in a Century of Progress
by Mary 1ouise Alexander,
Former President, Special libraries Assohtion

Originally appeared in the July 1933 issue of Special Libraries.

Nous sommes maintenant en 1933 et les
membres de la SLA essaient de determiner lew
rble dans le nouveau a Siecle du progres N. Tandis
que la planificotion de la reunion du mois
d'ortobre est en voie de reatsation, les membres
padenf des implications du New Deal N et
pensent que la reunion d'octobre joueru un rble
primordial duns la diterminotion de I'orientation
de I'association. les membres veulent discuter de
la mise en ceuvre de gmnds efforts de relations
publiques v i mt d montrer comment le pouvoir de
I'information sem un fadeur cle duns le monde
modeme des daires. lisez pour voir comment
I'ossociation a I'intention de foumir aux industries
les ressources dont elles ont besoin pour jouer leur
rble dans lo loi sur la relance industridle nationale.

The year is now 1933 and SLA members are trying to
determine their role in the new "Century of
Progress." As plans for their October meeting are
underway, members are discussing the implications
of the "New Deal" and feel this October meeting
will be pivotal in terms of outlining the direction of
the association. Members want to discuss the
implementation of strong public relations efforts in
order to show how the power of information will be
a key factor in the modern business world. Read on
to see how the association plans to provide industries
with the resources they need in order to play their
part in the National Industrial Recovery Act.

Esfomos en el afio 1933 y 10s miembros de SLA
procumn determinor su papel en el nuevo "Siglo
del prcgreso: Como 10s planes pum su reunion
en ocfv6re yo esMn encaminados, 10s miembros
hablan de las consecuencias del "New Deal"
(Nuevu Politico), y creen que esfo reunion en
octubre serd fundamental en terminos de tolor el
c u m de la asociacion. 10s miembros quieren
hablar sobre el us0 de 10s vigorosos esfuenos de
relaciones piblicus para demostrar como la
eficocia de la informacibn serh un punto clove en
el mundo moderno del comercio. Continie
leyendo pam ver coma la asociacibn aspira a
proporcionar 10s industrias con 10s recunos que
necesitan pam desempeiiorsu papelen el National
Industrial Recovery A d (Decreeto de ley pam
reivindicar la industria national).

I
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t is a nice coincidence that makes us consider plans for
our October program in Chicago at just the same time
that industry is looking itself over, setting up codes, and
talking in specific terms of the New Deal. We in SLA
should not be at all in tune with the times if we failed to
ponder our past and appraise our future opportunities.
We, too, must be ready for the New Deal-what part do
we wish to play in it?
What are we, as individuals and as an association,
going to amount to in the new order? As to the importance
of research, everyone is in agreement. If the librarian can
sense the needs, be thoroughly familiar and constantly in
touch with the sources of data in his field, understand his
company's problems and have the complete confidence
of all units in his organization, then the individual
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professional responsibility enough to adopt
one of these two alternativesherein suggested.

along as best we can without adequate support
of our members and our profession, and without financial backing. Surely we alldofeel our

DEPENDABILITY

I

LIBRARIANS KNOW THAT THEY CAN
DEPEND ON US:
1.-To collect all publishers' books,
even those that may not be reaciily obtainable.
2.-To
charge each item a t the
proper rate of discount-the
same rate that we would quote
in competition.
5.-To

3.-To
invoice each order clearly
and intelligently; our bills are
typewritten copies of the orders.
4.-TO make a definite and intelligent report on any item that cannot be supplied.

ship orders when wanted.

THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO.
WHOLESALE DEALERS I N THE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS

354 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,

LIBRARIANS!
We have many Librarians qualified for work in
Special Libraries. Advise us when vacancies occur
on your staff. Good positions in all branches of
Library work! If looking for a position enroll at
once with

I

AT 26th STREET

M7ARTTED
"Timken Bearing Engineering Journal7'
Farm Tractor issue 1 copy August 1922
Mine Car issue 2 copies October 192 1

"Timken Bearing-dimensionsheets" 1 copy.

AMERICAN LIBRARIANS' AGENCY
WINDSOR, CONN.

PUBLIC LIBRARY, Detroit, Michigan.

This advertisement is displayed for historical interest only and does not reflect current costs or
services.
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can unite them to any great degree has not been
demonstrated. That the local special libraries
associationsin each city can live independently
of a national organization has been proven.
The majority of special librarians are as
much interested in their profession of
librarianship as any public or university librarians are. They belong to the American Library

libraries associationsshouldcontinue, and they
undoubtedly will. The members may gain all
they need from these local meetings. There
will be no drain upon them for the national
association, and the locals may develop into
more useful associations if unhampered in this
way. It may be that a paid secretary can be
employed by each large local association who

These are the alternatives: Strengthen ourpresent organization of the Speciallibraries
Association by unitinglocals andnational, andpromulgating and financing a usefuland
effective program or, unite with all other librarians in one national organization, and
carry on our special work through the bcal associations.
Association, because it represents to them
librarianship in general, and it is in reality the
national and the parent association.
Many good reasons seem to point to the
advisability of the national Special Libraries
Association dissolving as an independent association, and in place of that, let it become a
section of the American Library Association.
If 25 persons engaged in special library work
present apetition to ALA, asking for a section,
it will be considered by them, and probably
permission granted. By becoming a section,
SLA will become a part of the national parent
association; special library interests will then
be represented in ALA, along with all other
interests.
In this case it would seem to me that Special
Libraries should cease publication; the ALA
Bulletin would publishany officialnews of the
section, and if requested, the Library Journal
would undoubtedly be willing to publish any
special articles.
Everyone who now belongs to SLA might
belong to the Special Libraries of Business
Libraries Section, and the dues paid ALA
would be the only dues necessary. Many sections of ALA find additional dues advisable,
but in any case those would be small, and not
as large as present. All the advantages of the
national conventionwould be possible; asmany
sectional meetings may be held as desired, and
there is the added advantage of the general
ALA sessions and other sectional meetings.
It seems important that the local special

could supervise employment work for the city
in special libraries and act as a clearinghouse
of information.
If the members favored such an action, a
resolution stating that the special librarians
wished to become a section of ALA could be
passed. Thereupon, a petition signed by 25
members should be sent to the ALAExecutive
Council. If accepted by ALA, the Special
Libraries Association could then be dissolved.
Would it not be advantageous for the affiliated organization, SLA, to ask the parent organization, ALA, for the privilege of uniting
with them in one organization so that all librarians in the profession can work together, and
be recognized by all outsiders as firmly united
in one effort?

The Alternatives

T

hese are the alternatives: Strengthen our
present organization of the Special Libraries Association by uniting locals and national, and promulgatingand financing auseful
and effective program; or, unite with all other
librarians in one national organization, and
carry on our special work through the local
associations.
After 15 years of gradual development, we
have reached a stage that makes it seem advisable for the association to adopt one of these
progressive alternative programs. We should
nothesitate longer, thereby deliberately choosing the path of least resistance, which is to get
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the recognized employment bureau for
special librarians, and only recommend
reliable workers in our profession.From
the employer's standpoint and from the
special librarian's, this is a necessary
function of SLA.
Equally important, and closely allied to
employment, is the work of advice to
industrial concerns and help in installation of special libraries. The secretary
should be responsible for this advice to
employers.
A Clearinghouse of Information. The
above features would lead to the assembling of facts about special libraries,
their equipment, resources, etc., that
would form a reservoir of knowledge
upon which all could draw, therefore a
Clearinghouse of Information.
Permanent headquarters and a paid secretary. It goes without saying or further
explanation that such a program demands permanent headquarters and a
paid secretary.

How Such a Program Might Be Carried Out
An estimate of the cost:
paid secretary
stenographer
magazine
supplies, printing,
traveling expenses, etc.

$3,500
1,500
2,000

$500 or more. From year to year, as our work
progresses, the expense of headquarters and a
paid secretary ought to decrease, but this estimate can safely be taken as a basis.
Also, with a person to take full charge and
responsibility, the association is in a better
position to build up its membership, hence the
expense should be less to each member as the
size is increased.
If we assume that the Constitution is adopted
and all members continue in SLA, we would
have a membership of 1,475. With dues at $4
each ($3 to SLA) that equals $4,425. However, if we doubled the assessment on ourselves and make a payment of $8 a year, $7 a
year to SLA, and one dollar to the local, we
could easily finance it. If we only have 800
members as at present, an assessment of $12
apiece would be necessary.
If in the convention at Saratoga Springs, the
members of SLA vote to adopt the Constitution, it seems equally important to consider a
future program for the association, and methods of financing such a program should be
adopted by a vote of the members. If the above
plan of increasing the dues is not acceptable,
then each member might accept a quota of an
amount that he would raise for the association
this year-for instance each one pay his dues,
$4 (local and national) and in addition pledge
to send in $8 more as a gift from himself, his
firm, or from new memberships obtained.

LQQQ
An Alternative Suggestion

I do not include an item of rent, as we are
assuming some firm would give us office
space, if we could finance the remainder. We
really would need an assistant secretary too,
but as a beginning, in the first year, we shall
only budget for one person anda stenographer.
There should be some sources of revenue that
might reduce the running expenses. With an
efficient secretary, we ought to be able to depend upon a minimum of $500 to $1,000 from
advertising in SpecialLibraries. OurDirectory,
Informational Services Handbook, and other
publications which wemight issueshouldbring
us a small surplus over expenses of printing,

T

he drain on libraries on account of the
large number of library organizations
which demand their interest makes one wonder if an amalgamation could not be accomplished to advantage. Is more than onenational
association necessary? Are we not weakening
the cause of our profession by dispersing our
efforts in many directions? One of our members tells me she belongs and pays dues to nine
library clubs and associations. It is humanly
impossible for any person to be an active and
useful member of nine associations.
Special libraries have developed mostly in
the cities of the country, and these cities are
widely separated. That a national association

15. The publication of the secondedition of
the Special Libraries Directory through
Miss May Wilson's efforts.
16. Some employment work done in local
associations, and individually by the
presidents and secretaries of the association.
17. In 1909 and for many years thereafter
the special librarians were not much in
favor with the other members of their
profession. Now the workof the special
libraries is recognized by all librarians
and by library schools in the country.
18. Educational coursesin Boston have been
given; New York has helped in the
planning and giving of several courses
in special libraries.
19. The special librarians have also gained
recognition in the commercial and business world. The contacts made with
Secretary Hoover and the U.S. Department of Commerce have done much to
encourage this.
There may be many other accomplishments
earlier in the career of SLA, of which I have no
knowledge, and I may have overlookedothers;
but these 19 enumerated can be laid to our
doors. Is it not a worthy record for 15 years? In
order to convince yourself that it is a splendid
record, compare with any other professional
organization of which you have a history, and
remember, SLA is only 15 years old.

A Future Program

T

hese 19definiteaccomplishments are what
we have to be proud oJ and don't forget
that it is a worthy record. But there are many
opportunities we have overlooked or slighted;
we have numerous deficiencies that should be
overcome.Let us examine them carefully now:
1. The organization of the SLA has not
taken cognizance of the local associations, nor provided for a proper relationship. If therevisedConstitution and
By-Laws are adopted, the locals and
national may be combined into one
working unit for the benefit of all. In the
nine locals there is a membership of
900; of this total number only 25 per-
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cent or 225 persons belong to the national SLA. The present membership of
SLA is 800 but only 225 of these are
local SLAmembers. If we could secure
the 675 other local members, as we may
by means of the new Constitution, that
would increase our SLA membership
to 1,475.In the SLA at present are 480
special librarians who apparently do
not belong to any local, and when the
new Constitution becomes effective,
that means an increased membership in
the locals to 1,380, instead of 900 as at
present. One can readily see the advantage to the membership in the new arrangement. Membership dues should
be collected locally.
Our new directory shows a total of
975 speciallibraries in the United States.
We do not know the exact number of
special librarians, but it is safe to assume there are at least two or more
persons (on the average) on a staff so
that we can estimate two thousand special librarians-the extent of the possibility of our field as to numbers. How
close can we come to attaining a membership of two thousand? Just as close
as the persons who are in the special
library field will assume the full responsibility of their profession!
2. Special Libraries should be a better
magazine. It can be. The paid secretary
should be editor and business manager.
Subscriptions should be received separately from membership dues, although
each member should have the magazine. Advertisements should be carried. There should be more general
articles, more contributions from our
members, and the material should be
departmentalized.
3. One of the most important portions of
our activity should be employment. Our
secretary should also be responsible for
this. The membership should entitle
one to free registration, but when positions are secured, aplacement fee might
be charged, if necessary, to finance the
employment work. We should become

What books do they- Read?
what books are on your shelves,
NobFt
the ones he uses, show the caliber of ai employee. Nothing is so important to the young man or woman starting
in business as a well thought out, well
followed out, course of reading. A copy of

The
for

BOOKSHELF

BOYS

and

GIRLS

in the hands of every Junior in your
organization is a guarantee of constructive, educative reading.
THE BOOKSHELF FOR BOYS AND GIRLS is a carefully edited
list of the best books that every child should read. Grown-ups
also profit by following its guide. Some of the books dassiiied are:

Boob on Burinera
Books on Scouting
American History

Handicraft
Technical Subjects
Biography

Best Fiction
Hornexraft
Etc., Etc.

Progressive employers distribute copies of THE BOOKSHELF
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS among their Juniors during Children's
Book Week, Parents' and Sons' Week, etc. The cost of THE
BOOKSHELF in quantity is very low.

Write for a sample copy and rates to

The R. R. Bowker Co.

62 West 45th Street
'

New York City

This advertisement is displayed for historical interest only and does not reflect current costs or
services.

Accomplishments
Special Libraries, the official organ,
has been published all these years-it is
now in its 15th volume. It has always
been a creditable publication, more so
at some times than others, and with few
exceptions, has been issued regularly
each month. A survey of the members
will quickly show that it has improved
from year to year, has grown in size,
and one will be surprised to find the
useful material contained therein. It has
not been all that we could wish for, but
it will compare favorably with the only
other official organ in the library field,
the bulletin of ALA.
Membership has increased from 50 to
600; 12 times as large as it was 15years
ago. This shows a steady growth and a
very creditable one.
The national association created such
an interest in special library affairs that
local associations sprang up all over the
country in metropolitan areas, so that
today there are seven thriving local
associations and two other local library
clubs that have special library sections:
these locals have a total membership of
about 900. These locals are the result of
a conscious effort on the part of the
national association and they were established by regional representatives
appointed by the national. The idea has
even spread to state library associations, so that Pennsylvania last fall
formed a special library section in its
state association.
I think it is fair to credit to SLA, all the
accomplishmentsamong special librarians, local or national. Perhaps the most
lasting accomplishment is the "Public
Affairs Information Service." This idea
originated in SLA, was carried forward
by special librarians, has always been
fostered by them, and has reached such
fruition thatit is an independentventure
and financially supports itself. It is generally recognizedas amost, or the most,
useful library index. Much credit is due

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

to Dr. John Lapp and Dr. C.C.
Williamson for its success.
A Library Exhibit of Special Libraries,
prepared in the early years, I believe in
New York, was a production that was
most useful and is noteworthy. This
exhibit is still in existence and has been
much appreciated by many special libraries, particularly those organizing
new libraries.
The Special Libraries Directory, published in 1921, was a real contribution
and has been of much service.
The local directories of Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia and recently of
Cleveland are very good, and are tools
that have been needed.
Nor should we fail to mention the Union
List of Periodicals in Boston; also the
UnionList inNew Yorkwhich hasnever
been published but is now being incorporated in the National Union List of
Periodicals now in preparation; and also
an unpublished list in Philadelphia.
New York's attempt at a subject catalog
of resources of the special libraries has
made the nucleus for aclearinghouse of
information. This has been much used
and may be the basis for an enlargement
in the near future.
The survey of special library methods
made by the Methods Committee during a number of years and the publication of their Preliminary Report under
Miss Ruth Nichols.
The splendid exhibit which the committee made under Mrs. Bevan's direction at Atlantic City.
The revision of the Constitution and
By-Laws under Mr. H.O. Brigham's
hand.
The compilation and publication of the
Information Service Handbook, mostly
by the work of Miss Morley and Miss
Kight of Newark. It is an exceptional
manual which covers a new field of
endeavor.
Completion of the Cumulative Index to
Special Libraries, by Miss Charlotte
Neyes.

Miss Rankin's Proposals
by Rebecca B. Ranin

Originally appeared in the September 1924 issue of Special
Libraries.

Quoique n'ayant que quinze ans au moment oi,
cet adcle Btoit mis sous presse, la S A essayait
d'instourer de meilleures methodes pour u n f ~ r
ses membres et ult6rieurement renforcer la
profession. Etablir le cadre d'une S1A plus
shcturie et plus accessible ou dissoudre la S A
d n de s 'incorporer dans I'AA comptaient parmi
les propositions ovoncees par Mademoiselle
Rankin durant la prBparation b de plus amples
discussions qui aumient lieu au 19 congres de
I'association b Sarntoga Springs. Son de ce
qu'avait occompli I'asseciotion dans le pass4 les
membres continuaient de faire ovancer la SA.
Cette initiative nous a donne aujourd'hui une
association poussee par ses membres, laquelle
continue de faire valoir so vision et conduit
I'association dans lo voie du htur.
Aunque yo de 15 17170s cuando este arffculo h e
publicado, $ 1 tmtabo de estoblecer mejores
monems de unir a sus miembros y por liltmo
forialecer la pmfesion. Elobomndo un sistema
pam uno S 1 m&s fuerte, m6s organizada, y m6s
asequible, o disdviendo S A porn incwpomrlo a1
AlA, heron olgunas de las propuestos presentadas
por Miss Rankin en prepumcidn de discusiones
prolongadas en la 15 convenci6n anual de la
asociacibn en Samtogo Springs. Confoda en los
previas conclusiones de la osociacibn, 10s
miembros montuvieron a S A dirigida hocia
delante. Esta iniciativa hoy nos ha proporcionado
con una asociaci6n que guiada p w 10s rniembros,
contindo ejercitando su sueiio y dirigiendo lo
profesibn hacia el fubro.
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Though 15 years old at the printing of this article,
SLA was trying to establish better ways of uniting
its members and ultimately strengthening the
profession. Building a framework for a stronger,
more structured, and more accessible SLA, or
dissolving SLA in order to incorporate itself into
ALA, were some of the proposals set forth by Miss
Rankin in preparation for further discussion at the
associution's 15th annual convention in Saratoga
Springs. Confident in the association's previous
accomplishments, members kept SLA moving
forward. This initiative has provided us today with
a member-driven association that keeps exercising
its vision and leading the profession into the future.
To the members of the Special Libraries
Association-

T

he Special Libraries Association was formed in 1909
by a small group of librarians who felt the need for
such an organization-prominent among these were the
librarians of the Merchants Association Library, Business Branch of the Newark Public Library, Stone &
Webster, Boston University, Boston Elevated Railroad,
and others. During the first year of the association, it had
a membership of about 50 persons. It is now 15 years
since that establishment and it may be well to remind
ourselves of the accomplishments during that time-to
take stock and see what our status is in the library world.
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So we continue in our work, undaunted by
problems which to those who know appear
overwhelming.Gradually,however, wemaster
them all, not perhaps so much because of our
superiority as an organization but because the
idea upon which the Special Libraries Association rests is sound. Upon that solid foundation
we have been experimenting to determine the
type of structure that we shall build.

the spirit of the association as of the convention is one of helpfulness and service in its
broadest significance. The sessions of the
newly-organized Engineering Section of the
SLA displayed this spirit. On a larger scale,
the discussions on the resolution proposed by
the Executive Board requesting representation on American Library Association committees only where our interests are involved

Too often in the past we have been content to follow other models; today we are
determined that we shallnot be a tail to any association kite. We shall work out our
own future on the basis of our own concrete experience and not on the good-willed
but erratic conceptions of outsiders who in a world of reality and practical affairs are
living a dreamer's life.
But experiments take time. We do not feel
that we have yet evolved an ideal form of
association. That is what the institution of an
Advisory Council, as determined by the convention, signifies. However, the method of
procedure of the Executive Board is apparent
to all. We will build slowly, but what we shall
build willnot crumble. Having faith in democracy, we will proceed only by democratic
methods. Anyone present at the meeting at
which the Advisory Council was formed saw
the methods of democracy at work as one
rarely does. We will not have an association
run by the few for the few. Too often in the past
we have been content to follow other models;
today we are determined that we shall not be a
tail to any association kite.
We shall work out our own future on the
basis of our own concrete experience and not
on the good-willed but erratic conceptions of
outsiders who in a world of reality and practical affairs are living a dreamer's life. That is
what the session following the report of the
Executive Board signified.

C

onfident of the future as we are, and
determined that none but special libraries
shall control the special libraries movement,

brought out an almost unanimous expression
of friendship for ALA. In fact, most of the
opposition to the resolution centered not about
the injustice of our demand, but about the
implied criticism of an association with which
we are affiliated, for which during the war we
have all been glad to work, and to which we
are all inclined to look when national policies
are to be determined.
The convention was infused with a gettogether spirit which animated all. Copies of
Special Libraries were distributed liberally
with a "when this you see remember me"
festive spirit. Our own committees and those
of ALA outdid themselves in making this a
real after-war convention.
ALAis making plans for the futureof American librarianship in the drawing up and carrying out off which it is confidently hoped that
we shall have a share. But the spirit of active
enthusiasm which has always characterized
the Special Libraries Association will find
expression in many directions. Foremost
among these is adrive to increase ourmembership. "Every special librarian is a member of
SLA" is to be our slogan, and we hope that
every member will do his or her share in the
joint task.

Looking Back on the Convention

Originally appeared in the September 1919 issue of Special
Libraries.

A I'issue du 1 0 congres onnuel, les membres de
I'Associotion des bibliotheques spiciolisees
Btoient excites et enthousiosmb quont b I'ovenir
de lo profession. Avec lo participation de plus de
2 5 0 personnes venont de 2 1 Btots, a
reprisentont choque section du pays 8, /e
congres ouguroit bien des onnees b venir.
l'btendue de cet enthousiosme reflete
egolement une association qui est devenue sure
d'elle et, par consequent, o conhnce dons son
ovenir. l'occent est mis ici sur lo croissance par
le biois de lo democrotie etpor la determination
que a seules les bibliothiques spiciolisies
devront con t r d e r le mouvemen t des
bibliotheques speciolisees w.

At the end of the 10th annual convention, members
of the Special Libraries Association were excited
and enthusiastic about the future of the profession.
With an attendance of over 250 participants from
21 states, "representing every section of the
country," the convention showed promise of the
years to come. This widespread enthusiasm is also
reflective of an association that has become
confident from its past successes and therefore,
confident of its future. Emphasis here is placed on
growth through democracy, and the determination
that "none but special libraries should control the
special libraries movement."

A1 final de lo 1OQonvencion onuol, 10s miembros
de lo Arociocibn de Bibliotecos Especioles estaban
excitodos y entvsiosmodos sobre el futvro de lo
profesi~n. Con uno concurencia de m$ de 250
pom'cipontes de 2 1 estodos, "representondo coda
seccion del pais: lo convencidn resulto ser
prometedom del porvenir de 10s ofios. Este
entvsiosmo omplio tombibn reflejo uno osociaci6n
que se ha llenodo de confiollzo por sus ixitos
posodos y por consiguiente, esta seguro de su
futvro. Aqui se coloca un infosis en el d e m l l o
medionte lo democmcio, y lo determinocih que
"nodie menos 10s bibliotecos especioles deben de
controlor el movimiento de 10s bibliotecos
especioles ".

T

he 10th annual convention was perhaps the most
noteworthy in the history of the Special Libraries
Association-noteworthy in attendance, in accomplishment, in spirit, and in outlook.Measured by numbers, the
attendance at some of the sessions ran well over 250.
Measured in another way, it may be noted that those who
attended the sessions and registered at the central desk
came from 21 different states, representing every section
of the country. To say this of a meeting held at a place
bordering on the Atlantic is to imply a great deal. The
distribution of those attending indicated not only the
national scope of the association,but also the widespread
interest in it. In addition, there was one representative
from China, while another from Sweden who had hoped
to be present was prevented at the last moment.
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ton which antedated the birth of the Special
Libraries Association. Since that time, however, the extension has been truly marvelous.
Today practically every important business
house, certainly all those which do not do their
business by strict rule of thumb, have created a
specialized department of information, statistics, andprintedmaterial. Public utilities, banks,
manufacturingconcerns,bond houses,railroads,
insurance companies,and a host of others have
found that it pays to know what the experience
has been on a particular subjectbefore they take
any risks with it themselves.
Lastly, in the field of commerce, a new era
has dawned, particularly in foreign commerce.
Prior to the breaking out of the European war,
we were to a large degree a provincial people;
we did not seem to have much to do with
abroad, at least not enough to compel us to
know every angle of export business thoroughly. The war found us unprepared even
with adequate information to meet the new
responsibilitiesof world commerce which were
thrust upon us. There were only two or three
well-organized commercial libraries in the
country, and these were quite inadequately
manned. As a result of the war and the extension of business and the necessity of knowing
allabout a lot of things, a great many commercial libraries have sprung up in connection with
business concerns and associations and in libraries of various kinds. The movement is just
in its beginning, and we may expect an intense
application of the special library idea to world
commerce. as well as to domestic commerce.

T

here are other fields in which the special
library idea has gone, but the five broad
classifications which have been mentioned
cover generally the most important phases of
development. But it may be said in general that
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wherever there is aproblem of government, of
business, of finance,of manufacturing,of commerce, there the idea of knowing all there is to
know about the problem is either prevailing
now or must certainly prevail in the hands of
men who think and who act upon information
rather than upon rule of thumb.
What does this extension of the big idea
mean? Simply this-it means that the great
storehouses of knowledge which have been
created throughout the ages and which are
being added to daily by research and investigation shall find a means of making the knowledge which they possess articulate in everyday
affairs. Instead of being hidden in the recesses
of the general library, or instead of being
scattered and uncollected, it will be focused
upon the jobs which men perform and help in
the solution of the problems which come.
Undoubtedly one of the greatest problems
of the time is to put the knowledge which we
possess to work. Enough knowledge is stored
up on the matter of public health to add several
years to the lifetime of every citizen if it were
only brought to bear at the right place and the
right time. Enough knowledge of medicine is
available to prevent a great part of sickness.
Enough knowledge of agriculture is available
to enlarge wonderfully the producing capacity
of this country if it weremade to function with
the farmer on the farm. Enough knowledge of
business, commerce, and finance is available
to solve a great many of the biggest problems
of the time if channels were opened up between the storehouses of information and the
executives who control policies and to the men
who carry them out. Enough knowledge is
available of almost any subject to solve the
problems of men and institutions if it were
only passed around and made to help in doing
the work of the world.

has not been an unqualified success because of
the difficulty of finding both elements present
at one time, namely, a librarian specialist with
vision and a legislature with capacity and
willingness.
The next s t e p t h e municipal reference bureau-was a direct outcome of legislative reference work. When it was found that the idea
would apply in state legislation, the question
was immediately asked, "Why not make it
apply in city legislation and in city affairs?"
The principles of application were the same.
Unfortunately, however, the city officialshave
shown incapacity and an unwillingness even
greater than state legislatures, and only a few
cities, probably not exceeding five or six, have
really effective municipal reference departments. It should be noted, however, that the
failure is an evidence of the low state of city
government rather than a weakness in the idea.
Every progressive city, as well as every state
legislature, can get along far better with a
legislative or municipal reference department
than without it. In fact, efficiency of the true
sort depends on it.
The third step was the applicationof the idea
To-day-with the complications b r o u ~ h t to public administrativeoffices. The best illuson by war, and with the costs of labor
tration of this was early found in the special
and material rising rapidly-it is absolutely necessary to get the highest per
library of the New York Public Service Comcent of personal and executive efficiency
mission. Numerous other similar departments
-the only possible guarantee of business
have been established in the various state and
success.
How to inflcence employees to do their
city offices. To be sure, similar administrative
best, how to inject personality into busilibraries
had been for a long time establishedin
ness letters, how t o get the most out of
business, are all topics of vital interest
several of the departments at Washington, but
and importance to business men.
in general those early departmentallibraries at
It is because the follow in^ books outline
how big successful men do these things.
Washington were merely collections of books
that business men d l ask for them:
on the fields, gathered by the Department, and
Getti?r.o the Most Out of Btisincss
were not attempts to apply the idea as exI n j ~ c r t c i ~ rMg P in~ Businrss
Effr.rtive Business Letters
pressed
in the definition which has been given
I3usi;tess Finance
in this paper. Since 1910,however, numerous
"Books for Better Business"
is what we call a little bookfederal departments have applied the special
let containing complete delibrary idea in its fullness. The war, with its
scri tions of all our businew
pu&cations. Send for your
new demands, almost automatically created a
copy to-day.
score or more of special information bureaus
THE RONALD PRESS
and libraries. The next step, in Washington, at
COMPANY
20 Vesey Street
New York
least, is coordination.
The fourth field of application is found in the
This advertisement is displayed for historirealm of business. There were institutions such
cal interest only and does not reflect current
as the well-known library of Stone & Webster
costs or services.
and the Insurance Library Association of Bos-

years ago without being dignified by a name.
The first consistentand permanent application
of legislative reference was in the New York
State Library; this, however, consisted primarily of library work, namely, the collection of
material and its proper classification,although
the publication bf the annual index and review
of legislation was well within the purpose of a
modem special library. It remained for Dr.
Charles McCarthy, of Wisconsin, to carry the
matter one step further and make of it a real
legislative special library, where not only the
information was gathered, but where it was
made to function in legislation in the form of
prepared drafts of bills, digests of legislation,
analysis of arguments, etc. Since that time,
nearly every state has done something in legislative reference work, its value being largely
dependent upon the vision of the promoters
and upon the willingness and the capacity of
legislators to use the information gathered. It

Personality
in business-

--
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Ten years ago there were few institutions
which would now be dignified by the name of
"special library," and there were few men and
women engaged in what were then the beginnings of this profession. There were few legislative reference departments, fewer municipal
reference bureaus, half a dozen business libraries, perhaps a larger number of commercial
libraries, and a few specialized departments of
college and public libraries. Representatives of
these libraries felt their oneness and thought
that their work was distinct from that of other
librarians. At the Bretton Woods meeting of
ALA in 1909,a small group of these librarianspecialists met and formed the SpecialLibraries

creating the literature upon which its growth
was founded.
In its early days, the association attracted to
it many general librarians and others who
came in partly because they were glad to help
the thing along. The growth of the association
was steady and satisfactory. In place of the 60
subscribers, not all of whom by any means
were specialists, there are now several hundred, most of whom are special librarians in
the true sense of the term. The literature of the
idea has expanded, and it is not uncommon to
find in periodicals of all descriptions discussions of the methods and scope, objects, and
results of the movement.

Perhaps it would have been difficult for the smallgroup of people who had faith enough
in the big idea to start an association and a magazine, if it had not been coincident
with the rapid growth of the idea of applying knowledge and information to actual
work.
Association. The first annual meeting was held
in November of that same year and the association was launched on its career.
In January, 1910, the association began the
publicationof amonthly magazine. That magazine was started with a subscription list of 60,
showing something of the faith of the promoters of the association in its future possibilities.
It has been continued through these years and
is now completing its ninth annual volume.
Perhaps it would have been difficult for the
small group of people who had faith enough
in the big idea to start an association and a
magazine, if it had not been coincident with
the rapid growth of the idea of applying
knowledge and information to actual work.
Whether the association brought this about or
whether it would have come anyway, we do
not know. Certain it is, however, that when
the Special Libraries Association began, there
was not even a respectable literature on the
subject of the specialist's library and upon
the problem of putting knowledge to work.
The association began, therefore, to build up
a literature, and it is probable that few other
associations have had that privilege of starting with an idea not fully developed and
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T

o get a more definite view of the extent of
the new idea, let us review the various
fields in which the special library idea has been
applied; but first of all let us set before ourselves
a definition so that we may see more clearly
what we mean when we refer to the "special
library." I venture, therefore a definition.
The special library is an organization serving a specific institution which seeks to gather
all of the experiences available with regard to
that institution's problems, to classify it in
such a way as to make it quickly available, to
digest and prepare the same in usable form, to
study the actual problems which confront the
institution, and to attempt to bring the information gathered to the right man at the right
place, so that it may function in the work of the
institution which it serves. It will be observed
that this definition implies that what we call a
special library is more than a mere library or a
mere special collection of books.
The first well-known application was found
in legislative reference work, wherein the experience of the worldon subjects of legislation
was gathered and prepared for members of the
State Legislatures. Undoubtedly partial attempts to do such work were begun many

The Growth of a Big Idea
by John A. Lapp,
Former Editor, Special Libraries

Originally appeared in the Septembedoctober 1918 issue of
Special Libraries.

Nous vous emmenons mointenont un on plus turd
jusqu'en 1918. le nombre des lecteurs de Special
libraries s'est occru. Speciol Libraries o mointenont
plusieurs centoines d'obonnis, don1 la pluport sont des
~broiresspeciolises dons le sens viritable du m t .
Toutefois, les mmbres de lo profession et I'ms~~iation
collaborent continuellement pour mieux itoMir leur
i d e n l etoinsiprwnouvoirl'imprtonce et1anBcessit.i de
bibliothiquess@ciaIisies. Selan I'outeur, lo clk do succis
se trowe dons I'uliluotion de I'informtion pow risaudre
les problimes pmtiques -concept quisons oucun doute
povientdu noweou slogon de I'ossociation :a ~UeMreles
connoissances b I'cewre I term invenl p r lohn A
lapp. l'ortide quisuit examine en profondeur le debut de
lo croissonce de lo profession et quelques oppliwtions
importuntes de cette s@ciaIbotion.
Ahom le conduciros o un 0170 adelonte, o 19 18. la
n~imrosde lectores de Special libraries hon uecido y
ahoro hay varios cientm de soscriptores a Special librorks
- lo myoria que son bibliotecorim especioles en el
verdodem sentido de lo plobra. Sin embargo, Im
miembros de lo profesibn y de lo osocbci6n est6n
antinuomente cdoborondo hacia lo edficaubn de uno
mi01identidad p r o sl m b m y poi consecuente p r o
pomver lo importoncia y lo necesidad de los biMotecos
especioles. lo secreto del ixito, c o m lo ve este outor,
est6 en apkor infoimcih o 10s problems pr6dicm un concepta que sin dudo broto del nuevo slogon
"Poniendo el conocimiento o hobojar", uno expresibnque
fu6 adaptado par lohn A Lopp. El orlfculo siguiente t a m
uno visto penetronte del desordlo premturo de lo
profesih~y a algunos importontes oplicociones de esto
especialidad.
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We now take you forward one year to 1918.
Special libraries readership has grown and there
are now several hundred subscribers to Special
libraries-most of whom are special librarians in
the true sense of the term. However, members of
the rofession and the association are continually
wor ing toward building a better identity for
themselves and, therefore, promoting the
importance and need of special libraries. The key to
success, as this author sees it, is the application of
information to practical problems-a concept
undoubtedly stemming from the association's new
slogan "Putting Knowledge to Work," a term that
was coined by John A. Lap The followin article
takes an in-depth look at t e early growt of the
profession and some important applications of this
specialization.

I

.

e
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D

uring the past 10 years, a new profession has
developed in this country and has grown to such
proportions as to place it in an enviable position. This
profession is that of the librarian-specialist,whose function it is to gather information, condense and combine it,
and interpret the results to the man on the job, whether
that job be legislation, administration, business, commerce, or any of the other lines in which men engage. This
profession has found its expression in the Special Libraries Association and has interpreted itself to the world
through the medium of Special Libraries.
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ing the many and varied matters liable to
develop in the conduct of the business. He
must instinctively know what subjects are
bound to come up for discussionat some future
time and accumulate material to aid the executive in the proper study of the question with the
least amount of time. The material should not
consistof stacksof books or pamphlets dumped
upon his desk to such an extent that the executive groans at the sight of the job before him,
but should consist of specially marked pages
or paragraphs in books, reviews, etc., bearing
directly on the subject, so that the executive
may grasp what has been written with the
minimum amount of personal work. In fact, if
possible, the extracts should be summarized
and the important points in a long article condensed into one sentence. An executive is not
properly assisted if the "meat" in an article is
not marked, and if he has to wade through
pages of a book to find what he wants. He can
place little reliance on an assistant who has not
the ability to recognize the skeleton upon which
an article is draped. The librarian should also be
capable of noting whether ideas successfully
tried out in other businessespossess merit enough
to be copied by his own concern. In fact, adaptability to changed conditions, changed customs, and changed circumstancesfigure largely
in the personality of the so-called librarian, and
he should be able to scent new ideas and new
methods of doing things, as they are written up
in various periodicals, newspapers, and reports
of various proceedings that come to his attention and recognize the possibility of their being
adapted to the work in hand.
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An executive should be able to ask "any old
thing" of the librarian, from the age of a
prominent man when he assumed a responsible position, to the present work of Field
Marshal Joffre. In conducting his researches,
he should be able to call upon many business
and social acquaintances for help, and be on
the best of terms with specialists here, there,
and everywhere, using the telegraph and telephone without stint if need be. It stands to
reason he should be able to borrow books from
other libraries,know where special collections
of certain literature may be found, and in what
private collections valuable data is available.
The opportunity of being of assistance to the
executive depends entirely upon the librarian.
If he intimately acquaints himself with the
work the executive has on hand, he can make
himself valuable and really be an assistant on
many matters. If he can keep in touch with life
outside of his vocation, he may materially be
useful to the executive. If he can grasp what is
desired without lengthy explanations, he helps
save time. In fact, the so-called librarian can
build a permanent place for himself in every
firm, corporation or company, if he desires to
do so, and if he possesses an intimate acquaintance with the various methods of getting
information aside from books, periodicals,
pamphlets, etc., standing as he should at the
elbow of an executive, demonstrating his ability to advise how various matters have been
viewed by different minds, and reporting why
certain schemes were a success or failure. It
would seem as if a more fitting title could be
thought of for him than that of librarian.

request that editorsof periodicals be acquainted
with the same and have him suggest that articles be written accordingly or that special
numbers be compiled. As the staff, as a rule,
generally have much work to do at conventions, legislative hearings, club meetings, and
various committee gatherings, it would seem
but the most natural method to confer with the
librarian regarding the many different problems to be met in order to get the latest literature on the subject. In fact, the librarian can
earn his salary by drumming up trade among
the staff, calling upon them periodically, and
by keeping in touch with the work so as to be
on the lookout for articles either in newspapers, periodicals, etc., bearing upon the different problems on hand. By so doing, articles
that ordinarily might not be considered as
pertinent toany workrelative to the company's
business might assume an entirely different
aspect. The librarian must know the various
functions performed by the different members

of the staff in order to be qualified to do this
work, and it would seem essential to his training to know by practical experience the various duties done by each before he can enter the
work performed by the library. In short, if he is
to be the assistant desired he must have a
general idea of the business from many points
of view.
To the executive carrying out the well established principle of "having others do things
that can be done better by them than by himself' the so-called librarian is a person trained
to fill a vacant gap in the staff at his elbow.
With the increased responsibilities of an
executive "now-a-days" the more he can have
others do for him the better fitted he is to
perform the work expected of him.

T

he librarian must anticipatethe executive's
wantsregarding literatureon subjectsakin
to the business, and be prepared with fitting
references and apt extracts of reviews regard-
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Undoubtedly, much harder work is required
to properly shelve books so as to provide for
future growth than the casual observer of a
library realizes and an adaptation of some
indexing system in general use is essential,but
is it not possible for a person employed in a
special library to be so engrossed in deciding
the various lights and shades of indexing that
he ultimately loses sight of the fact that he is
part of a "live and something doing" concern?
By a proper allotment of the various routine
matters to subordinates, the librarian, of course,
does not become oblivious to the opportunities
presented to him every day to broaden his
activities and be of vital assistance to the
employees of the company he is with, and the
more he can detail this routine work to others,
just so much is he adding to his value as an
assistant to the employees of his company, to
the staff, and to his executive officers.
The employees of a company must necessarily look to the librarian to provide them with
indexes for ready reference, with books on the
subjects they are constantly studying, with

ian knows their wants, he will continue to find
matter on the subject until directed to stop; that
if new ideas on an old subjectcome to hand they
willbe advisedof the same; that where infonnation is desired the inquiry will receive immediate attention; and that the librarian is in fact an
assistant to them in their work. They should be
made to feel that the librarian is glad of the
opportunity to be of assistance to them, and not
made to feel that information is given as a favor.
He should show as much enthusiasm over the
inquiry of an office boy as he shows for the
perplexing questions of a highly paid expert.

T

he staffof a company can unquestionably
use a librarian as an assistant on many
matters, since he has an opportunity to become
familiar with the various trade magazines and
periodicals, is able to note and read articles
that they have so little time to read, and can
systematicallycall their attention to articles of
special note. They can work out the routing of
the various periodicals, books, etc., among
their subordinateswith the librarian, and should

The librarian must anticipate the executive's want regarding literature on subjects
akin to the business He must be instinctively know what subjects are bound to
come up for discussion at some future time and accumulate material to aid the
executive in the proper study of the question with the least amount of time.

....

magazines and periodicals pertaining to their
business, with pamphlets appropriate to the
work in hand, and with book reviews so that
they may be acquainted with the latest books
printed, and moreover, they should become
confident in predicting that all or nearly all of
the up-to-date literature they may desire relative to their work can be found in the company
library. They should feel that when a question
is asked "no stone will be left unturned in the
search for information as to the latest or best
article on the specific subject; that if anegative
answer is given they can bank on its being so;
that if little reading matter is forthcoming it is
because little has been written; and that if the
answer is not immediately given it is due to
their question not having been indexed as
asked, or hidden away in an obscure article.
They should feel confident that once the librar-
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be able to assume that the newest books of
value to them are brought to their attention and
purchased if desirable. The staff should feel
that they can always enlist the service of the
librarian in any new project or new condition
that confronts them, and can well afford to
confide in the librarian regarding the object
desired to be done, so that literature bearing on
the problem may be accumulating, and be
ready to use when the time comes for so doing.
They should ask that the subject under discussion be looked up by the librarian, and not
waste their own time looking through periodicals, indexes, and books. In short, they should
make a confidant of the librarian, and should
feel that they are saving much of their valuable
time by so doing. The staff might very properly call the attention of the librarian to the lack
of literature available on various subjects, and
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The So-called Librarian's Real Duties
by M ut t k w C. Brush,
President, Boston Elevuted Ruilwuy Co.

Originally appeared in the June 191 7 issue of Special Libraries.
Address presented before the Special Libraries Association,
Louisville, KY, June 25, 1917.
Nous sommes maintenant en 1917. l a jeune
mociotion coopire ovec I'hw'ation amiiicaine
des bibliothQues flmericon bbmry hocmtionl
pour decouwir les moyens de mieux senlir ses
membres dont les orgonisotonsm&e, comme le
reste h mmde, &vent prende des mesures pour
parer oux d e t s de la premkre guem mondiole.
l'wsoriation consibre igahment la poaibiliti de
s'organter en fonclion de son file pplut? que de so
ripartition giographique. Cependant, tout en
discutant de ces matiees apparemment plus
importonte, I'autevr Mathew B ~ s hs'efforce de
gmver dons I'esprit des lecteurs de Special libmries
I'importance de divelopper leurs propres
compitences. Et oujoudhui, les profeaionnels de
I'infomotbn considirent t o u j m ce sujet comme
eMmement important.

The year is now 1917, and the young association is
coo erating with the American Library Association
to iscover ways to better serve their membership
whose parent or anizations, along with the rest of
the world, are d i n g with the effects of World
War I. The association is also considering organizing
itself on the basis of function rather than
geographical distribution. In the midst of these
seemingly greater issues however, author Matthew
Brush impressed upon Special Libraries readers the
importance of developin their own competencies, a
to ic that is still o central importance to
in ormation professionals today.

N afio es 19 17, y la joven asociaci6n esm
cooperundo con lo Asociaci6n de Bibliotecas
heicanas porn descubrir /as mejores manems de
setvir a sus miembros cuyas fUndoci6nes cenhdes,
juntos con el rest0 del mundo, tienen y e orupone
de los efehs de la Pnmem Guerm Mundil. La
mocioa6n tombiin pienso orgonirone por motivo
de funah en w de dishibucibn geaghka. Pero
en el media de todas estos a1 parecer formidablles
cvestiones, el aubr Mothew Bmsh convencid a lar
lectores de S p e d lbmries de b importoncia de
desmllar sus propios capocidahs, un tema que
o h es de importoncia primordial para 10s
profesionales de la infomacih de hay.

employee qualified to assist every officer and executive in the performance of his duties should tell so little of
the work actually performed.
Presumably nine persons out of ten think that a librarian of a fm, company, or corporation is an employee
who sees to the preservation of historical documents
pertaining to an occupation~ollectingbooks bearing
on the specific work of his employer, properly indexing
volumes of periodicals, society proceedings and transactions, year books, manuals, hand books, maps, atlases,
etc.-all very necessary in the proper performance of the
"job," but only one of the many ways that an employee
called "librarian" fortifies himself for the various opportunities he has to be of aid in constructive work.
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t seems most unfortunate that the title of an
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material found in books, proceedings, and
periodicals and how readily it may be brought
to his hand.
The library idea has always been more or
less academic, monastic, classic. The impression has prevailed that the library appeals first
of all to the reader of polite literature, to the
student, the philosopher, the man of letters.
This modem rapid development of special
libraries managed by experts who endeavor
from day to day to gather together the latest
things on the topic to which his library is
devoted to present to the firm and employees,
is simply an outward manifestation of the fact
that the man of affairs has come to realize that
printed things form the most useful and most
important tools of his business no matter what
that business may be.
We may look to see very wide and rapid
development of libraries of all kinds in the next
few years.

Cooperation Between Special Libraries
by H.O. Brigham

C

oordination, which might be a subtitle to
this paper, may be attained by attempting
to harmonize the widely varying types which
compose this association. In other words, the
various libraries may be divided into groups.
For example, the technical libraries may be
made responsible for all information on that
line; the commercial libraries for facts relating
to their field, and the municipal organizations
for the data which wouldnaturally come from
them; the highly specialized libraries such as
insurance,agriculture, and banking would contribute researches which would appear to be of
general interest to all in the association; the
legislative reference departments would set
forth the progress of legislation which affected
the several classes represented in the organization and the public libraries and college libraries would bring their share from the greater
sources of supply which make them, as it were,
the department stores of the library world.
This subdivision of labor will be of great
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value, it will furnish a means for the expenditure of cooperative energy, it will correlate the
highly differentiated parts of our complex organization, and it will place in reciprocal relation these unrelated and widely scattered
institutions. We shall attain our object only by
such harmonious coordination and we are apt
to secure satisfactoryresults. Reciprocity must
be our watchword and helpfulness to others
our aim.
The suggested research must be specific and
confined as far as possible to the special group
or class. It would be better if there were an
absolute avoidance of detailed research by
librarians of another class.
A speciallist on agriculturaleducation should
emanate from the agriculture library and not
from the engineering library. Insurance investigations might be the subject of study by
either the insurance library or the legislative
reference department and both might contribute to the subject. When you arrange your
scheme, you must devise some method of
intercommunication. The valuable list compiled by the X library, the bibliography by the
Y library should be available for all. Each
library could be responsible for the copying of
these lists of essays and they could be filed
with our secretary. All of us stumble on bits of
information which are valuable for the entire
body. Send them to the secretary. Let us help
one another and by so doing help ourselves.
In conclusion, I urge upon you to give this
association your hearty support. Goaway from
this meeting with some definite line of action
formulated. Do your part, aye, do more than
your part. Give us your counsel and your
suggestions. Help to make this association,
which is entering onto untrodden paths, a
strong factor in the library movement. Preach
the doctrine of enthusiasm. Not the type that
like some forms of emotional religion has a
deleterious effect, but the hearty, sincere enthusiasm that cheerily accepts a duty, that in
spite of harping criticism performs an allotted
task and f i in the belief of work well done
faces and the future. This is true cooperation.

by Beauice Carr, statistician, Fisk &
Robinson, New York.
Cooperation Between Special Libraries, by Herbert 0. Grigham, librarian,
Rhode Island StateLibrary, Providence.
Specialized Municipal Libraries, by
Milo R. Maltbie, commissioner, Public
ServiceCommission,f i s t district,New
York.
Maps and Atlases, by Miss Sarah Ball,
librarian, Business Men's Branch,Free
Public Library, Newark.
Cooperationin the Publication of Lists,
by George W. Lee, librarian, Stone &
Webster, Boston.
The general discussion which followed the
formal program was of great interest, and
showed that many of those present were heartily in sympathy with the plan of greater cooperation between special libraries.Mr. Whitten's
paper is published in the January issue of the
Library Journal, and that of Miss Ball in the
January issue of Public Libraries. The following is an abstract of other papers presented.

The President's Opening Remarks
given by John Cotton Dana

T

he special library, in that meaning of the
phrase which we have had in mind in
organizing this associationof special libraries,
is an institution of very recent development.
We may venture to define it as "the library of
amodern manof affairs." This definition isnot
sufficientlyinclusive,however; as is shown by
my own experience in the matter. I have had
the wish, for nearly all of the 20 years that I
have been engaged in library work, to establish in the business center of the city in which
the library I was managing was situated, a
business men's branch; located on the ground
floor,opening on the busiest office street of the
city (not the busiest shopping street), large,
well lighted, and fully equipped with all the
books which experience should prove to be of

interest to men engaged in commerce, manufacture, finance, and kindred matters. In Newark I have had at last the opportunity to carry
out in a small way this idea, and to see amodest
business men's branch in the center of the
town. This branch is fairly successful along
the business line, and its success in this direction has something to do with the existence of
this association.
But you will say at once that while a business branch of a public library may prove to be
of great value, first, to the main library as a
bond between men of affairs in the city and the
main library's great storehouse of books; next,
as a useful tool for business firms of all kinds
in the city; it still is very far from being a
typical special library of men of affairs, such
as this association has been formed to aid and
promote. For, as the brief investigation already ma& into the development of the special library in this country shows, these special
collectionsof books, reports, and other printed
material are so varied in their character and in
the use made of them, that no definition will
any longer satisfactorily include them all.
A
at ourprogramincluding librariesof
apublic servicecommission,of a financ~alfirm,
i d of an engineering firm, shows how wide is
the range of thought and action in which the
small special collection of books and other
printed material has already found a place.
The rapid developmentof this institution for
bringing to the aid of modem industry whatever the student or the practitioner may have
thought fit to put into type is very significant.
It means that here in the opening years of the
20th century, 550 years after the invention of
printing, men of affairs are for the fist time
beginning to see clearly that collections of
books and printed materials are not, as they
were long held to be by most, for the use
simply of the scholar, the student, the reader,
and the devote of belleslettres, but are useful
tools, needing only the care and skill of curator, of a king of living index thereto, as it were,
to be of the greatest possible help in promoting
business efficiency.
To say this again in a little different way:
The man of affairs has just begun to realize
how important and helpful to him may be the
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needs of the libraries represented, these current lists will relate chiefly to public affairs,
social problems, public utilities, technology,
insurance, and finance. It is believed that such
information will be very useful not only to
special libraries and institutions, but to a very
large number of general and public libraries.
The Special Libraries Association, formed
at the Bretton Woods meeting of the American
Library Association last July, hopes to unite in
cooperationall small special librariesthroughout the country: financial, commercial, scientific, industrial; special departments of state,
college, and general libraries; and, in fact, all
libraries devoted to special purposes and serving a limited clientage.
Such libraries, because of their isolated and
unique positions and confined problems, have
had little in common. Much can be accomplished if they unite along cooperative lines,
by interchange of ideas, by circulation of bulletins, and in short, by establishing in this new
association a clearinghouse for answering inquiries arising among the various members.

First Meeting of the
Special Libraries Association

T

he Special Libraries Association held its
first meeting on November 5th, in the
assembly room of the Merchants' Association
of New York City. About 40 members were
present. Mr. Dana, president, called the meeting to order, drew attention to the importance
of special libraries, to their rapid increase in
number, and to the fact that they indicate that
the habit is growing among men of affairs to
look to books and periodicals and printed
materials in general for direct help in the
solution of the questions that are continually
confronting them. Mr. Mead, secretary of the
Merchants Association, welcomed the association and spoke briefly of the value to his
association of its special library. The program
was as follows:
Developmentof Special Libraries, by Dr.
Robert H. Whitten, librarian, Public ServiceCornrnission,firstdistrict New York.
Some Aspects of a Financial Library,
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In the Beginning
by John A. Lapp, John Cotton Dana, and KO. Brigham

The articles below originally appeared in the January 1910
premiere issue of Special Libraries.

Ces articles tiks du premier numen, de Speciol
libnries, p& en janvier l9lQ wus f e m t faire
un voyage h n s le temps passe d destination des
dbutr de notre association, d une @que oi, nos
fonhteun n'en etoient encore qu'd former et d
fapnner une idee grandiose. En outre, vous
d i c o u ~ e au
z fil de la lecture b mission et l'objecif
de b premiire publication de b SlA, Speciollibmks
;votre imagination wus lronsportem d la p r e m k
hunion de lo SlA oi, wus wus w e z entoure non
pus pies quelque 7 706 pemnes qui ont assist6
d notre demier congris, mais por les 40 membres
qui ont assist. d la premiire hunion de la Sl4
Finakment, wus entendrez notre fondateor, John
Cotton Dana, parkr de re qu'il contemplait pour les
b1blioth8caires specialis& qu'il avait attires en
h a n t cefle assoriotion.
Estos arffculos elegidos de b primem tinda de
Special 1ibmries, publicados en enen, de 19 10 le
Ilevad en un viaje a1 pasodo alpnncipio de nuesim
asoriocibn, a una Coca cuando nuestms fundodores
a h formaban y mokleaban una gmn ilea. Usted
leed tombin sobre la misibn e intenabn de b
primem public~ibnde SlA, Special libraries, e i d
en un viaie imoginarb hacia la primem reunion de
SlA , donde se imaginorb rodeado no por 10s casi
7,706 individuos que asistieron nuestm f i l t h
conferencia, pen, por 10s 40 miembms que
asistieron lo primera reunion de SlA. Finolmente,
usted se informad sobw nuesh fundudor, John
Cotton Dona, y lo que el tenia previsto porn bs
bibliotecarios especioles que reunid con lo aeadn
de esto asociacion.
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These selected articles from the first issue of Special
libraries, published in January, 1910, will take you
on a journey backwards in time to the beginning of
our association, to a time when our founders were
still shaping and molding a grand idea. You will also
read about the mission and pur ose of SLA's first
publication, Speciallibraries, an take an imaginary
trip back to SLAfs first meeting, where you will
picture yourself surrounded not by the approximate
7,706 individuals who attended our latest
conference, but by the 40 members who attended
SLAfs first meeting. Finally, you will hear from our
founder, John Cotton Dana, on what he envisioned
for the special librarians he drew together with the
formation of this association.

!

Foreword

S

pecial Libraries is published by the SpecialLibraries
Association as a means of furthering effective cooperation. It will serve as amedium of intercommunication
and to a certain extent, will be a clearinghouse of notes
and news of special interest to the members of the
association.It will publish alirnitednumberof papers and
short reference lists. It will devote special attention,
however, to listing the more important current literature
and especially those books, official reports, pamphlets,
and periodical articles that are not included in general
book lists and periodical indexes. Conforming to the
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and cataloging microfilm indicated that special
librarians were aware of new methods of performing traditional tasks and were utilizing new
equipment and concepts. Problems of SLA's
relationships with the American Library Association were evident in letters to the editor and
reports by officers and committees.

A

fter World War 11, the 1949 volume of
Special Libraries placed, in keeping with
the times, greater emphasis on scientific and
technical libraries. Although there were still
many articles on business, insurance, financial,
and social science libraries, there began to be
equally as many on technical librarianship, for
example,"Patent Searching," "Triangular Training forthe TechnicalLibratian," "ACataloger's
View of the AEC Library Program," and "Organization of an Abstracting Service." Documentation became afamiliarterminthe language
in such pieces as "Railway Documentation in
Europe" and in a section of an article by S.R.
Ranganathan titled "Special Librarianship
What It Connotes."
Throughoutthe year, particularly in the April
issue, the association's 40th anniversary and
many-facetedhistory were stressed.Pastpresidents reviewed the accomplishments of their
terms, tribute was paid to the many members

who had volunteered their time and abilities to
edit Special Libraries, the organization of chapters and groups was recorded, and an impressive list of bibliographies, source lists, reading
lists, directories, subject heading lists, handbooks, union lists, indices, and other books
published by the association since 1917 was
given. By 1949,Special Libraries had an average length of 40 pages and sold for $7 yearly.
Beginning with this January 1959 number,
Special Libraries will automatically be sent to
all, except student, members of the association
and to 1035 subscribers.In the past decade, the
journal has been able, despite rising printing
and paper costs, to maintain a $7 yearly subscription rate. In addition, its average length
has increased to 44 pages, with several larger
issues each year, the extensive use of half
tones, line cuts, charts, and tables has been
reintroduced and the quality of the paper and
printing have improved. At the same time, it
has continued to present the latest practices
and principles of all aspects of special
librarianship.
Today in 1959 as in 1910, SpecialLibraries
is dedicated to furnishing special librarians
with the tools and information they need to
perform their multitudinous tasks more effectively and more efficiently.

* Marion, Guy E. The Special Libraries Association Library Journal, April
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"List of References on the Right to Strike"
indicated the restlessness and increasing importance of organized labor during the beginning of the century, but more important, the
awareness of the editor to subjects of current
interest and concem.
A decade later, in 1929,thejournal reflected
the association's growth in membership and
prestige. Lists of publications, national and
local officers, and institutionalmembers were
carried regularly as were reports from local
associations (now chapters) and groups (now
divisions). An annual index was published
with the March issue, and the subscription
price was increased to $5. The purposes had
not changed, nor had the drive to give those in
the special library field the kind of information
they needed, when they needed it, and in a
form they could use.
In the spring of 1929, two special issues
appeared on classification:one was devoted to
classification problems and the second to discussions and evaluations of the Brussels, Cutter, Dewey, Elliott, Baker Library, Library of
Congress, and other special classification systems. There was also a special newspaper
number. Events and Publications, the predecessor of Have You Heard and Off The Press,
was a regular column featuring news about
items of library interest.
By 1939,thenumber of regular departments
had increased substantiallyand included each
month a President's Page, News Notes, Letters to the Editor, Publications of Special Interest andeditorials.Library Magazine Articles
of Interest,We Do This, Board Meeting Notes,
andConferenceNewsappeared intermittently,
That year, the convention proceedings were
published separately and were not included in
the subscription price of $5.
The social, economic, and technical changes
that characterized the 1930s were clearly reflected in the format and subject matter of the
13thvolume of Special Libraries. There were no
line cuts or photoengravings to enliven the text,
and the printed maner was of a serious, often
discursive nature. Four articles on unionism and
professional workers marked the beginning of
concern with professional standards, salaries,
and requirements. Pieces on filing, preserving,
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This advertisement is displayed for historical
interest only and does not reflect current costs
or services.
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Guy E. Marion, recalling theearly activities and
objectives of the association, wrote: "It was
foremost in the minds of nearly all at that time
(1909) that one of the prime reasons why this
new association was actually needed as a separate entity with its own treasury, lay in the fact
that there was no organization in existence
which would publish and spread the things we
were thinking and saying. The technical press
was not interested in publishing our ideas, the
American Library Association had only its proceedings. ...In fact, there seemed to be no other
way to bring our thoughts and deliberations to
other similarly interested minds but to start our
own official organ where we could control the
publishing of everything in this particular field." *
The first 10 issues of the 1910 volume
contained information that had never before
been assembled. It was a wealth of bibliographical information that up to that time had
never been published. There were descriptions
of the facilities and services of special libraries
that no one had ever thought worthy of careful,
detailed delineation; papers prepared by specialists for presentation before state library
meetings; and lively current news and comments on library affairs. These were the heart
and substance of those now dusty volumes of
the first years of Special Libraries.
Although the first 1910 volume, which sold
for $2, was small in comparison with recent
volumes of the journal, it presaged what was to
come. Five pages of the April issue werea twopart listing, by name and subject field, of SLA
members-the first membership directory.
Another issue carried "Technical Magazines
Containing Book Reviewsw--certainly a forerunner of SLA's successful monthly periodical, Technical BookReview Index. The energy
and foresight of members was clearly evident
in the detailed proposals for the publication of

I

Artisans Trade Index (later assumed by the
H.W. Wilson Company and published as the
eminently useful Industrial Arts Index, now
Business Periodicals Index and Applied Science & Technology Index), Public AfSairs Information Service, and a newspaper index.
Indices like these had never been available
until Special Libraries stressed the need for
better bibliographic services in these fields of
knowledge. The first volume also regularly
carried columns called Notes and References
in the fields of public affairs, insurance, technology, and public utilities. The first advertisement, three lines describing the services of
the H.R. Hunting Company of Springfield,
Massachusetts, appeared in the April issue.

T

en years later in 1919 and for a
subscription price of $4 annually, Special Libraries had 430 subscribers, and a
group of advertisers was helping the journal
achieve financial stability. Gaylord Brothers,
Harvard University Press, and Ronald Press
were, as they have continued to be, familiar
names in the two to three pages of advertising.
Halftone illustrations had been introduced;
these pictures of early special libraries are
particularly interesting when contrasted to the
libraries presented in the current Special Libraries' series, Planning the New Library.
The tenth volume of the journal also showed
the development of an idea that has since
proved most successful, namely the devotion
of an entire issue to one particular subject
field. Seven special issues were published,
covering business, industrial, safety, chemical, agricultural, financial, and transportation
libraries. The articles "Training of Business
Librarians" and "Internal Publicity as an Aid
to theLaboratoryWwere titles and subjects that
might be selected for publication today, while

The H.R. Huntting Company, Springfield, Mass., makes a specialty
of looking up and reporting on special items. Classified catalogs are
issued monthly. Correspondence invited. Special library binding.
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Some Observations on
Fives Decades of Speciul Libraries
by Mary 1. Allison,
Former Editor, Special Libraries

Originally appeared in the January 1959 issue of Special Libraries.

11est acqui que I'une des farces principoles qui a m n i d
la constitvtian de I'drsociation des bibliothiques spicialiies
(Special Libraries Association) itnit le fait que les
bibliothiques spe'cia/isies ressentaienf un besoin urgent
d'ovoir leur propre pblicotion 8, remarque Mary L. Allison,
auteur de cet article icrit en I'honneur du cinquonntih
annivenaire de ceite pubkotion. rest presque comme si
Special Librairies itnit un enfanf que vwlait disespdriment
une jeune prafesrion extgmement disireuse de I'ilever et
de le voir grandir. €ffectivement, Special libraries semble
prendre des carad8'ritiques hunmines nu fur et d mesure
qoe I'auteur dicrit les onnies formatrices qui suivent son
introductian en 19 10, so craissance signif~otiveI s 19 19,
et son a passage d I'age odulte dons les onnies 20. Au
cours des onnies 30, nous voyons Special Libraries en tan!
qve jeune oduhe qui se transform et eqlore de nowelles
idies. les onnies 40 suivent de pres; durant cette pirioh,
elle attache plus d'inportance oux suieb imporiants d son
wenir. Finolement, les onnies 50 rivilent une publication
plus more qui embrmse son p s i tout en itablisant le
critire d'excellence que nous nous e f f o r p s toujours
d'otteindre oujourd'hui.
J

"Conrta en el hstordque uno de 10s b m s d s inportantes
que encanin6 b estiuctum de la drccioci6n de hs Bblitecns
hpeuales (SL4) fui b ugente necesidd perchido por bs
hhli~tecnserpecmles de tener una pbtcau6n propia," indira
Mary L. Ahon, outom de esb aticub que cekbm el 50
oninario de la pblicnci6n. G casi corn si ~ c i 1 1Libraries
hem un n i b desespemdamente a i m d o por uno pmfesibn
d ~ p e s f ay ansiw de abmentarb y observer corm crece. Ari
mismo, Special libraries efectivamente parece tamar
mmcterirticm humnos mientms el outor describe hr airas
formtias desp.4 de a, intmduccibn en 1910, su desaroIIo
inportante ha% 1919, y a, lkgada a la "mdurer" en bs
ofiai vente. En bs a h tre~nta,obse~yormsSpecid libmries
corm a un adolescente, e~nmentandocndiar y epbrando
nuevm ideas -segudo mypronto p r lar aios warenb donde
w m s un infma moyor en hn terms que son inportantes p m
a, futuro. finalmnte, bs o h cincuenta destapn una
r
m ver que
pbbcoci6n r d u m , abramnda su posodo a lo h
osegorola rmrcn de b excebncmque a i n perseguim hay d'u.
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"It is a matter of record that one of the maior forces
leading to the organization of the 5 ecial Libraries
Association was the urgent need elt by special
libraries for a publication of their own," notes Mary
L. Allison, author of this article celebrating the
publication's 50th anniversary. It's almost as if
Speciallibraries was a desperately wanted child by a
young profession ready and eager to nurture it and
watch i t grow. Indeed, Special Libraries does seem to
take on human characteristics as the author describes
the formative years following its introduction in
1910, its significant growth by 1919, and its
"coming of agef' in the 1920s. In the 1930s, we see
Special Libraries as a young adult, experiencing
changes and exploring new ideas-closely followed
b the 1940s where we see a greater emphasis
p aced on subjects important to its future. Finally, the
1950s reveal a mature publication, embracing its
past while setting the mark of excellence we still
strive for today.

Copyright
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A

quick survey of Special Libraries over
the five decades it has flourished proves to even the
most casual observer that from its inception, the journal
has consistently pioneered in bringing to its readers the
tools they have needed to do a better job. It is a matter of
record that one of the major forces leading to the organization of the Special Libraries Association was the urgent
need feltby speciallibrarians for a publication of their own.
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Preface

I

t is not an easy task to publish the last issue of a journal that has been printed since 1910.
How do you do justice to the last piece of a part of history? We decided to let the journal say
its own farewell through a special issue devoted to retelling Special Libraries 'best stories. In each
page of the old articles we researched for this special retrospective issue, we found stories being
told not only through the words, but through the pictures, the choice of language, and the
placement of emphasis.
We began Special Libraries' farewell with an overview of the first five decades of the
publication,provided by the editor of Special Libraries during the journal's 50th anniversary year.
After allowing readers to take in the panoramic view, we go back to the pages of the first issue
and start on the winding road through SLA's history.
In the pictures drawn from these words, we see the life of the organization-its growth, its
shortcomings, its hopes, its actualities. Over its 86-year history, Special Libraries has recorded
the life of the profession from its birth. In the stories selected for retelling here, we tap into the
thoughts and reasoning of those who went before us. We witness the association's inner strength
during times of organizational evaluation and change and chart a map of the course SLA took to
get to where it is today.
We also get an interesting and somewhat entertaining look at some of the advertisements that
first graced Special Libraries' pages. At the same time, we expose ourselves to some sexist
language inappropriate for use in today's world. We considered editing out this language,
however, we felt it was better to preserve the entire history of the documents. We hope you will
look at this language usage not as offensive, but rather, as a sign of how time can change people's
perceptions.
We hope you enjoy the romp through history as much as we enjoyed creating the trad. What
better way to send off a publication than to celebrate its relevance in our lives.

Sharise D. Esh
Editor
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How many times have you heard that one?
Next time - and there will be a next time don't cringe. Just reach for Index to Scientific &
Technical Proceedingsm on CD-ROM or Index
to Soda1 Sciences & Humanities ProceedingsTM
on CD-ROM from ISIB.
These comprehensive resources cover every significant detail from every important international
conference. Conference and paper titles, dates
and locations, sponsors,
author and publisher names
and addresses - even ISSNI
ISBN numbers, prices, LC
numbers, and more.
'
And because the software is
specially designed to meet the
unique demands of searching

the conference literature, you'll easily uncover
the exact information you need.
Plus, ISTPTMon CD-ROM and ZSSHPTMon
CD-ROM are rolling, f i ~ e - ~ e files*
a r - each
updated quarterly on one disc. So you can
quickly pinpoint valuable retrospective information, as well as recently published data.
Try ZSTP on CD-ROM and ISSHP on
CD-ROM and perform your most efficient
proceedings searches ever.
No matter how sketchy or
vague the clues. Call IS1
today for a subscription
or FREE sample.

Institute for Scientific Information
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* ISSHP on CD-ROM will contmue to
cumulate until it becomes a ten-year file
(or as space allows)
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* collers outside lonodo poy longdistorrce conned fees

The Canadian
information you want
StatsCan Online's growing suite of information
sources offers:
The Daily -Statistics Canada's official release bulletin
lnterncrtiona/ trade -trade flows between Canada
and all its international trodina partners, plus trade
flows h
w
i emirrdividuul hadk~ r a v i t kand
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) population "
) culture and tourism
) manufacturing

$

$

1

;
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KEY FEATURES:
Thoroughly updated and expanded by 30%
Organized alphabetically in a large, double-column format
Over 250 entries with accompanying tables and figures

AVAILABLE
FROM

TELEPHONE (516) 767 7171
FAX (516) 9449824
14 VANDERVENTER AVENUE
PORT WASHINGTON NY 1 1050-0306
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"Absolutely essential for all institutions with
programs in chemistry, chemical engineering,
biotechnology and related areas."--Choice

KIRK-OTHMER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
Fourth Edition

Building on the comprehensive coverage of the
Third Edition, this new Fourth Edtion of an
indispensable multivolume reference offers complete
updates of all articles and an expanded range of topics.
850 article titles-20% newincluding extensive coverage
of material science
A greatly expanded analytical
chemistry section, over 450 pages
on biotechnology and over 500
pages on computer topics

*Up-to-date information on
legal issues such as regulations,
patenting and licensing
CAS Registry Numbers included,
as well as other enhanced
electronic searching features

"[The Fourth Edition]
retains its reputation as
the leading source of in-depth
chemical technology."
--Chemical Engineering
Volumes 1-19 are currently available.
Four volumes per year will be published
through 1998, totaling 27 (25 alphabetical,
plus index and supplement).
'$325 per volume
*Special Pre-paid Set Price: $7,884
Set ISBN 0-471-52704-1

WILEY
Publishers Smce 1807

I scholium I1

1
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TELEPHONE (516) 767-7171
FAX (516) 944-9824
14 VANDERVENTER AVENUE
PORT WASHINGTON. NY 11050-0306
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You need a
customer satisfaction
research senice!
We have 77, plus

i 400 rnarket~n~
research companies,

268 generoi focus group
serwes, and more,
a n the ~ r e e n ~ o o k "
An ~nstont,easy onswer
to all your rnorketng
research quest~onsl
F~ndngo specfc
marketing research resource
con be a d~ficuliprocess
But why t ~ mred when
you con turn green2
Use the most comprehensve,
up-to-date, relobe, and
easy -to-use guide to
marketing research servces

available

-

the book

professonas have turned to
for over 30 years
3ublshed by the New
York Amer~conMorketng
- the peope
Assoc~ot~on

who publ~shMorkefrng
Rewew and sponsor the

EFFIE owards the peope
who know morkemg
research -the ~ r e e n ~ o o k @
offers an ndlspensable,
one~stopsourcebook

01 Ine world's top
marketing expertise
Order the GreenBook"
today Call toll-free

1-800-792-9202
http://www.greenbook.org

1

t o t h e f o u r c o r n e r s of

best service available. And that means reaching out farther than ever before for
information. You need the power of UNIX." You need clientiserver architecture.
Full-text Searching
239.10 Version 3
MARC, COSATI &
Custom Formats
MS-WINDOW or
MACINTOSH Clients
Yassifred Accountability
DROLS
Interoperability
GSA Schedule:
GSOOK-9jAGS-S691

You need STILAS."' Designed specifically with the researcher in mind, STILAS
provides functionality that goes beyond traditional library systems. From
advanced databases supporting any bibliographic format to sophisticated client
interfaces for MS-Windows,"' Macintosh," 239.50 and the Web, STILAS has it
all. When it comes to managing the day-to-day recordkeeping functions of your
library, you'll find STILAS to be just as impressive. Find out why STILAS is the
system of choice for ST1 libraries. You need to reach the world. It needs to reach
you. STILAS, from SIRSI, makes it possible.
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In every library there should be a first place students, researchers,educators and librarians turn to find
infomation on any scientific or technical subject.A place where the inspiration for starting a research project,
the supporting evidence for a paper, or the authoritative answer to an intriguing question can always be found.
More than ever, the new Eighth Edition of the McGraw-Htll Encyclopediu of Science G Technology is that

Avadable through all library wholesalers or call 80C-722-4726. fax 614-755-5645
For a brochure, call Rebecca Seger at 212-337-5036; e-mail negerOmcgraw-hdl.com
Visit our reference books home page. www.mhreference com
ADmsm ofTk~HiliCampunui~~~
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Nonprofit
FINANCIAL AND
ACCOUNTING GUIDE
FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
F&?h Edition
Malvern J. Cross, Jr.,
Richud F. LPrkin,
Roger S. Bruttomesso,
and John J. McNdy
The experts from the Price,
Waterhouse LLP Not-for-profit
Industry Services Group have
revised and expanded this classic
resource, covering all aspects of
the new pronouncements-and
all the bookkeeping, accounting,
controlling, and tax compliance
issues you face every day.
01995 Casebound 704 pp.
Includes 1996 Supplement, a $60value
Supplemented annually
ISBN 0471-104744 $129.00

REINVENTING
THE UNrVERSITY

THE NONPROFIT
MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK

Managing and Financing

O p m t i n g Policies
and hcedures
Edited by Tracy Daniel Connors
This is the first book to examine the
day-to-day operations of nonprofit
organizations in the context of total
quality management techniques.

--

I m t i t u t i o ~of
Higher Education
Edited by Sandm L Johnson
and Sean C. Rush,
Coopers & Lybrand, LLP.
Leaders from the most highlyrespected institutions in the
country offer insights on restructuring administrative operations,
new revenue opportunities, debt
management, capital mewal,
endowment management, and more.
Each section examines emerging
issues, trends and policies.
01995 Casebound 375 pp.
Includes 1996 Supplement, a $57 value
Supplemented annually
ISBN 0471-10452-3 $130.00

TAX PLANNING AND
COMPLIANCE FOR
TAX-EmhfPT

01993 Casebound 1,024 pp.
lncludes 1996 Supplement, a $60 value
Supplemented annually
ISBN 0471-53702-0 $120.00

THE IAW OF TAX-EXEMPT
ORGANIZATIONS
Six Edition
Bruce R Hopkins
This bestseller coven the federal
laws governing tax-exempt
organizations, social welfare
organizations, and others.

01992 Casebound 1,200 pp.
Includes 1996 Supplement, a $65 value
Supplemented annually
ISBN 0471-55501-0 $145.00

THE NONPROFIT
LAW DICTIONARY

Second Edition

disclosures,communicating
with the IRS and more.
01995 Casebound 736 pp.
lncludes 1996 Supplement, a 1660 value
Supplemented annually
ISBN 0471-58499-1 $130.00

THE NSFRE FUND-RAISING
DICTIONARY

NaUollPl Society of
Fund Raising Executives
The only comprehensive profesional
reference guide that presents
definitions from the fund-raising
perspective, the Dictionary is an
indispensable tool for fund-raising

Available through your vendor.

Pubhshers Smce 1807

"PICK THE POWER PACICCIGE"
You don't have to spend time and energy searching for chemical engineering information!
Just place your one-time order for the American Institute of Chemical Engineers' (AIChE's)
"Power Package Plan '97." Then, let AlChE energize your collection with reliable delivery of
the best the profession has to offer, including:

AIChE Journal (Monthly)
The publication of record for ChE R&D, presenting the most
important fundamental and applied chemical engineering
research. With its comprehensive coverage of the field's
expanding technologies, a subscription to the AIChE Journal is
like getting nine technical magazines in one.
hemical Engineering Progress
onthly)
e latest news from chemical
engineering's industrial frontlines,
including in-depth technical articles and
reports on important vends in the field.

Ammonia Plant Safety (Annual)
New technology for cleaner, safer, and
more efficient plant operations in the
manufacture, storage, and
transportation of ammonia and related
products.

Process Safety Progress (Quarterly)
Practical advice for the design,
operation, and maintenance of safe
installations. Presents new techniques,
and advances in loss prevention
technologies.

Chemical Engineering Faculties
(Annual)
Provides key information on
approximately 157 US and 258
intanational Chemical Engineering
Schools, including faculty, department
heads, and degrees granted.

Environmental Progress (Quarterly)
Covers critical issues in the
preservation and improvement of our
environment, including air, water, and
solid and liquid waste management,
abatement, and treatment.
AIChE Symposium Series (4 Titles)
Presents the latest research findings
from recognized experts in such
disciplines as environmental
engineering, heat transfer, and
computer-aided process design.
Biotechnology Progress (Bi-Monthly)
Research reporb, revlews, and news on
products and servlces for the
b~otechnology/b~oprocess
~ndusines.

I

I

Total cost for the 1997 Package Plan: $1,689'
A SAVINGS OF ROUGHLY 20 PERCENT
OVER THE COST OF PURCHASING ALL
THESE VOLUMES INDIVIDUALLY!

PLUG INTO THE
POWER PACMGE
TODAY!
For more information, call Dolly King,
Package Plan Manager; at 212/705-7662

* Outside US: $1,989
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"One o f the principal impress~onsI get is careful attention t o legib~litya n d ease o f look
up, among the best that I've ever encountered ..." -ATA Chronicle
"Unlque to thls d ~ c t ~ o n a rISy the relational database system ~tuses makmg ~tposs~ble
t o trace the varlous connotations a smgle w o r d may have "--American Reference
Book Annual

J-

"This is a stateof-the art d ~ c t ~ o n a ar yn d the publisher

a

a

French Technical Dictionary
1996. 0-4 15-13346-7.
$295 (Can. $4 13)

October

a

French Technical Dictionary
(3.5" Diskettes). Two Volume
Set October 1996. 0-415-13369-6.
$295 (Can. $4 13)

Spanish Technical Dictionary
(Print Version). Two Volume Set
January 1997. 0-415-1 1274-5.
$270 (Can. $378)

Indzu,duol volumes obo owdoblc separalely

GERMAN

a

German Technical Dictionary
(Print Version). Two Volume Set
1995.0-415-09392-9. $275 (Can. $385)

Indmduai volumes also n~.a~lablc
separately

German Technical Dictionary

Indwiduol volumes oko auoiloble reporotely

a

French Dictionary of Business,
Commerce and Finance
(Print Version).
March 1996. 990-415-09394-5.
$99 (Can. $139)

a

French Dictionary of Business,
Commerce and Finance ICD-ROW).
October 1996. 0-4 15-13959-7.
$125 (Can. $175)
French Dictionary of Business,
Commerce and Finance
(3.5" Diskettes).
October 1996. 0-4 15-13958-9.
$125 (Can. $175)
French Dictionary of
Telecommunications (Print Version).
February 1997. 0-415-13348-3.
$125 (Can. $175)

fall 1996

International

This is what reviewers said about Routledge's new bilingual specialist
dictionaries, and now we have an expanded list of dictionaries to be
available over the next few months. Each dictionary listed contains
both language directions, and where one-direction volumes are available

SPANISH

Indcuzdual uolumes also ouariabk seporalely.

to be congratulated."
-Language

FRENCH
French Technical Dictionary
(Print Version,. Two Volume Set
1994.0-415-05670-5. $275 (Can. $385)

IS

1996. 0-4 15-13360-2.
$295 (Can. $413)
German Technical Dictionary
(3.5'' Diskettes]. Two Volume Set
October 1996. 0-4 1 5- 13370-X.
$295 (Can. $4 13)

October

a
a

Individual volumes aha ouodabl~separnlely

German Dictionary of lnformation
Technology (Print Version].
October 1996. 0-4 15-08646-9.
$125 (Can. $1 75)
German Dictionary of lnformation
Technology ICDROM).
February 1997. 0-415-13963-5.
$1 50 (Can. $2 10)
German Dictionary of lnformation
Technology (3.5" Diskettes).
February 1997. 0-4 15-13962-7.
$150 (Can. $2 10)

a

German Dictionary of

O Construction [Print Version).
December

$130

a

1996. 0-4 15-11242-7.

(Can. $182)

German Dictionary of
construction
(CD-ROM).
February 1997. 0-415-14029-3.
$155 (Can. $217)
German Dictionary of
Construction
(3.5" Diskettes).
February 1997. 0-4 15-14028-5.
$155 (Can. $21 7)

a

German Dictionary of
Business, Commerce and
Finance
(Print Version).
February 1997. 0-4 15-09391-0.
$1 15 (Can. $161)

a

German Dictionary of
Environmental Technology
(Print Version).
February 1997. 0-4 1 5- 1 1243-5.
$130 (Can. $182)

All prlces vahd i n the U.S
a n d Canada only and subject
t o change without notlce.
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Take advantage of new, more affordable update options for H.W.
Wilson's full line of abstracts databases on WILSONDISC.
Monthly and school year subscriptions include access to online
Monthly=I 2x updates per year
School Year=Px updates per year,August-April updates
Quarterly=4x updates per year, February, May,August, November

New!

$ 1,875
$ 1,245

Quarterly:

New!

Quarterly:

Wilson Social Sciences

New!

Quarterly:

$ 1,245

New!

$ 1, I45

coverage: Readers' Guide Abstracts Full
Text, Mega Edition and Readers' Guide
Abstracts Full Text, Mini Edition.

Wilson General Science
$

New!

,995

:''Qi:

Quarterly:

Quarterly.

Wilson Abstracts are also available on
magnetic tape, online, and through
Wilson Informat~onPartners.

P H O N E 1-800-367-6770 FOR MORE INFORMATION!
ASK A B O U T SAVINGS FOR
W I L S O N D I S C I N D E X SUBSCRIBERS WHO UPGRADE!

H.W. Wilson

950 University Avenue

Bronx, NY

10452-4224

Phone: 800-367-6770; Fax: 800-590-1617
Email: ordernow@info.hwwiLson.com
http://www/hwwilson.com
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HOWR I S K Y

AN INVESTMENT IS

A generation ago, Americans risked their lives in
Vietnam. Today, they're risking investments.With the trade
embargo lifted, Americans have swapped fatigues for
p~nstripedsuits
U.S -V~etnamtrade 1s just one of the Important public
and social policy issues you can explore
through PAlS International. PAlS gives you
lnstant access to an index of some 400,000
hard-to-flnd articles, books. government

V I E T N A MT O D A Y ?

documents, statistical directories and more. It references
literature from 60 countries around the globe.
So before you risk time and money, turn to the
definit~vesource. PAlS
Public Affairs Information Service, Inc.
521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396
800-288-PAIS, 212-736-6629, FAX: 212-643-2848
e-mall, inqu~riesQpa~s.org
WWW: http:/Ipa1s,1nter.net1paisl

PAIN

N o o n e l o o k s at t h e w o r l d l i k e P A l S

On CD-ROM: PAiS ON CD ROM

.

.

.

P A l S SELECT FULL-TEXT PAIS INTERNATIONAL ON SILVERPLATTER PA1S:EBSCO CD
PAlS INTERNATIONAL ON OVlD In Print: P A l S INTERNATIONAL IN P R I N T @ O n l i n e through: DATASTAR. DIALOG
EBSCOHOST. INFOTRAC S E A R C H B A N K . OCLC. OVID RLG On Magnetlc Tape: CONTACT PAlS FOR INFORMATION

.
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method he might use to keep the executives
informed daily on all news pertinent to their
interests. To answer this one, we compiled and
edited a sample bulletin abstracting the news
of a single day on matters concerning their
industry. They were exceedingly grateful and
put the suggestion into operation.
Our biggest boom has been in establishing
new libraries. Twenty-two new special libraries have been organized since July 1, 1942.
This is a record!
Employment activities keep the secretary
busy. Seventy-six positions have been fdled
between July 1 and December 20,1942. Now
we need librarians, especially those with technical experience. The personnel files of available people are being depleted. I thmk it is safe
to say that the aircraft industry will be one of our
next big markets for expansion as we now have
1 1 aircraftmanufacturingand air transport companies represented on our membership roster.
Special librarians also go abroad. At this
writing, although no official announcement
has been made, we know that a special librarian is on her way to London as an assistant in
the newly formed American library there.
Our publicity is beginning to be cumulative.
I hope you did not miss the splendid article on
page 1, column 1 of the Wall Street Journal of
December 7,1942,under the heading "Stored
Knowledge." Hats off to the members who
inspired this article.
Our publications program is not being neglected.Laura Woodward and Rose Vonnelker
are putting in long hours editing Volumes 11,
III, and IV of Special Library Resources, which
we hope to publish before June, 1943. This is

an outstanding job and no one except those
who have worked on it realize the amount of
time and after hours' work that it involves.
Rebecca Rankin is having revised for immediate publication, War Subject Headings, which
was first published in June, 1942, and which
has been completely sold out since September.
The Patent Index to Chemical Abstracts is also
nearing completion.
The chairman of the War Activities Committee is working on binding allocations so
that special libraries may be covered in the
regulations for binding materials.
The membership chairman has set a high
goal for new members and the betting is that
she will make it.
The editor of Special Libraries has changed
printers and we hope that hereafter you will
receive the magazine on time.
The advertising manager is still securing
advertisementsfor the magazine, but the going
is harder right now.
The chapter bulletins show that our members are all war conscious and are lined up for
an all out effort for the duration. The group
bulletins continue to be areal contribution and
most of them supply valuable information for
those who receive them.
All in all,it is most gratifying to watch SLA
march forward, accept responsibilities, take its
place in the present picture, and contribute its
part to the war effort. It is particularly gratifying
because we are all working under the dfficulties of depleted staffs, additional pressure of
work, and facing an uncertain future. Let us
hope that the remaining six months of our fiscal
year will show even better results.

Everyone recognizes this truth-that progress in any trade, business, or
profession has been dependent on facts, observations, and conclusions
communicated by master to apprentice, and recorded for future generations; each generation building on thefoundation work of formergenerations. The advancement in any association is in direct relationship to the
improvement of facilities for the exchange and interchange of facts,
information, knowledge, and truth, and the proper use of these facilities.
-H. J. Burris
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Special Libraries Association
Directions and Problems
by Walter Hausdorfer,
S
U immedicrte past-president and librarian,
School of Business, Columbia Universitb New York, NY

Originally appeared in the July/August 1945 issue of Special
Libraries. Address presented at the February 20,1945 meeting of
SLA's Cleveland Chapter.
l a periode d'opris-guerre opporte des
chongements e t des possibilitis. Agee
maintenant de 37 ons, I'ossociation est en train
de se creer de nouvelles frontieres et ce faisant,
elle assume de nouvelles responsabilitis et
ilabore de nouvelles techniques pour un champ
d'oction plus btendu. En precisant ces
responsobiIitBs dons cette nouvelle phase de
croissance professionnelle, la SIA o I'intention
d'orienter son Bnergie ven les points suivants:
promouvoir les bibliothiques speciolisees,
omiliorer le service en augmentant I'utiliM et
I'efficience des bibliothiques sp8cialisies,
ameliorer les normes et la condition du personnel
en travoillant ou bien-e^trede ses membres.
l a epoca de lo postguerra t o e combios y
oportunidades. Ahora, de 37 arias de edad, la
asociacion esta creando nuevas fronteras para si
y haciendolo, obarca nuevas responsobilidadesy
desanollo nuevas tecnicas para on campo de
octividad m i s amplio. Concretando estas
responsobilidades en esto nuevo fose de
desarrollo profesional, la Slrl tiene la intencibn
de dirigir su vigor o la promoci6n de lo biblioteca
especial, mejomndo el servicio con el desorrollo
de la utildad y eficiencio de los bibliotecas
especioles, y mejorando /us normos y lo
cotegoria del personal, trabojando hocia el
bienestar de 10s miembros.
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The postwar period is bringing change and
opportunities. Now 37 years old, the association is
creating new boundaries for itself and, in so doing,
embracing new responsibilities and developing new
techniques for a wider sphere of action. By defining
these responsibilities in this new phase of
professional growth, SLA intends to direct its
strength to promoting the special library, improving
service by developing the usefulness and efficiency
of special libraries, and improving standards and
status of personnel by working for the welfare of
the members.

T

hrough years of extending special library service
into a wider group of organizations, andof persisting
in presenting the idea in different ways, we have evolved
a fair concept of what it is. In some cases, we are sure that
the fundamental idea has been understood by our public,
because it has been read back to us in Convention speeches
of executives and research men. Has our profession
reached a stage in its growth when we must choose either
to refine our techniques, our methods within the limited
sphere we have previously set for ourselves, or to develop
other techniques for a wider field of action. There is good
precedent in other professions for increasing degrees of
specialization, for discovering new areas of services
within narrow boundaries, as inmedicine, in engineering,
and in the learned professions of teaching and research.
We have, of course, been progressing in both directions,
as can readily be seen in looking back. As our activities

o 1996
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have intensified in certain fields, such as business, finance, and technology, our methods
have been vastly improved and our services
extended into smaller areas. At the same time,
we have been entering new fields, such as
those represented by recently established
groups in the association. But have wereached
the period in our development when we can no
longer look to fresh fields, and must devote
ourselves to discovering other aspects of the
same subjects? It does not seem likely that we
have. There are many areas of human activity
in which the basic idea of special library service has not entered, just as there are many
regions in this time-contracted world where
the idea would be novel. We must therefore
give our strength to the first alternative, of
developing techniques for a wider sphere of

line of thought, we shall designate the areas we
believe are worth exploring. It is only in this
way that we can evolve workable plans for
action-the purpose of our efforts. We must,
of course, arrive at what is best for the association, think not as individualists with our own
advantages or advancement in mind, but as
members of a community within larger communities. Thus, we shall all benefit personally
through a stronger professional organization.
The first influence with which we must
reckon is the increasing role of government in
our lives. Although there is little new in the
government's performing more and more services for its citizens, the trend toward nationalization of many of our institutions is of
recent origin. The war has necessitated a
wholeseries of emergency measures in the

Unfortunately for some of us there is no return to pre-war days. We have placedour
bets and the wheel has turned. There is social as well as political revolution. Many
of our institutions, economic and cultural, that have been built up through private
capital, must turn more and more to government.
action, rather than to the second, of redefining
our methods in already familiar territory.
It is not likely at this time that we can individually think up a plan for most effective
action. Through the cooperative efforts of our
members, however, over a period of experimentation and study, we can convincethe wider
public that our idea is good. We believe in the
power of the association, for over the 37 years
of its existence, it has attained success through
the splendid work and high intelligence of its
leaders, and has a cumulated vitality expressed
in the enthusiasm of its members.

What Are Our Responsibilities?

I

n preparation for this new phase of our
professional growth, we need to relate our
activities to the largerpicture of present trends,
and to recognize our fuller responsibilities.
What are some of the conditions, some of the
problems, some of theresponsibilities? Rather
than attempt to set down a catalog of all the
factors, it seems better to consider several that
affect us vitally. To give some notion of our

mobilization of men and women, in our economic system, in technical andresearch facilities, in our educational system and in many
other of our social institutions. This concentration of power must be and generally is approved for the immediate end to which it is
aimed, namely, the winning of war against
anti-democratic forces. Few question the bitter necessity for the bloody struggle. We must
even anticipate hard years of peace, when
many of our best young men will have to
remain in Europe and Asia to police devastated countries, when few restrictions on our
lives are likely to be removed. We also want to
win the peace. Yet what are these few years if
we have established the right to our way of
life? Unfortunately for some of us there is no
return to pre-war days. We have placed our
bets and the wheel has turned. There is social
as well as political revolution. Many of our
institutions, economic and cultural, that have
been built up through private capital, must turn
more and more to government. Some of these,
under the crucial tests of political and social
conformity, may not endure. Such petty bu-
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reaucracy as we have seen, such blitzkrieg
thoroughness of pressure groups, are trifling
compared with what may be. Doubtless there
will be injustices and crimes against liberty, as
there have been in previous revolutions.
What of special libraries that have depended
to a large degree on private capital and private
initiative? As they are part of the enterprise,
which will be examined in new light, they will
be subjected to the same tests of social cost ad
public benefit. Libraries created through gifts
of foundations or endowments; the museums,
the educational institutions, the large reference collections-all these too, will comemore
and more under public control. As promoters
of the idea of special library service we need,
therefore, to consider the social implications
of our daily work. What ends does all this
collection and dissemination of information
serve? What are its costs measured in terms of
addition to the public benefit of the product or
service? We must think of these matters to see

linoleum top with rounded corners
-these bespeak lasting and efficient beauty.
Tomorrow, after Victory, Gaylords will
build for you such a desk-and it will in-

what we as members of aprofession andmembers of an association can do.

T

he second phase of the trend, whether we
welcome it or not, is the coming age of the
"common man." If we as a nation, and the
world united in freedom, are to carry out the
principles we have announced, we must have
an economic reorganization. We can already
see the public attitude toward monopolies,
cartels, trusts, theattitude of the farmer toward
control of agricultureby financial institutions,
and of small business toward control of the
market by big companies. These are evidence
of the assertion of rights by the "common
man." The attempted solution of these problems in our democratic society by the increase
of pressure groups, of lobbying, has already
created confusion in legislatures, and public
antagonism to this method. Whether or not we
are members of the political party that has
announced the several economic freedoms,

corporate exactly the features which your
own experience proves necessary to the
sleek efficiency of your postwar library!

This advertisement is displayedfor historical interest only and does not reflect current costs or
services.
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we must admit that they are the logical application of democratic principles, and are believed in by a large number of small men.
We, as members of aprofession that aims to
give the advantage of information to whoever
will make conditions possible for rendering
the service, must consider how we can aid the
small man to have equal advantage in this
respect with the large. The task is tremendous.
In 1944, for example, there were an estimated
2,854,600 f i i s in the United States. Of these,
82 percent, or about 2,340,700, had less than
four employees each. Some way mustbe found
to give these firms the benefits of special
library service. Where they are near public
libraries having business or technical departments, such as Cleveland,Newark, Indianapolis, or Pittsburgh, they have the benefit of good
service, but when they are located in small
towns, they have few resources for keeping
abreast of the times. Other types of enterprise
for which provision has been made are agriculture, through regionalized library service of
the Department of Agriculture; and manufacturing through the Technical Advisory Service of the Smaller War Plants Corporation.
But we as librarians know that there is a vast
territory not covered by these services. We, as
an association interested in "putting knowledge to work," must try to find some solution.
In our Public Relations program we have presented some suggestions, but whether these
shall be workable or satisfactory, we cannot
know. It is this sort of problem we must all
work out together.
The third aspect of the present situation is
that with our country's participation in a world
war, we have become Citizens of the World.
We can no longer think in terms of geographic
distances, but in terms of neighbors. As such,
we must share our goods and services, our
institutions and ideas, the advantages of our
cultural and scientific attainments. The vast
flow of informationalmaterial that issues from
our government, private institutions, and
presses must reach libraries overseas as it now
reaches us. All the results of the work of our
learned societies, research organizations, universities, and other bodies must be brought to
their attention. How can this best be done?
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Channels must be established in various countries, machinery must beset up for thedissemination of special information, so as to direct
the flow of information and materials to the
proper individuals or organization.

Contact with Research
Organizations Necessary

J

ust as we send abroad our informational
resources, we must in turn have an organization for collecting and disseminating those
which are produced outside our country. We
need to maintain contact with research organizations, learned societies, and educational institutions abroad, so as to benefit by their
activities. We should have their advice and
assistance in the location of materials and
information here. Constructing channels for
this two-way flow is the work of the Special
Libraries Association, for the job cannot be
done wholly by individuals, government or
other organizations. Our efforts will not preclude, but rather supplement contacts made on
the initiative of member libraries. Perhaps we
can build a larger structure for cooperation
with foreign agencies that will help the individual library make whatever private arrangement it wishes. Although much of the world is
in turmoil, and countries not accessible except
through government agencies, we can at least
make plans and put such parts into operation as
conditions permit. So far we have the assurance of aid of the Office of War Information in
making contact with organizations and libraries in liberated areas. Through our Postwar
Planning and International Relations Cornrnittees some workable arrangement can be devised. This is part of our responsibility as
citizens of the world.

Can SLA Solve These Problems?

I

n setting forth this program and these
problems, we have at the same time to
examine our own association to see whether
we have an organization adequate to realize or
resolve them. We must agree, in looking over
the impressive facts of SLA that we have
strength and vitality. Because our association

is quickened by an idea which is daily expressedin our work, it is unified for action. We
cannot only meet the challenge, but find in it
inspiration for greater effort. Not one of us can
sit back and let his fellow member carry the
extra burden of work. Whether or not you are
formally an officer of the association or amember of a committee, you have your part in the
projected plans. We cannot make blue prints
and write specificationsof what you are to do,
because you must discover yourjob through the
same ingenuity you use so effectively in your
libraries. We state the problems and indicate the
objectives. The rest is up to you. You created
your own job. This is as it should be in an
organization as democratic as SLA. But work
you must, if it is to remain democratic.
It is up to you, therefore, to study the work
of the various groups and committees, to see
where your contribution will be most effective. Relative to committees, I should like to
draw your attention especially to how their

work ties in, one with the other. In the field of
personnel, for example, the Training and Professional Activities Committee has a twofold
program: of creating a flow of highgrade individuals into the profession, and of considering
the problem of standards and terminology.
The latter is a particularly troublesome and
critical question, because we have reached the
stage where we need not only to differentiate
between types of service based on subject
knowledge and professional competence, but
also to name them. You and I know how
unsatisfactory the general term "librarian" is.
No amount of adjectivalcontortion will change
the common connotation. Some alternatives
have been used: information specialist, information department manager, director, chief,
head, bibliographer, and research consultant.
To the groups has been given the task of setting
up, first, standards for libraries of types represented therein, and of studying and recommending terminology. Along with the work of
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the committee, that of the Manpower Survey
will help to determine more exactly our personnel resources, to supply basic data for naming positions, and to assign to them appropriate
rates of compensation. In this period when
many library schools are re-examining their
curricula, our recommendations should be of
great assistance, If we draw into the profession
recruits from colleges and universities, we
should have a clear picture of what training
and background are required for special librarians, and what sort of positions exist in different types of libraries, The program and work of
these two committeesare closely related. Similarly, the Student Loan Fund can help in encouraging professional education through
financial assistance.
Another service the association renders its
members is the promotion of new special libraries. Through our Public Relation and Postwar Planning Committees, a definite and
long-term campaign is planned. As part of the
committee's work is the consideration of an
advisory service for the organization of special libraries. Whetherthis is tobe given through
groups, for particular types of libraries, or
through the Executive Office, with a retainer
of volunteer or paid assistants, is to be considered by the committee and the board.
Further long-range plans of the Post-war
Committee are aimed to examine what the
functions and services of headquartersmay be,
and what direction future services to members
may take. At present work of the secretary,
Mrs. Stebbins and her staff has been increasing with the rapid growth of the association
and with the more effective rendering of regular services to members. As the membership
increases and the larger programs of the association take shape, more duties and services

will devolve on the Executive Office. Development and clarification are greatly needed.
Related to this and to the professional equipment of the association is the work of the
Methods Committee, in developing a statement of basic principles for technical improvement and standards, and a better system than
we now have for interchange of information
on new developments. It may be that the Executive Office, again, would be the best place
for centralizing and disseminating such information. Also a part of our professional equipment, publications are being planned over a
longer period by the Publications Governing
Committee. The series of manuals for the
operation of different types of libraries is underway, and when completed, should be excellent aids for our members and publicity for our
association in showing more concretely than is
now possible in any one publication, the organization and services of special libraries.
In these directions, therefore, your association is extending its forces. We cannot afford
to mark time, just because there will be no
deadline to meet. We must rather direct our
greater strength toward realization of our purposes, the promotion of special library service
through the encouragement of the collection,
organization, and dissemination of information, the improvement of service by developing the usefulness and efficiency of special
libraries and research organizations, and the
improvement of standards and status of personnel by working for the welfare of all our
members. Let us each accept our individual
responsibility so that we may fulfill our obligations completely in this critical period, and
cumulate power to widen our sphere of action
as new opportunities are offered us in the
postwar world.

Neither the newspaper, nor the radio, nor any new marvel which
science may give us tomorrow, will take the place of the book as a creator
of mind and character.
-John G. Winant
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The Special Library: What It Is and
What It Can Do for Business and Industry
by f ouise f efebvre,
librarian, Pub and Paper Research Institute of Canada

Originally appeared in the February 1958 issue of Special
Libraries. Paper presented before the Reference Section of the
Canadian Library Association, June 14,1957, and at the 12th
Annual Conference in Victoria, British Columbia.
l o croissonce des connoissances specialisies est
occompognee du besoin de bibliothicoires
spiciolisb. l o vitesse de lo recherche et les
publications qui en risultent nicessitent un
spicioliste quolifii qui les suivm et les organisem
de f o p n cohirente. Par consiquent, le
bibliothicaire spicialisi se voit appeli b venir b
lo rescousse pour metfre de I'ordre Id 00 regne le
chaos et fournir oinsi un service de premier o d e
b lo science et b I'humoniti. L'auteur Louise
lefebvre attire I'ottention sur ces points dons cet
article cenM sur lo croissonce et les applications
de lo profession d'informotion.
Con la ompliocion de conocimientos
especiolizodos se oproximo lo carencia de 10s
bibliotecorios especioles. l o ropidkz de lo
investigocion y 10s publicoci6nes resultontes
exigen un especialisto competente que 10s vigile
y 10s organize 1~5gicornente.Por consiguiente, se
llomo ol rescate ol bibliotecono especial par
ordenor el desorden y, en fin, ofrecer un s e ~ i c i o
de primero cotegorio a lo ciencio y a lo
humonidad. l o outom louise lefebvre va a1
grono en este articu/o con estos porticulores y
enfoca sobre el desonollo y los ubicociones de lo
profesion informotiva.

Copyright

With the growth of specialized knowledge comes
the need for special librarians. The speed of research
and resulting publications necessitates a qualified
specialist to keep track of them and organize them
coherently. As a result, the s ecial librarian is called
to the rescue to brin or er out of chaos and
consequently render a irst-class service to science
and humanity. Author Louise Lefebvre hits these
points home in this article focusing on the growth
and applications of the information profession.

I I

F

antastic as it may appear today, there was a period in
the history of science when aman could claim to master
all knowledge and know all the books of his time and age.
These sages lived and flourished at the famous library in
Alexandria, founded about 250 BC.' Until three centuries
ago, it was still possible for a specialist to know all the
simcant books pertaming to his field. Moreover, he was
able to read all the scientific journals, which at that time
were, in effect, the Journal des Savants and the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London.

Growth of Specialized Knowledge

I

ntense specialization in all fields of knowledge which
occurred at the turn of the century was reflected in an
increase in the number ofjournals. These multiplied with
such speed and contained such a wide range of material
that a contemporary bibliographer could truly declare:
"the periodical has added a new terror to research." 2 t
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It is commonly recognized that since 1939
there has been a very marked increase in research activity in all fields of knowledge.It has
been estimated that the United States now
spends more money on research in one year
than it spent in all the years prior to this date.
To give some idea of the enormous sum spent
on research annually in theunited States, here
are the figures for 1956: five billion dollars
were spent on research, three billion of it in
industrial laboratories. It is estimated that five
to 20 billion will be invested as capital to take
advantage of each one billion expended in
industrial re~earch.~
Research is now really
big business!
Since there is a relation between the money
spent on research and the number of publications which record the results, it is evident that
there will continue to be an enormous increase
in the output of technical literature. The following comments of two authorities in the
field of scientific publications help give an
idea of this growth.

Dr. Vagtborg, president of the Southwest
Research Institute, presented the problem
graphically in terms of billions of dollars. He
described the problem as follows: "It is reported that approximately 60 million pages of
technical literature are currently published
every year throughout the world. This is equal
to 100,000volumes of 600 pages each, which
at the rate of 10 volumes per foot, would
require new book shelving of 10,000 feet or
just short of two mile^."^
CharlesL.Bernier,associateeditor of Chemical Abstracts, put the problem in this manner:
"Today's scientific literature is so large, that
one person can no longer read the output in one
great branch of it, such as chemistry. If a chemist, who could read about 30 languages fluently,
were to start reading in January of 1955 all the
papers of chemical interest which were published during that year, and if he were to read at
the rate of fourpapers per hour and for 40 hours
per week, by the end of the first year, he would
be more than 10 years behind in his reading."6
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These figures illustratesufficiently, it seems,
the practical impossibility of the average businessman or specialist being able to read all that
pertains to his field of interest, much less his
ability to keep track of it and organize it
coherently. It is at this point that the special
librarian is called to the rescue to bring order
out of chaos, and thereby render a first-class
service to science and even to humanity in
general.

Role of the Special Library

W

hat is a special librarian? Most
important, he is what his name implies-a specialist in literature organization.
He operates as a sort of "research memory,"
being a repository of the sources of information that his company or organization might be
expected to explore.

use and benefit of the organization it serves.

Growth and Value of Special Libraries

S

pecial libraries tend to increase in number
as the swelling tide of technical literature
invades new areas. This trend will not be reversed in the foreseeable future, even in the
event of an economic recession because it is
during such times that research enters new
areas, and efforts are intensified to produce new
products. Today,more and more companies are
organizing their own libraries, and there are
very few examples of companies failing to
continue this service once it is established. A
library quickly becomes an indispensablesource
of information, and companies would no more
think of doing without it than they would typewriters or calculating machines.
The Directory of Special Libraries, 1953

It is evident that research or specialized libraries represent a worthwhile investment
in time and money. In fact, management has come to realize that such libraries are
a necessity and will pay for themselves a hundredfold."
What is a special library? The special library
provides a service; that is, it makes available to
an organization whatever knowledge and experienceit can muster to further that organization's
activities.' Its staff must not only be experienced in the practices and techniques of library
science, but must also be well versed in the
subject in which the library specializes, for the
function of a special library is to secure, assemble, and present all information, published
or unpublished, in a specific field.
The backbone of any library, of course, is an
adequate collection of books, periodicals, reports, pamphlets, governmentpublications, and
various other items, but the tools of the librarian
are the methods he uses to systemize and make
readily available this material, i.e. classifying,
cataloging, abstracting, and indexing. These
are the means by which the information contained in the library is made available for use in
the easiest and most efficient manner.
The special library is, in short, a particularized
information service which correlates, interprets,
and utilizes the material at hand for the constant

edition,records 2,489affiliatedlibraries,mostly
in the United States. At present, three million
documentsof importanceare received by United
States libraries every year, It must be remembered that special libraries grow not only in
numbers, but also in size; they tend to double
every 16 years.8
Though figures for Canada are modest, they
are none the less significant. According to the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics' latest Survey of
Libraries, There are a total of 131 libraries, 5 1
are located in Quebec, chiefly in Montreal, and
52 in Ontario. British Columbia and Manitoba
come next with seven special libraries each.
Circulation figuresfor these libraries are high.
In Quebec, of 24 libraries reporting with a
combined stock of 275,355 books, a total of
222, 870 loans were made. Figures are still
more striking for Ontario, where of 17 libraries
reporting with a combined stock of 186,369
books, 627,464 loans were made? This shows
that no matter how extensive holdings are in
these libraries, their collections are used intensively and do not gather dust.
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It is evident that research or specialized
libraries represent a worthwhile investment in
time and money. In fact, management has
come to realize that such libraries are a necessity and will pay for themselves ahundredfold.
Put two research teams on the same problem, one with access to a good library, the
other without; the latter group will be at a
disadvantage. As Mr. J.E.L. Farradane, of Tate
and Lyle Ltd., points out: "The finding of one
valuable item of information could more than
repay the remainder of the year's work on
more routine inquiries;" and further, "A definite negative reply to an inquiry might be
much more useful than a limited amount of
information on a given subject, as it would be
the green light for research to go ahead.'"'
As a result of the growth in size of industrial
units and the corresponding increase in the
degree of specialization of personnel, some
authorities think the days of discoveries or
solutions in science based on a "hunch" or
"flash of genius" are ended. Others, to the
contrary, assert that "basic scientific discoveries still depend upon the creative processes
that take place in the brains of individuals."'
But no one disputes the fact that team, as well
as individuals, research requires the mental
stimulation which is a result of access to a
well-stocked and well-serviced library.

'

Setting Up a Special Library

A

company may very well be aware of the
usefulness of a library and yet be uncertain as to what the establishment of one would
entail. Usually, a small collection exists in a
more or less organized state somewhere in
every company. Sometimes books and periodicals accumulate in various departments, and
then someone is put in charge of this diverse
material to centralize it and carry on all routine
and administrative jobs. But a library is in a
better position if management recognizes from
the first that it is a necessary service.
Before the library is set up, preliminary
steps should be taken as follows: 1) An analysis should be made of the particular needs of
the organization it will serve; 2) Outsiders
should be consulted who have professional
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experience; 3) Libraries already functioning
in similar institutions should be visited. The
next step is to select a qualified librarian. This
is achoiceof primary importance for the future
of the library within the company.
The special librarian of the future, the one
for whom industry is already clamoring and
ready to pay a high salary, is a specialist with
adegree in library scienceand areading knowledge, if possible, of languages such as French,
German, and even Russian. Such a combination of talents today is painfully scarce. But at
least the young B.Sc. graduate with an interest
in the bibliographical aspects of science can,
through vocational guidance, be made aware
that a career combing his interest has developed to the extent that the demand now far
exceeds the supply.
Along with other professions in Canada,
librarians have a recruitment problem. Industry could help in the recruitment and training
of the kind of librarians it needs badly by
giving the position the same status and
renumerationas is given to technical and engineering positions at the same level of education and ability. Otherwise, if "anyone" can be
a librarian, if "anyone" will be promoted because he is not a librarian, young people who
might be attracted to library work will, instead,
study chemistry or engineering where opportunities are much great.13'l 6
So, if librarians have a duty to meet the
challenge of new conditions and new requirements, industry must also recognize that it has
a stake in the recruitment, training, and placement of individuals who will be best equipped
to fulfill industry's particular needs.
Now, supposing that a company has succeeded in the difficult task of appointing a
competent librarian, what will the librarian do
for the company and how much will library
services cost? The librarian's work, as we have
seen, consists essentially in providing recorded
factual information. The records he uses must
be acquired, organized, and publicized.

Services Rendered by Special Librarians

T

he first duty of the librarian is to collect
informationrelevant to the business of his
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company. This activity requires an extensive
knowledge of sources.Buying books is simple
enough, but it is more complicated to obtain
pamphlets,technicalreports, governmentdocuments, microfilms, patents, and the like and to
keep track of subscriptions,serials, exchanges,
and free material which cannot be obtained
through ordinary book trade channels. In a
science-technologylibrary, quality, not quantity, is the objective. The most valuable and
most up-to-date information will be found
more often in journals and reports than in
textbooks.
The material must be promptly organized for
efficient housekeeping and for quick and easy
access. To answer the question, "where can I
find it?'various methods have been devised,
and many other are invented and tried every
day. This is work where library technique is
indispensable. Whatever method is adopted,
two fundamentaloperations are necessary. One
is classification, or the systematic grouping of
material on shelves or in files, and the other is
cataloging, or the description of each item of
information contained in the library. The selection and permanent recording of factual information from current publications is a most
important activity in a special library.
The problem of keeping abreast of scientific
literature, even in a small field of interest, is
almost staggering. It is met by various methods such as cooperative cataloging with other
libraries, subscriptionsto abstract services and
indexing journals, the maintenance of subject
indexes, or acombination of all these methods.
To provide a successful reference service is
the ultimate goal of the library organization.
Depending on circumstances, the reference
service may be limited to answering miscellaneous questions of a scientific nature, or requests for single facts, or it may be a very
important service requiring a full-time sLaff to
carry out literature surveys and compile comprehensive bibliographical reports.
Dissemination of information necessitates
publicity on the resources of the library in the
form of abstracts, resumes, bulletins, reports,
and short bibliographies, as well as answering
questions over the telephoneand helping readers who come to the library. Some people may
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not be familiar even with elementary library
practice; they must be helped to fmd what they
want, and if necessary, the librarian must find
it for them.

matter how intelligent, capable and competent
management advisers are, they themselves are
powerless unless they have at their disposal a
well-organized and well-serviced library.

A

Cost of Library Service

nother important function of the library
is to ensure liaison with other libraries.
No matter how large and complete a library is
(and usually libraries are short of space), there
comes a time when some item must be borrowed form another library. In such cases a
library service will be invaluable,first in locating the wanted article or book elsewhere, and
secondly, in negotiating the loan of it.
It has been said that a competent librarian
could run a library with nothing but a desk and
a telephone. This may hold at the beginning,
when one's colleagues realize that the library
is in the organizational stage, but borrowing
from other companies and using their facilities
cannot continue indefinitely unless one's own
company can reciprocate courtesies by lending out its own source material.
A company library is sometimes part of a
more highly developed unit often called a
"Technical InformationDivision." Besides the
functions of a library proper, this service also
carries two additional activities, The first is the
interpretation of the information collected in
the light of a company's particular problem;
the second is the provision of an advisory
service on policy matters made on the basis of
the interpretation.
By its very nature, alibrary does not normally
engage in such work. A technical literature
reference service for research and other technical workers is essentially concerned with the
vast body of relatively well-organized knowledge in the relevant technical field, and it normally supplies facts only as facts. And, no
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t this point, one may thmk, "This is all
very well and good, but how much does
a library cost?'It is desirable that the library
shouldhave an operating budget and live within
it like any other department. Amounts spent
yearly on salaries, books, periodicals, and supplies should be recorded so that facts and
figures relating to costs can be produced when
necessary.
But what is an adequate budget for a special
library? Some authors say that it should be two
percent of total sales-r
average $250 per
technical man."14
In Aslib Proceedings for November 1956,
Dr. Risk, Comptroller of Accounts at Brush
Group Ltd., stated that "management is often
recruited among accountants. They tend to be
uncertain about the value of 'returns' from an
information service. However, scientists and
technologists do not doubt it, and the more
their voices are heard at the top level of management, the more the value of information
services is known."15
At the Pulp and Paper Research Institute of
Canada, we in the library are never so happy
as when we succeed in helping the industry
which supports us. When some mill official
solves a problem, or saves time, effort, and
money through the use of the very fine library
that the Institute has collected and managed
since 1927, we enjoy that sense of achievement which is familiar to any librarian who
likes his work.
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John Cotton Dana and the
Special Libraries Association
by Mrs. Marian Manley Winser,
Fonnerly Head librarian, Newark Businerr library, Newark, N I

Originally appeared in the May/June 1959 issue of Special
Libraries.

A cause du don extraordinoire qu'avoit john
Cotton Dana de voir bien ovdeld des limites
acceptees et de reunir ceux qui n'etaient pas
entmves par les conventions des bibliothiques,
llssociation des bibliothiques specialisees a ete
formee cinquante ans avant que cet article ne
soit imprime. Dana, homme oux interits divers
et ne connoissont oucune limite, contemplait
une bibliothique qui ripondrait oux demandes
spbcifiques du moment et semit prite b rejeter
des restridions surannbes. DBcouvront le nombre
de plus en plus eleve de personnes qui
remplissaient des fondions de ce genre dons les
bibliothiques, ITdee d'une association qui
servirait d'orgone etait nee.
Por el regalo extmordinario de ver m&s 11/16 de
10s limites oceptados y juntar a otros que
estoban libres de convenios de bibliotecas, la
Asociacion de Bibliotecos Especioles nacib 50
afios antes de lo edicibn de este articulo. Dana,
con sus variados y omplios intereses y escasez
de limites, imagind uno biblioteca que sotisface
las exigencies especificos de hoy dia y esto
preparada para deshocene de /as restricciones
que se han quedado deficientes. Descubriendo
el nlimero incrementado de personas ocupodas
en to1 tipo de actividad en la biblioteca, nacio la
idea de uno asociacidn para sewir como ese
media.
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Because of John Cotton Dana's extraordinary gift
for seeing far beyond accepted limits and drawing
together others who were free from library
conventions, the Special Libraries Association came
into being 50 years prior to the printing of this
article. Dana, with his widely ranging interests and
freedom from limitations, envisioned a library
responsive to specific present-day demands and
ready to shed outgrown restrictions. Discovering
the increasing number of people engaged in such
types of library activity, the idea of an association
to serve as the medium was born.

T

he use of print as a tool, the gathering of all forms of
published data, and the organization and application
of such materials to the everyday problems of commerce
and industry are 20th century developments that, for
many, have completely changed the meaning of the word
"library." The Special Libraries Association, in its 50
years of activity, has been greatly instrumental in bringing about this change. That the association came into
being early in the century is due to John Cotton Dana and
his gift for seeing farbeyond accepted limits and drawing
together others who, in varying degrees, were free from
the bondage of library conventions.
Like many of the librarians of the late 90s, Mr. Dana
found his way into the library profession from a varied
background. Aboyhoodspent in the villageof Woodstock,
Vermont, and college days at Dartmouth preceded legal
training. Before he began to practice as a lawyer, how-
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ever, his health failed somewhat and, like
many other young men of that era, he turned
west wherehe spent some time associated with
an engineering group as a surveyor. Experience in these two exacting fields, law and
engineering, coupled with a passionate interest in reading and in the classics and combined
with his creative use of all that his brilliant
mind assimilated, made the library field, when
he found it, his perfect metier.
Through months spent in and near Denver,
Mr. Dana had made many pleasant associa-

...

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

the collections. Recognizing the great current
value of much ephemeralprintedmatter, he was
constantly seeking sound discarding methods
so that collections might be kept free from dead
wood. His widely ranging interests and his
freedom from conventional limitations made
his conception of library service fluid and living, responsive to the demands of the present
and ready to shed outgrown restrictions.
Along with Mr. Dana's illuminating approach to the library world, his extraordinary
capacity for drawing out the latent abilities of
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

his extraordinary capacity for drawing out the latent abilities of those with whom
he worked and for responding to and stimulating the creative interest of those
whom he encountered, resulted in an ever- widening circle of progressive librarians
and of all others interested in the application of recorded experience to the problems
of daily life.
tions with new and old friends already established there. When a librarian was sought for
the city, the widely read and gifted man was a
natural selection. Once in thatposition, a whole
new world opened up. He brought to the appointment a different conception of what libraries could mean in a community. With his
restless, inquiring mind and his perpetual willingness to rearrange the status quo, the breaking down of barriers was an inevitable result.
Where books had been kept on shelves carefully closed to the public, John Cotton Dana
opened the doors so that readers could browse
at will. Children were welcomed, and space
and books for their special interests were provided. Relations with the schools were developed so that supplementary readmg could
become an enriching experience. In Denver
and later in Springfield, Massachusetts, the
picture collection became an established feature of library growth. The use of all elements
of the graphic arts in education, formal and
informal, was explored as never before.
Mr. Dana's administration was notable not
only in the collection of materials. Even greater
was his interest in the speedy organization for
use of library resources. Throughouthis library
career, he sought for methods to simplify the
procedures by which materials were added to

those with whom he worked and for responding to and stimulating the creative interest of
those whom he encountered, resulted in an
ever-widening circle of progressive librarians
and of all others interested in the application of
recorded experience to the problems of daily
life. Soon after accepting the Denver position,
Mr. Dana became a stimulating member of the
comparatively young AmericanLibrary Association. With his college friend, Frank P. Hill,
he was one of its most active and influential
participants, serving as president and on many
important committee assignments. With the
turn of the century, the public library had
become more truly public. The closed shelf
system was rapidly becoming a thing of the
past. Work with schools and children was
expanding. The membership of the American
Library Association had grown from the small
organization of the 1890s to one of several
thousand members. The papers at its conference and the articles in the library press were
emphasizing the library in its popular aspects,
both for children and adults.

I

n contrast to the nationwide movement for
popularizing the public library, the wave of
municipal reform and legislative activity that
marked this period had brought with it a trend
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John Cotton Dana

toward collecting legislative and municipal
reports and related publications which resulted
in legislative reference bureaus and similar
developments. Even in his Denver days, Mr.
Dana had seen that many types of publications
could be of great use as a basis for business
planning. In Newark, conditions were ripe for
an experiment along such lines so, in 1904, the
first library devoted to the service of business
was established. With his rare gift for finding
those who could see the potentialities in a
developing idea and join with him in bringing
it to fruition, Mr. Dana installed Sarah Ball as
business branch librarian, and from the contacts she made and the materials she gathered,
the foundation was laid for one of the major
library developments.
The search for materials that could be of
service to business was a never ceasing one
and one in which correspondence played an
important part. Government officials, the editors of the growing number of trade journals,
directory publishers, and experts in special
fields all found John Cotton Dana one keenly
interested in their efforts and ready with fruitful suggestions for the greater use of their
publications. In Sarah Ball, Mr. Dana had
found an assiduous investigator,not only of all
types of publications and their possible useful-
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ness, but also of the methods by which they
might be used. Through her efforts were discovered here and there kindred souls who, in
one field or another, were seeking solutions to
similar problems.
It was in the contactsmade by Miss Ball that
the first steps were taken toward what is now
the Special Libraries Association. She found
in Anna Sears of the Merchants' Association
of New York, a friend with allied concerns.
Through their reading and correspondence,
they discovered other special collections and,
in talking with Mr. Dana about the increasing
number of people engaged in such types of
library activity, the idea of an association that
could serve as a medium for the exchange was
born.
Before the American Library Association
held its 1909 conference at Bretton Woods,
Mr. Dana suggested that Miss Ball and Miss
Sears send invitations, over their joint signatures, to a meeting there for those with allied
interests. At a general session of ALA, Mr.
Danamade a brief address on the development
of special collections under the title of "Municipal, Legislative and Reference, Commercial, Technical, and Public Welfare Libraries."
In indicating the increasing number of special
libraries and talking of theNewark experiment
in business service,he focused attention on the
need felt by their librarians for mutual consideration of the problems of acquisition and
selection that were arising. He suggested that
those present who were interested in an association concerned with their solution should
meet, following the session, in an adjoining
room. And so, on July 2, 1909, the Special
Libraries Association came into being.
The records of attendance at that meeting
are meager, but Herbert 0.Brigham, one of the
fathers of SLA, has written delightfully of this
session in the issues of Special Libraries for
May-June 1932 and April 1949. The association was formally organized then with John
Cotton Dana as president; Robert H. Whitten,
librarian of the Public Service Commission of
New York as vice-president;Anna Sears of the
Merchants' Association of New York as secretary-treasurer; and George Winthrop Lee of
Stone & Webster, Boston, and Herbert 0.

Bingham, Rhode Island State Librarian, Province, as members of the executive board. John
A. Lapp of the Bureau of Legislative Reference, Indiana State Library; Guy Marion, then
of the Arthur D. Little Company of Boston;
Daniel N. Handy of the Insurance Library
Association of Boston; Joseph L. Wheeler,
then of the Useful Arts (Technology) Department of the Washington, DC Public Library;
and, of course, Sarah Ball of the Newark
Business Branch were ardent members. R.R.
Bowker, distinguished publisher of the Library Journal, had dropped in at this fist
meeting, and SLA always remained of special
interest to him. Clement W. Andrews, librarian of the John Crerar Library, Chicago, and
Herman H.B. Meyer of the Library of Congress were also among those who early gave
special attention and support to the infant
organization.

B

ecause of his willingness to break
established patterns in order to seek new
andimproved methods, John CottonDana was
always a somewhat controversial figure, and
the Special Libraries Association, under his
aegis, attracted many of the librarians who
realized that flexible methods of library administrations were essential in the application
of the flood of printed matter to daily needs.
Because of the great emphasis in ALA on
popularizing the public library, an essential
step at that period, and the contrasting emphasis in SLA on the selection and application of
special materials, there was sometimes a lack
of sympathy between the two organizations.
Time has shown, however, the great wisdom
in the establishment of the two separate organizations that, through their contributions in
different areas of library service, have done so
much to make the use of recorded experience
an integral part of American life.
In an article by John Cotton Dana in Special
Libraries for May 1914, he stated more effectively than anyone writing today could, what
lay behind the development of the Special
Libraries Association. He wrote:
"The character of libraries, their scope
and the methods of managing them depend
ultimately on the character and quantity of

things intended to be read ....The increase
of print is marked in new book production;
is far more marked in periodical literature;
perhaps still more in the publications of
public institutionsand private associations;
still more again in the field of advertising
by poster, circular, picture, and pamphlet;
and perhaps most of all in the meager
commercial wrapper....
The amazing growth of the printing industry is overturning the old standards of
value of things printed and the old methods
of use, has indeed already done it, though
few as yet realize that this is so....
The proper view of printed thmgs is that
the stream thereof need not be anywhere
completely stored behind the dikes and
dams formed by the shelves of any library
or of any group of libraries; but that from
that stream as it rushes by expert observers should select what is pertinent each to
his own constituency, to his own organization, to his own community, hold it as
long as it continues to have value to those
for whom he selects it, make it easily
accessible by some simple process, and
then let it go....
Select the best books, list them elaborately, save them forever-was the sum
of the librarians' creed of yesterday. Tomorrow it must be, select a few of the best
books and keep them as before, but also,
select from the vast flood of print the
things your constituency will find helpful, make them available with aminimum
of expense, and discard them as soon as
their usefulness is past ....
In recent years has arisen an organization called the Special Libraries Association. It came into being in this way:
A few large enterprises, private, public,
and quasi-public discovered that it paid to
employ a skilled person and ask him to
devote all his time to gathering and arranging printed materials out of which he
could supply the leaders of the enterprise,
on demand or at stated intervals, with the
latest information on their work ....
At that time the public library of Newark was developing what it called alibrary
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for men of affairs, a business branch. The
question naturally arose, are others attempting work at all similar to this of
ours? Inquiry soon brought to light a few
librarians of private corporations, public
service institutions, and city and state

governmentswhich, asalready noted, were
also working on the new line. Correspondence and conference followed; an organization for mutual aid promised to be
helpful and the Special Libraries Association was formed."

Editorial Comment
by F. E. McKenna,
Former Editor, Special Libraries

Originally appeared in the January 1969 issue of Special
Libraries.

Nous sommes en 1 96 9. Un nouveau numero de
Special libraries est sur le point de swtir. l e
journal est reexamine atin de mieux adapter
Speciol Libraries aux besoins de /'association et
de ses membres. Nous esperons que la
publication piiodique deviendra plus intemctive
et deviendm la voix vbritable des membres de lo
sL4.

The year is 1969 and a new Special libraries is
about to emerge. A re-examination of the journal is
taking place in order to make Special libraries more
relevant to the needs of the association and its
members. It is hoped that the periodic publication
will become more interactive and become a true
voice for the members of SLA.

El aiio es 1969 y un nuevo Special libraries
esffi a punto de aparecer. Uno nueva inspeccidn
del diario se efecMa para procurar que Speciol
libraries tenga m6s conexidn con 10s requisites
de la asociacidn y sus miembros. Se espera que
la publicacidn del periddico se hago mds
interactiva y tombien se hago uno voz out~ntico
pam 10s miembros de SL4.

D
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uring 1968 there have been many changes in the
incumbents of the editorial chairs of major publications in our world of libraries, information, and knowledge. Many of thenew editors have stated their intentions
and philosophies. For Special Libraries there is need for
more than a declaration of intent. Can Special Libraries
respond adequately to the seemingly divergent demands
of its readers?
Vigorous editorials appeared in Special Libraries during its early years. Editorial comment focused on the
positions of Special Libraries and of the association in
their relation to the world of librarianship at large as well
as to the world of business, government, and technology.
Such comment was later replaced by reports on current
activities of the association's president, but this page also
disappeared in the mid-1950s.
With the appearance of a new volume number on our
masthead, it is appropriate to begin an examination of the
purposes of SLA's "official journal." More directly than
indirectly this examination must also relate itself to the
purposes of the association itself-purposes that are
germane to our 60th year.
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In recent past years, dissatisfactions have
been expressed by readers that Special Libraries is not "professional enough." Reports on
simple labor-saving techniques are criticized
as being old fashioned, but a trend toward
mathematically orientedpapers is feared. Some
critics feel that too many papers are rejected
each year, while others think that too many
come from annual conferences. (No critic
seems to have noticed that some of the more
stimulating conference papers were published
elsewhere. Nor has there been criticism of the
sequestering of conference papers by some
division publications.) The gauntlet continues
with: too manytfew bibliographies; too much/
little news; too much association business
affairs; too little....

C

an Special Libraries answer the critics?
Emphatically, yes, it can-even though
one publication cannot be all things to all men.
In my opinion, these are not separate criticisms; the "too littleltoo much" aspects are
attributes of the totality that is SLA. Acceptable balances can be established by a willingness to seek answers, and by the reader's
willingness to seekanswers,and by the reader's
willingness to recognize that each "special" is
not uniquely "special." "Too little" and "too
much" also mirror the fermentsin our world of
knowledge where some members are more
fleet of foot and mind than others. Editorial
elasticity should be able to accommodate the
achievements of the front runners and should
also generate professional inquisitiveness in
those whose continuing education evolvesmore
slowly.
Diverse "subject" interest from ancient his-

tory to aerospace all have common denominators. Crevices can be filled that still separate
the best of traditional librarianship from the
best of the newer information techniques. The
experiences of a new generation gap can be
shared by the newer information techniques.
The experiences of a generation gap can be
shared by the new graduate and the experienced veteran. A tyro sophisticatedin the new
jargon but inexperienced in special library
service can be constructively related to the
experienced veteran with his acute professional intuition (but whomay still feel uncomfortably naive in the company of
computer-niks). Interaction of all these backgrounds can invigorate us all.
Areal criticism,although not loudly voiced,
is that Special Libraries is too introvertedthat it does not take note of activities outside
our own borders, fuzzy though these borders
may be. "Controversy isnot shunned." In spite
of this sentence in our statement of purpose,
there has been little evidence of discussion of
controversial topics in these pages. Are our
readers so disinterested? Or do they think that
their publication is not interested?
An editor's concerns can be with style and
grammar, and with paper and ink; visual and
tactile images are important. Above all else,
however, the intellectual content must have
impact. The editor should induce authors--or
even seduce them intellectually, if necessaryinto enhancing the image and reputation of
their publication.
A periodic publication is a living organism.
It can evolve. It can be responsive or as inflexible as its publisher, its editor, and its readers
wish it to be.

Toward Professionalism
by Herbert S. White,
Former President, Spciul libraries Associution

Originally appeared in the February 1969 issue of Special
Libraries.

Au moment 00 I'outeur et m i e n president de lo
Sbl Herbert White Bcnt cet article, lo profession
de bibliothicoire est une profession en transition.
l o route de lo profession de bibliothicoire
bifurque et pour reussir, les membres doivent
bien regorder les deux voies ofin dfe^trele mieux
prepare d re qui les attend. les nouveoux rdes
et responsobilites du professionnel de
I'infonnotion doivent btre ossumb pour foire
reoliser oux utilisateun lo voleur et le merite de
lo bibliothique. White se concentre sur les
monieres de reoliser ces objectis ofin d'ossurer
lo place des bibliothecoires dons les effectifs.
Como outor y previo presidente de lo Sbl Herbev
White escnbe este orticulo, ser bibliotecorio es
uno profesion en tronsjcjon. El comjno de ser
bibliotecono especial estb ramificondose, y para
tener ixito, 10s miembros tienen que miror por
ombas vios para estor mejor preporodos en el
porvenir.
10s nuevos popeles y
responsobilidodes del profesionol de lo
infomocjon deben de ser oceptodo3para que lo5
consumidores efectuen el valor y el provecho de
lo biblioteco. White enfoco 10s moneros de
logror estos metos para osegumr el bmbito del
bibliotecorio en el trabojo.
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As author and former SLA President Herbert White
pens this article, librarianship is a profession in
transition. The road of special librarianship is
branching, and in order to succeed, members must
look down both forks in order to be best repared
the the future ahead. The new ro es and
responsibilities of the information professional must
be embraced to make users realize the library's
value and worth. White focuses on ways to
accomplish these goals in order to secure the
librarian's place in the workforce.

P

I

n the broad consideration of the Special Libraries
Association and its future, it is appropriate to think in
terms of the outlook for special librarianship itself. Much
of our energy is devoted to a consideration of the pros and
cons of professional standards, of membership requirements, and of the place or absence of a place for library
technicians. All such considerations occur without any
clear discussion or definition of what it really takes to be
a special librarian--except for the general assumption
that you certainly cannot go wrong with a library degree.
We are much preoccupied with the shortage of librarians
in general and of special librarians in particular. Our own
staff vacancies give ample evidence that the shortage is real.
At the same time some of us are nagged by the suspicion that
the shortage might no be as great if we did not squander
professional talent on non-professional tasks; and that the
problem is really more one of logistics,of moving available
professionals into professional assignments.
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Librarianship, and special librarianship in
particular, is a profession in transition. There
is no profession more dynamically involved in
change; and the end results will depend on us.
This is challenging and exciting.
The road of special librarianship is branching, and we must look down both forks of the
road. Our dilemma arises from the fact that,
quite suddenly, we have competition in the
information business. Until quite recently, the
acquisition, storage, analysis, and dissemination of information were our business; and our
customers were stuck with us whether they
liked our approach or not. We made the rules,
and we enforced them. Information service
has become a big business and alucrative one.
In part this has occurred because expanding
technology places a high premium on complete, timely, up-to-date information; in part
because scientific management is supposed to
be based on facts rather than intuition; and in
part because new sophisticated pieces of hardware make so much of this increased manipulation and sophistication feasible.

Service or Self-Service

T

here has always been something of a
conflict between the two functions of a
library: as apart of the educational process and
as a service institution. At least part of our
problem comes from the fact that library service-as special library customers have aright
to expect it-really conflicts with the emphasis on librarianship as an educational adjunct,
which stilldominates our profession. In school
librarianship and in much of public
librarianship, the emphasis is on teaching the
client how to help himself. We tend to make
value judgements about our customers on the
basis of their understanding of bibliographic
tools and their ability to serve themselves; and
we strive to improve that understanding and
that ability. It is difficult to realize that, in a
special library setting, this standard may have
no meaning. For a particular customer, his
ideal library service may be one in which he
need know nothing (or do nothing) about the
way in which we handle material or secure
answers. He has a problem, he needs a solu-
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tion-and no moral judgements, please. (You
will notice that I insist on using the word,
customer, although many may find it more
irritating than patron.)
There are many indications that we do not
function as well in the service area as we
should or, perhaps, as we think we do. Traditionally, the responsibilities of the librarian
have been directed toward a strong program in
acquisitions, a professional effort in making
materials ready and available through their
preparation for use, the preparation of tools to
assist in their location, and finally, in assistance to the user in finding the information he
needed. Assistance to the user? Yes, but the
responsibility was still basically that of the
customer. In fact, the "morality standards" of
the library profession were and still are largely
based on the assumption that knowledgeable,
educated, cultured, worthwhile people are the
ones who h o w how to use a library. We have,
in various shadings, all of the subtle little
devices for showing disapproval of those who
do not measure up to our expectations, from
outright shock to friendly paternalistic condescension. "Oh, you mean you've never used
Engineering Index? Well, come, let me show
you how it's arranged." Such an approach
hurts only the librarian. If the would-be user
now feels foolish and inadequate, he will find
reasons not to use the library at all. It then
follows that "Since I never use the library
anyway, why does it need such a big budget?
We need to cut expenses!"

G

lib generalizations may be very unfair
on an individual basis to many, or most,
of us. Nevertheless, part of our problems of
importance, status, and recognition have come
from an insistence on providing service on our
own terms; by giving the user what we feel he
ought to get, and by making him do for himself
what we think he ought to do himself-with no
concern as to his opinion on the subject.
This sort of an attitude cannot succeed in a
service organization. The special librarywhether it be in an industrial,nonprofit, government, or university environment-does not
produce or market a product. The library will
have difficulty proving its impact on sales vol-

urne or production costs. What can be easily
established from the accounting ledgers is that
the library is not insignificant overhead expense, and that it therefore dilutes the operating
profit. It is perfectly natural and understandable
reaction on the part of operating managers to
question and challenge the validity of the library operation in terms of their own needs. As
executive director of Leasco's NASA Facility,
I have operated a direct contract project with
profit objectives, and have supported,from my
operating profit, the corporate library. Even
though I am a librarian, I have also questioned
its costs and the cost impact in terms of the
services it provides to our operation.
Our problems in this area are caused largely
by our own stubborn refusal to admit that, to
any appreciable extent, we are a service and
not only an educational organization, and by
our insistence in providing information services as we think the customer ought to be
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receiving them. When I emphasize the necessity for providing information services as we
think the customer needs them, I am not saying
that they should be provided as he says he
needs them. 1am emphatically not stating that
the internal techniques for information manipulation can be directed by the user. The
librarian has management responsibilities
which he cannot delegate to his customers.
Some libraries have developed well in such
as environment while others have just continued to exist, Nevertheless, these conditions
might have continued indefinitely, with the
library supervisor finding his own place in the
organization by his ability to manipulate and
maneuver, but for one rather recent innovation: the development of information centers.
Many of our libraries have simply become
information centers, and the library managers
are now managers of these information centers. There is nothing particularly wrong with
this, unless you feel an attachment to the
historic nomenclature. The manager of the
information center (formerly the librarian) can
probably command anew job description with
a comparably higher salary.
Our areas of deep concern come in situations
in which an existing special library has been
supplemented by the formation of a new information center with no connection to the existing
library organization. Inevitably such information centers have been formed to provide information to the users in easy-to-digest,packaged
forms-frequently, thoughnotalways, through
the use of computerized equipment. What such
information centers-with their computerized
search, their SDI services, their annotated bibliographies,andtheircompetitiveproductevaluations-are providing, orpromising to provide,
is information,notmaterials andnotprocedures
for obtaining materials.

Pioneering Techniques

T

here is irony in this development. Much if
not most of the early experimentation
with such information techniques as SDI service was pioneered by librarians, frequently
through the necessity of overcoming reluctance and apathy of management. Is it sad,
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indeed, to find that our own tools have been
turned to use by others, while much of the
library profession has hidden behind the endless refrain: "We know machines are coming,
and we know they will have applicationsin the
library, but nobody has proven their usefulness yet." Apparently, others do not agree.
It now becomes fairly obvious that the reason for the instant success of these programs is
the fact that they provide or promise to provide
a kind of service which the customer has
wanted all along and for which, despite the
protestations of corporate poverty, he would
gladly have been willing to pay.
There is no service performed by an "inaddition-to-the-library" information center
which should not legitimately be performed
by the library. If our concerns are information
and all of the intermediateprocesses necessary
for the full, proper, and successful utilization
of this information, then the business of the
information center is part of the business of the
library. I cannot visualize the continued coexistence of the two concepts as separates in
the same organization, without eventually relegating the library to the status of a high level
stock room.

Staff Services

W

ithout doubt, the special library staff
will need the assistance of subject specialists, of translators,of systemanalysts.These
individuals, however, must provide staff services to the special librarian. When full-time
assistance is required, these subject specialists, analysts, and programmers must be members of the library's staff, reporting to the
special librarian.
All librarianship, but particularly special
librarianship,must change to meet the expanding desires and interests of the user community, or berelegated toa supply room function.
Certainly the advent of computer processing,
with greater and more rapid access to large
information stores, rapid large-scale printing,
and reprographic processes, has had considerable impact on the philosophy of information
service. Our customers simply cannot keep up
with the developments in their fields-scien-

tific andhumanisticalike-without assistance.
An additional area of significant change
with impact on the library profession is directly related to computer technology, and,
through it, to the interchange of information
between library locations.
When I speak of the developing application
of computer technology to library operations,
I am not talking about its pertinence to library
housekeeping functions, to such tasks as ordering, check-in, routing, circulation control,
etc. Machine applications here have been feasible and practicable for at least a half-dozen
years, despite the never-ending pleas for more
study and for more time. Such library functions are very like similar tasks in insurance
companies, banks, mail order forms, and warehousing operations.Techniquesand principles
long establishedfit our needs quite nicely with
only minor adaptation, I am addressing myself
to the far more significant and far more difficult questionsinvolved in computer assistance
to the library in the performance of intellectual
functions within the library.
The NASA Information Program has been
distributing computer tapes to NASA Centers
and selected major contractors for over five
years. The National Library of Medicine has
been active in the program for about four years,
and the Library of Congress and the Defense
Documentation Center also have programs in
being or in preparation for the distribution of
machinereadable information.These programs
of centralized processing, as they affect libraries, are being tremendously accelerated through
the development both of remote access consoles for input and output to computers at distant locations, and through the feasibility and
practical economicnecessity for computer time
sharing. To a greater extent, today's computers
have excess processing capacity. They can
handle more manipulations within a time span
than any one input device can demand. It therefore becomes both economically and technically practical to make one central computer
location the information reference store for a
large number of libraries, with each of these
librariesquerying the information store in what
to the machine is sequential but to the user
appears to be a simultaneous manner. This
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development, accompanied in turn by greater
sophistication in microstorage and blowback
and by cathode ray tube projections of computer information, changes allof the economics
of computer storage of library information.
It also changes all of the ground rules for the
library itself. It simultaneously multiplies the
reference resources of the participating organizations and places greater emphasis on the
use of this material through professional reference work, through bibliographic search and
through selective dissemination, while at the
same time considerably de-emphasizing the
local requirement for technical processing.
Because, in this kind of cooperative organization, processing can only be done once within
the system, and that processing must be accepted by all of the other members. I doubt that

a profession, and how well this association, or
any other, responds to meet the needs which
are generated.
Our concerns with recruitment, our concerns with the continuing questions about what
kind of people we ought to permit to become
members of the Special Libraries Association
are valid and topical, and I am not suggesting
that they be side-tracked. I have already expressed my own personal opinion, in other
forums, that I consider thelibrary degree by far
the most suitable training for work in special
librarianshipand information science, but that
I consider the degree as neither an exclusive
qualification nor an automatic one.
What I am suggesting is that the question of
formal educational qualifications becomes
secondarywhen compared to the total need for

Special librarianship will not be a profession for the faint of hem, for those lacking in
intellectud stimulation, for those unwilling to commit themselves to continued selfeducation and improvement, and for those looking for a nice quiet place to retire
immediately upon graduation.
we will have difficulty adapting to this, once
we realize its inevitability.

lntraprofessional Relations

W

e worry about our relationship to other
professional associations which seem,
in large part, interested in the same kinds of
programs andideals in which we are interested.
A quick glance at the American Society for
Information Science membership roster discloses the names of some of the most active
members of SLA. The American Library Association has now established a formal division for systems studies andmechanization, an
area we tended to consider our private domain.
But such concerns are an inversion of the real
problem. People will affiliate with groups
which best satisfy their needs and interests,
regardless of what those groups or associations are called. SLA's decision-whether to
be completely independent, to cooperate
closely, or eventually to merge-will follow
as a natural result of which path we choose as
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all special librarians to continue their education and preparation-no matter what their
original training. Those of you who attended
library school a decade or two ago, as I did,
know how ill prepared you would be for coping with the operational problems you face
today if you had to rely exclusively on that
training. It is safe to say that this year's graduates, if they put their minds into the deep
freeze, will be just as unqualified and ill prepared ten years from now.
This is not the fault of the educational institutions, much as we like to blame them for
many of our problems. A library school, or any
other school, can only prepare its students with
the information available at that time, no matter how well it orients its curriculum to special
library needs. Aphysician who attendedmedical school twenty years ago and who has
learned nothing since graduation is not someone I would like to have treat my illnesses. A
special librarian who has learned nothing since
graduation 20 years ago is a poor bet to run a
special library.

T

here is no one single simple solution to the
problem of continued updating, and it is
certainly not unique to us. Technical obsolescence or, to be genteel, technical erosion affects many professions. Some of the solutions
can and must come from our educational institutions, and some library schools are aware of
their responsibilities. Others, of course, are
still turning out masses of graduateswith cookie
cutter uniformity.
However, not all of the activity in this area
can come from library schools, and even when
it does, it will require your support and assistance. It is the exponents and developers of
new ideas and new technologies who must
teach about them. Much of the activity must
come through your own participation and initiative; much of this activity should be channeled through the framework of your
professional association.
Special librarianship will not be a profession for the faint of heart, for those lacking in
intellectual stimulation, for those unwilling to
commit themselves to continued self-education and improvement, and for those looking
for a nice quiet place to retire immediately
upon graduation.
We need not do it. We can quietly step aside
and let the ranks be filled by the scientific
informationalists,logicians,behavioralists,philosophical empiricists,empiricalphilosophers, and
the thousand-and-one others, who can see the
expanding frontier and who want their piece of
real estate. Even these people, in their projected
scheme of things, have a place for us. The need
somebody to run their information stock room.

The Answers Are Crucial

0

ur consideration of these questions is not
just germane but it is crucial for the future
and growth of librarianship, specifically spe-

cial librarianship, and even more specifically
the Special Libraries Association.
The task of information analysis, information dissemination, and information packaging will be performed, whether we do it or not.
We still have the option of being the ones to do
this. We have the head start in the fact that we
are the incumbents, and that we have the
education and training for the handling of
information. But we rapidly throw that advantage away when we refuse to recognize all the
signs which indicate what management and
the customer really want-when we insist on
talking aboutback-orders, filing backlogs, lack
of cooperation in returning overdue material,
crises in binding because of missing issues, by
insisting on talking to our management about
tools and mechanics in which nobody but us is
remotely interested, and by failing to translate
our needs into the concepts which management does understand.
We can fight to retain what was ours by
default at a time when it was too mundane to
interest others, and has now become a challenge of tremendous scope which has attracted
many outsiders-some earnest and qualified,
some quacks and charlatans. We can fight to
demonstrateto others what we so clear1y know,
that the management of information services
is properly ours by training, experience and
attitude. Or we can nestle securely in our
fortress, ordering material only on demand,
indicating its location in the system once it
arrives-through an intricate cabala of symbols and keeping accurate records of who
borrowed what. This is a job even our newly
arrived competitors in the information business are willing to concede to us. After all, who
wants to spend his life running a stock room?
We still have the opportunity to do something about it. But it must be soon.
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6y kames 0. Dodd,
Georgia Institute of bclmology,
Price Gil6ert Memorbl library, Atlanta, GA

Originally appeared in the May/June 1976 issue of Special
Libraries.
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"Individuals using large libraries provide custom
services to business. Photocopies, proxy loans, and
literature searches are the main services. Legitimacy
and purpose of free-lance operators are seriously
questioned b some and lauded by others. What are
the ethics, o ligations, and rights of the libraries,
the freelancers, and their clients?" stated Dodd,
author of this article, it the original abstract. Much
curiosity and some controversy surrounded the birth
of the information broker. This article takes a look
at some of the concerns and benefits regarding the
use of information brokers that were surfacing in
the 1970s.

'6

I

n the early 1970s, there surfaced in the world of
librariesand information handling a method of operation that may ultimately have more impact on the profession than its present scope would indicate. This
phenomenon is the growing number of independent information brokers who operate primarily as an interface
between one or more libraries and paying information
users. Their primary purpose is to make a profit.
Many of the users of today's information brokers are
special libraries. However, most of their clients are firms
andindividuals who do not have their own special library
or do not use it.
This paper is an attempt to explore the problems and
opportunities that exist and the ethics that need to be
considered concerning the relationshipsthat are develop-
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ing among: 1) libraries, 2) information brokers, and 3) the clients of either or both.
The study grew out of extensive interviews
with several information brokers, the staff of
many of the libraries that they use, and industrial and business users of both the libraries
and the information brokers.
By means of extensive interviews and conversation or written questionnaires, 32 more or
less viable information brokers have been contacted in the U.S. and Canada. Eighteen of
them have made considerable contribution to
this effort.
As for how many others there might be, this
32 may be of the same ratio as the tip is to the
iceberg. My experience, along with statements
from library staff members and from some of
the brokers, indicate that many companies
have some arrangement with an outside individual that works with that company only. But
these individuals are difficult to identify.'

An Overview

A

n indication of the recency of this devel
opment is Davis's bibliography in which
the earliest entry is 1969.~
Andrew Garvin, founder of Information
Clearing House in New York with its better
'~~~
known subsidiary, F I N D I S V P , ~estimates
that the total private sector of information
brokers is now a $5-$10 million dollar industry and that it will grow to 10 times that size in
10 years.6
There are several terms, none totally accurate
or satisfactory,which are used to try to label the
group which is the best subject of this study.
Some of the terms are freelance librarians,
information consultants, information specialists, and information-on-demand companies.
One practitionersaidatarecentmeeting that
the designation, "Information-on-demand
companies," is not very appropriate because
clients do not demand much from them; they
beat the bushes for clients.' Too, informationon-demand services is what every library
should beready to provide. One of the features
that makes special libraries special is that they
are information-on-demand organizations.
Gaffner predicts that within 10 years every

library worthy of the name-special, public,
academic-will be operating in an information-on-demand mode.'
There are at least nine major academic and
public libraries which have been operating active information-on-demand services as aregularpart of the library for at least seven years. All
of them certainly began as far back as the State
Technical Services Act of 1965 and are continuing in operation on their own since the
demise of that federal program.9~'0~1'"2
The designation, "Independent Information Specialist," comes close to identifying
the individual practioner if not the service,
except for one factor which is the source of
many complaints and much friction: Some of
the practioners are not actually information
specialists.
The term information broker (one who collects a fee for acting as an intermediary) will be
used here as more nearly adequate to describe
a service that they all have in common. However, this term incompletely describes most of
the practioners who bring considerably more
professionalism and intellect to bear on their
work than the simple transmission of information from one point to another.
The search for identity is also illustrated by
the names under which the services operate.
Note the permutations and combinations in
their names of a group of common keywords:
INFORM, Information Access, Information
for Business, Information Specialists, Inc.,
Information Unlimited, International Information Service, Library and Information Service, Library Reports & Research Service,
Inc., re-feraence, FINDISVP, Editec, Inc.,
Document Transmission, Data Search Company, B .I. Associates, Telico.
Four recent article^'^^'^^'^^'^ give detailed
descriptions of the activities of different brokers. Here it will be sufficient to describe the
various types briefly in order to establish the
limits of the discussion.

How They Operate

T

he simplest operation of the information
broker is the single function of document
delivery. The broker uses bibliographic exper-
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tise and bibliographic tools (his own or someone else's) to locate and obtain an original, or
a copy, of an item anddeliver it to auser. Some
brokers limit themselves to the use of a single
large library, more frequently a university
library. Others make use of any information
resource accessible to them in a large metropolitan area. Some deal exclusively with government documents. They differ from the
wholesalers and jobbers who must maintain
massive operationswithin allowable discounts.
These brokers deal in small quantities, usually
single copies of an item; offer rapid, custom
service; and charge a fee for their services
above their cost for the document and out-ofpocket expenses. These document deliverers
may be individuals operating independently,
individuals working under the auspices of a
-

involvement they have in their work. It is
possible to work profitably as an independent
information broker having made little or no
investment in the business except for out-ofpocket expenses.

How They Began

S

ome brokers began in simple opportunistic
situations. For instance, one began a document delivery service as a means of adding to
the family income at least long enough to help
put a child through college. Another started a
business as a moonlighting operation while
employed as an industrial special librarian.
Other individuals have been identified as doing literature searches on a moonlighting basis
while employed in an academic library which

--

Three issues need to be resolved, or at least considered in proper operation of the
information broker in the informtion network: I ) conflict of interest, 2) fees to be
charged and fees to be paid and 3) the representation of someone else's work and
expertise as one's own.
large company in another sector of the information industry, or a group of independent
operators who are pooling their resources of
time, know-how, and mobility.
At the other extreme are individuals, partnerships, and formally organized small corporations which undertake any project or
assignment in the general field of information
services. Many of these services go far beyond
services offered by the most advanced special
libraries. Some of the known services offered
are document delivery (purchase, photocopy,
or proxy loan); preparation of bibliographies,
and literature searches, manual and computerized; state-of-the-artreviews; handbookpreparation; translations; library organization,
development, and collection maintenance; information systems development, technical
writing and editing; data collection and interpretation; location and referral to experts; assistance in the selection and hiring of library
and information personnel; speech writing;
indexing.
Paralleling the variety and scope of services
offered by different brokers is the amount of
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operated an information-on-demand service
to off-campus users.
Others have started into the business in a
more forthright and direct manner after considerable thought and planning and, in some
cases, with considerable investment andawillingness to take some risk.
One partnership began as the way out of
unemployment in an area oversupplied with
trained librarians. At the time, the librarian of
the partnership could not locate a professional
position, and the spouse of the other partner
was suddenly out of work.
Another organization developed out of an
acquaintance that began in graduate library
school. By graduation, the two students had
decided to set up their own business in the
information field and have gone on to a quite
successful undertaking.l3
Some of the more aggressive information
brokerage companies were not started by professional librarians. These companies tend to
develop more specialized databases inhouse,
to have made sizeable capital investments, and
to have large staffs. Partly because of their
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size, visibility, and aggressiveness, and partly
because of their use of untrained individuals,
they also tend to be more frequently criticized
by others in the library and information field.
Three issues need to be resolved, or at least
considered, in proper operation of the information broker in the information network: 1)
conflict of interest, 2) fees to be charged and
fees to be paid, and 3) the representation of
someone else's work and expertise as one's
own.

Conflict of Interest

C

onflict of interest is the least difficult of
these problems to face, but the possibility
does exist. In some cases, the brokers themselves can be suspect of not being clear of
conflict of interest. Examples are the industrial
librarian who was moonlightingas afreelancer
and the literature searcher working privately
on the side instead of through the employer's
literature search service.
In other cases, the brokers may be encouraging conflict of interest problems in others.
Some brokersmaintain liaison with staff members at libraries who provide photocopies or
loans from those libraries for the information
broker. There are at least two possibilities for
less than satisfactory activities: 1) the staff
member may not limit the work provided to the
broker to time outside the staff member's
working hours, and 2) the staff member may
pass along special privileges to the broker and
his client in the way of reduced photocopy
fees, special loan privileges, or other special
treatment not generally available to outsiders.

Fees

S

ince De Gennaro and others",22 cover the
general topic of user fees for libraries and
information services, these remarks will be
limited to the fees paid by and to the information broker, specifically.
Many academic libraries charge outsiders a
fee for borrowing privileges. When the broker,
acting as agent for a number of companies,
provides all those companies with the needed
access to the library's collection by paying
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only one fee, the broker is depriving the library
of some income and at the same time, putting
an additional burden on the library.
Especially in the public libraries, there may
be resentment because the broker is charging a
fee for something that the client could have
obtained free if the client had contacted the
library directly. The broker's response, of
course, is that the client is paying for information that he did not have: the client did not
know to contact the public library directly. It is
not the broker's fault that the client did not
know where to go get the information free. But
is it proper for the broker to withhold that
knowledge from his client?Many of the sample
search questions on the brokers' advertising
lists would have been answered without cost
by the reference department of the public library in any medium-sized city.
Many of the brokers list private corporate
libraries and privately supported special libraries among the resource centers they use.
The spirit of special librarianship is built upon
the willingness to cooperate in depth with
other librarians with almost no questions asked.
But many of these special libraries, as indeed
many public libraries and many academic libraries, depend upon broad industrial support
in order to maintain their collections and offer
special services. Can one really expect the
staff and administrators of these libraries to be
happy when potential supporters are charged a
fee for resources of a library when none, or
very little, of the fees accrue to the library?

Misrepresentation
--

--

A

nother criticism of some of the brokers is
lack of know-how or the selling of someone else's know-how or someone else's work
as their own. Many cases were reported of
individuals obtaining considerable reference
assistance (notjust directional guidance) from
the professional staff of a library, and then
charging a client a consultant-type fee for
providing the information. The truth is that if
the individual has not received help from the
reference staff, he might never have found the
information.
As indicated earlier, some of the brokers are
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not information specialists. The reference librarians and the public service staff of some of
the libraries they use are the real specialists.
The fact that fees are charged is not the real
source of resentment. It is that the fee does not
contribute to the development of the basic
resources. The proper fees are not collected by
the library which hires the real specialists.

A Healthy Phenomenon

T

he foregoing many seem a bit harsh on the
information brokers; however, it is not the
intent here to condemn all the brokers for all
their activities. There is little subterfuge, and
there is certainly nothing illegal about obtaining all the free service one can from the public
library. Who gets what kind of service is a
problem for the for the administrator and not
for the broker. Stated more positively, the
burgeoning of successful information brokers
is a healthy occurrence. They are showing

what can be done with innovation, creative
thinking, and publicity oradvertising.lsv19They
will also help to bury the incorrect concept that
library service is free. It is not free-"There's
no such things as a free lunch."20
chanaud14 and ~ l e m e n t state
~ ' the source
of the cost differently, saying that information
is free, but that access to it is not free. In either
case, the availability of information need not
be expensive. What is expensive is the lack of
information or at least of the correct information. Both the well-informed business person
and the poorly informed, frightened
businessperson are willing to pay well to avoid
the greater expense of doing without needed
information.
There are several positive factors about the
operations of the informationbroker. First,most
of them are capable of, and usually do give,
good service. One of their critics said, "Of
course they give good service. That is all they
have." But, in the information business, if you
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have something else and do not give good
service,you are not in the informationbusiness.
It is essential to the survival of the broker
that he be able to respond quickly and effectively. One of the brokers said that if the client
were not satisfied with what he received from
the broker, he would not return for additional
service. On the other hand, the staff member of
a public or academic library can afford an
occasional unhappy client, for there is the
certainty that there will be new clients tomorrow. (This is true only within limits, as library
users become more sophisticatedand demanding.) But the results of poor service will more
quickly affect the broker than they will the
institutional staff member who will likely get
paid at the end of the month, regardless of the
service he supplies.

Keys to Good Service

T

he brokers have the ability to give good
service because they can be flexible. They
do not have to make a large capital investment
that needs to be used to be justified. Someone
else has made the capital investment in the
resources in the libraries to which they have
access.
This flexibility is based on mobility. They
are able to move from source to source. In the
institutional library, on the other hand, the
staff is usually confined to the limits of the
institution. Such types of resource sharing as
interlibrary loan do exist. But how frequently
can or will a library staff member travel across
town or even across campus to use a bibliographic tool not in his own library? To ask the
other library to use that tool for him is almost
unthinkable.
The broker can reply with a speed that is hard
for the institutional library staff member to
muster on a continuing basis. The broker knows
what speed his client requires and responds
accordingly. The broker also knows that the
client is willing to pay for the cost of the speedy
service, whether it is a long distance telephone
call, special air freight delivery service, or a
special trip across town or flight across the
country to obtain the information.
While one possible negative factor about
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brokers couldbe their lackof know-how or their
willingnessto takeadvantageof someoneelse's
know-how, the opposite is also true. Many are
experts at locating and using information. They
are inquisitive and flexible of mind as well as of
movement. They are open minded and alert to
new ideas and opportunities.
Their flexibility and speed also derives from
their lack of encumbrance with institutional
and governmental red tape.

Whose View?

H

ow do the brokers view themselves, and
how do others see them? As one might
expect, the brokers, like most of us, view
themselves quite favorably. None of those
interviewed or who responded to the written
inquiry was the least bit critical of their means
of operation. Their view, simplified, is that
they are performing a needed service, doing it
well, and are having little difficulty with the
libraries and other sources that they use.
But all is not happy in the relationships
between the brokers and the libraries that they
use. Some hints of discord have appeared in
the literature recently.I4
The situations vary from: 1) a near symbiotic relationship between the library and the
broker, 2) to impositions and intrusions by the
brokers on the libraries, 3) to the "let somebody else do it, we don't want to be bothered
attitude, and 4) to the incapabilities of some
libraries to do the job no matter how sincerely
they would like to. Comments from the librarians on the staff of some of the libraries that the
brokers use indicate some approval and some
disapproval of the brokers' operations.
Some libraries welcome the presence of the
broker in the library because it keeps many
nuisance clients out of the library. In other
situations, the library staff members are unhappy, resentful, or perhaps even jealous or
envious of the brokers using their facilities.
Some brokers do demand free professional
help from the staff. Some of them provide less
than satisfactory service. Some of them may
be careless about their use of the collecting and
may be inconsiderate of the rights and needs of
others users of the library.

In one area where there is a cluster of independent brokers, one of them remarked that
they, "are operating in the face of a great
institution that cannot bet itself together." That
institution, a major university library, is so
departmentalized and its collection so scattered that the most effective network operating
among the departments and branches is made
up of the independent brokers who move freely
from one collection to another to use the reference tools or tomake photocopies with a speed
and versatility that the giant library system
cannot accomplish by itself. In this type of
case, part of the normally internal circuitry of
the informationnetwork has been externalized
with a sort of bypass valve.

...

What Would You Do If 3

I

n an effort to place the work of the
independent brokers in perspective, consider these questions:
Would you, as acompany librarian, use
the services of a freelance operator to
obtain photocopies of material which
you know to be located in a specific
library? Why should you? Why
shouldn't you? Why not go directly to
the library?
Would you, as a special librarian, utilize the services of an independent operator to locate material for you when
you have no way of determining the
location of the material on your own?
Why should you? Why shouldn't you?
Would you, as the interlibrary loan librarian in an academic library, utilize
the service of a freelance operator to
obtain copies of materials known to be
in another university library when you
know that the other interlibrary loan
service is very slow or when the only
way to verify, and thereby sanctify, the
reference is to go look at the volume
itself?
How would you respond, as areference
librarian on the staff of a college library, to a lawyer friend who offers to
pay you to spend an evening or two of
your weekend locating some articles to

strengthen one of his cases? Would you
recognize the opportunity and would
you initiate the suggestion that you
should be paid for your professional
know-how?
Consider the same situation, except that
you are in the cataloging department of
that college library.Next, promote yourself to head librarian and judge if your
reactionmight bedifferent. What would
you do in the same situation if you were
on the staff of a public library?
Suppose you are the research librarian
in a medium-sized manufacturing firm
or in an advertising agency and aneighbor-an engineer or a salesman-tells
you that he needs to use a library once
in a while butjust does not have the time
to do it. What would you tell him?

Filling a Need

N

o one disagrees with the basic need for
libraries and for the development of library services. But if libraries are not capable,
or not adequately supported with funds, or do
not wish to deliver these special services, then
some other agency needs to step in and do it.
That is basically what the information brokers
are doing.
There exists a partial vacuum, an unnatural
phenomenon, and the pressure is being somewhat relived by a new type of service. In the
spirit of entrepreneurship or with a need to
make a living, some enterprising spirits have
recognized a need and an opportunity and are
making efforts to fill that need.
Nobody should interfere with a person's
right and capability to make a profit (or a
living) selling aproduct in a free market in this
country. Perhaps it has already been recognized that information is amarketable product,
and that tax-supported libraries have been relegated to the level of a welfare agency which
doles out information at no cost to those who
cannot afford to pay for it.
The information brokers, along with other
network participants, need to give themselves
close scrutiny and must work to find each one's
proper place in the overall information network
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so that the cost of the network is supported in
proper proportion by all who use it, so that it
works equally well for all those who need it, and
so that it not be short-circuited.
Only one thing is certain. This is an area of
librarianship in which the rules, regulations,
and codes have not been established. The
profession is breaking away from concepts
and methods of operation to which unquestioning adherence has become a manacle.
While iron-clad rules and regulations for the
information brokers to follow are not necessary, there is a need for something more than
the caveat emptor approach. Using the guidance, support, and discussion that can take

place within a profession organization,there is
an opportunity for the Special Libraries Association to foster the development of standards
against which the information-on-demandorganizations, both private and institutional,academic and public libraries included, can
measure their performance and the quality of
their services.
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The Influence of Technology
on Library Networking
by Pat Molholt

Originally appeared in the spring 1989 issue of Special
Libraries.

Le riseautoge - le portage des sources
d'informotion -s'est dromatiquement omiliori
grace oux riseoux de t6Pcommunicotions. Nous
exorninons ici I'opplicofion de la technologie ou
riseouiuge et comment elle itoit w e dons les
onnks 80, ipoque od le pays emit ou milieu
d'une explosion de technologie. Nos pricuneurs
immidiok savoient que rapport d'une nouvelle
technologie comporte des ovontoges aussi bien
que des ennuis. Dons l'obrigi originel, l'outeur
Moholt pricise : (( Pour continuer leur succb
historique dons le pariuge des sources, les Iibroires
d o ~ e n treconnofhe d lo fois le potentiel et les
problemes qui en dkoulent quond les concepts
clossiques et modernes du riseoutage se mdent.
Une coopirotion riussie est l i i e de pris d
/'adhesion oux normes. Dons I'environnement
ilectronique, celo est deux foisplus vroi 3.
iefworking, el compartir con otros 10s recursos
informotivos, ha sido drom6ticomente intensfirado
por /as redes de telecomunicocidn. Aqul
inspeccionomos lo oplicacjbn de lo tecnologlo ol
neworking y como hi visb en 10s orios 1980 uno epco cuondo elpols enfero esiubo en medio
de uno eplosibn tecnolbgico. Nuestrosprecursores
1716scerconos soblan que lo introduccibn de nuevo
tecnologla true beneficios o la vez que posjbles
preocupociones. En el resumen original, el outor
Moholt ofirmo, "A1 continuor su h i t o en compofir
10s recursos, 10s bibliotecurios deben reconocer
ombos el hturo y 10sproblemus que surgen cuondo
los conceptos cl6sicos y modemos del networking
se incorporon. l o cooperocidn exitoso esM
direciumente relocionodo o lo obse~ocibnde 10s
normas. En el ambiente electrbnico, esto verdod
se duplico".
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Networking, the sharing of information resources, has
been dramatically enhanced by telecommunications
networks. Here, we take a bok at the application of
technology to networking and how it was viewed in
the 1 9 8 0 s - a time when the entire country was in
the middle of a technology explosion. Our immediate
forerunners knew that the introduction of new
technology brings benefits as well as potential
concerns. In the original abstract, author Moholt
states, 'To continue their historic success in resource
sharing, librarians must recognize both potential and
problems that result when the classic and modern
concepts of networking merge. Successful cooperation
is closely related to adherence to standards. In the
electronic environment this is doubly true."
Introduction

L

ibrarians have been familiar with the concept of
networking for decades. They have predicated a portion of their service goals on networking-the ability to
obtain needed materials from other libraries. What has
changed in the 1980s is the ability to carry out such
resource sharingmore efficiently with the use of telecommunications networks. Such progress is not without cost,
however. In addition to the hard dollars associated with
network connections, there is perhaps a greater cost in the
form of adherence to standards. Successful cooperation is
directly related to librarians' willingness to conform to
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cataloging standards, interlibrary loan standards, and the like. As the technology of electronic communications pervades increasing
amounts of our work, the questions of cooperation is seen to rest on shaky ground. Technology changes networking. To continue their
historic success in resource sharing, librarians
mustrecognize both thepotentialandtheproblems resulting when the classic and the modem concepts of networking merge.

A Bit of History

L

ibrarians were drawn into telecommunications systems at a remarkably early stage,
and for the most part, remained quite unaware
of the development itself. From the start, telecommunications services were folded into the
access anduse agreementsof OCLC andRLG.
Libraries purchased such services with little
knowledge or understanding of their capabilities or potential. Had the deregulation of the
telephone company not occurred, librarians
would have lived in well-served, but ignorant
bliss several years longer than they did. Deregulation, coupled with the need to move
increasing amounts of information ever faster,
threw librarians into a marketplace unprepared to handle librarians' demands for systems that were both reliable and easy to use.
The standard by which librarians measured
their telecommunications options was, and
remains, far above that accepted in the computer world. Library administrators may be
ignorant of how OCLC, for example, delivers
aproduct to their catalogers desks, but they do
know it is reliable enough to base an entire
operation on with little dear of serious technical failure. In computer jargon, that is known
as a production system and is rare in the
telecommunications world at large.
A second factor comes into play when we
look at the merger of networking and telecommunications, namely standards. As the library
community and the computing/programming
community cross paths, there is genuine wonder in the latter about the existence and use of
the MARC record. In a world with a consistent
lack of conformity (note the multiple variations of programming languages and the vari-

ety of electronic mail address formats), the
notion that thousands of libraries conduct their
dady business along well-defined norms is a
marvel. As one looks back over the history of
library standards, it is truly remarkable that
libraries cooperated in adhering to the MARC
format, with all its fields, subfields, and codes,
often with little or no idea of the eventual
benefits to be reaped years down the road. The
immediate benefit of receiving catalog cards
in sorted and alphabetized order used only a
small portion of what was required to catalog
a book in full MARC format. It was labor
saving enough, and future use of the rest of the
record was apparently accepted on faith. The
profession owes the creators of MARC an
incredible debt of thanks, yet we must now
ask, "Where do we go from here?" Thought is
currently being given to merging all record
types, creating a single MARC record, and to
devising a record for classification access.
These are exciting ideas requiring even further
cooperation on the part of librarians.

Technology and Networks

F

undamental economic principles govern
the behavior of libraries. Although we do
not often speak of costbenefit ratios, they are,
in fact, at work in the decisions we make. We
have gone so far as to embedthemin some of the
regulations governing our resource sharing; for
example, the "rule of five," which governs
borrowing activity is written into the copyright
law and limits our borrowing a given title to no
more than five times in a year. The rationale is
that we should then purchase the title because
borrowing is costly and deprives the publisher
of rightful profit from another sale.
Technology in the form of photocopying
has complicated more than our borrowing and
lending of materials. Technologies such as
microcomputers and CD-ROMs have given
libraries a kind of independence not experienced since the isolation of medieval times.
This odd juxtaposition reflects back to a time
when independence was a by-product of the
isolation brought on by physical distance between libraries and the inability of most toread
or write.Today's independence is oneof choice,

and it causes isolationism in place of an independence forced by isolation. Technology has
given libraries choices and made life more
complicated. It no longer suffices to ask, "Do
we provide a particular service or not?" if the
answer is yes, there are further choices as to
how it will be provided. An easy example is
found in access to indexing and abstracting
information. Initially the question was, "could
we afford a particular index?"'Yes" meant
you bought it and shelved it, "no" meant you
spent your money on something else. Today a
"yes" leads to questions of format with tradeoffs between speed and cost. There may be a
CD-based product, a tape service, or dial-up
access to aremote computer file. In the case of
selecting the last-mentioned, additional questions arise regarding the vendor and the methods of access to that vendor. In any of the yes
scenarios, the library patron is served to the
best of the library's ability. There is no reason
for the concern for the patrons of other libraries in these matters.
Let us look at another example where networking in both the classic and modem sense
comes into play and where the responsibilities
of the players change-union catalogs. Librarians are often finding it more costly to
catalog using a shared catalog file such as
RLIN or OCLC than to purchase records from
vendors. The vendor usually has a single purpose-providing cataloging data. Vendors
have no interest in creating a national database
of cataloging records and item location information. In such cases, records are purchased
from a vendor and loaded into local, standalone systems. Nowhere is information recorded in a shared, openly accessible file to
indicate that library X owns item A. Library X
inadvertently, but nonetheless effectively, is
limiting access to its resources to local use,
rendering such resources unavailable for sharing across the state and the nation. This is a
case of technology opening up cost-saving
possibilities for the individual library that results in anarrowing of the library's focus to its
own immediate patron community. Although
it can be appropriate for the library to focus on
its immediate patron community, not sharing
holdings information with the larger library

community is an inappropriatelimitation.Each
time this scenario is repeated, the library community, as a whole, loses the ability to rely on
its members for interlibrary lending of materials. This negative side of technology reminds
us how flexible technology is, its effects not
inherently good or bad, but dependent on use
and interpretation.
Networks enable librarians, faced with clients' information needs beyond their local
resources, to identify and obtain materials and
services for those clients. Network access is an
enfranchising mechanism that can not be
viewed as a luxury. As long as we operate with
print-on-paper collections we need to share
those collections. As we move increasingly
into electronic-based information we can see
technology and networks working together to
reduce the physical movement of materials.

Libraries as Vendors

T

elecommunications networks are already
blurring the distinctions between what's in
a library and what's accessible to library patrons. Ownership is becoming a secondary
issue as we develop enduser services accessing remote databases, and eventually full-text
files. An interesting possibility, enabled by
desktop publishing and telecommunications,
is developing. Libraries have vast amounts of
material in common-if not identical items at
least similar coverage of core topics. There
are, however, unique collections built up over
decades that distinguish particular libraries
from each other. It is possible to develop
specialized access tools, much like archival
finding aids, that offer users detailed information about the content of a unique collection.
The usual publishing mechanisms will take
profitable responsibility for devising tools to
handle that information held in common by
libraries. It has been suggested, however, that
the libraries themselves will need, and want, to
take responsibility for the remainder of the
scholarly material.
In August 1988, the Council on Library
Resources (CLR) hosted a meeting at UCLA
on the future of the research library. Attendees
were "graduates" of the Senior Fellows pro-
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gram, sponsoredannually by CLR. From those
meetings several models of the library in 2000
emerged. The concept of libraries providing
indepth access to their unique collections
emerged as a natural result of wanting to
improve access to existing print-based collections. It is likely that these tools will be in
electronic form and, with the aid of telecommunications technology, the library could also
provide access to individuals entirely outside
their primary user population, most likely on
some form of cost-recovery basis. Creating
something profitable as the result of a necessary process appears to be a good deal for all
concerned.

Challenges Ahead

W

ith this and other examples, one can see
the potential for technology not only
changing how libraries operate, but opening
up new possibilities for future activities. The
problems, however, are longstanding. For all

the adeptness librarians have demonstrated in
adapting technologies to the needs of information handling, telecommunications is a different animal. F i t , librarians have already taken
a leadership role in directing its development.
The work of individuals like development. The
work of individuals like Henriette Avram, and
her staff at the Library of Congress, is in the
forefront of the Open Systems Interconnect
network protocol standardsactivity.This represents a departure from the norm of following
technologies. Second libraries represent a major segment of telecommunications users. In
some instances, the participation of the library
community is critical to the success or viability
of regional telecommunications networks. Yet
the players, those who operate networks as well
as librarians, while they are certainly not enemies, are likewise not usually seen as allies.
With new ground rules, the game is open and if
the winner is to be the library patron, there must
be leadership in the library community and
cooperation on both sides.

Pat Molholt was associate director of libraries and affirmative action advisor to the president
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She was SLA president in 1984, and is a Fellow of the
association.
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IFLA 1996-The

Challenge of Change:
Libraries and Economic Development

by Dorothy MtGarry

Many favorable comments were heard about
the 62nd IFLA General Conference, held in
Beijing, China, from August 23-31, 1996,
with the theme "The Challenge of Change:
Libraries and Economic Development." The
venue, the Beijing International Convention
Center, was convenient for most people, and
the meeting rooms and exhibit areas were very
good. Registration went well, and paper handling for the conference was excellent. The
programmes and business meetings also received very positive comments.
Two hundred Chinese volunteers from 15
universities, library schools, andcolleges were
present, helping to interpret for non-Chinese
speakingpeople. Simultaneoustranslationwas
provided for a number of the sessions, and
volunteers provided consecutive translation,
summaries, or translations of questions and
answers for a number of other sessions.
The conference organizers and the IFLA
headquarters staff worked together to ensure a
successful conference, with convenient access
to the conference center itself and to the various events which are a highlight of each IFLA.
Conference registration figures as of August
29 included 1376 international delegates, 14
one-day registrations, 194 accompanying persons, and 800 Chinese delegates for a total of
2,384 delegates from 91 countries. Apart from
the Chinese, the United States had the most

participants with 234 delegates, followed by
Japan with 135, Russia with 117, France with
98, and Korea rounding out the top five with
84. There were more than 150 professional
sessions, 140journalists, and as of August 25,
103exhibits-including 54 from outsideChina.
At one exhibit, the National Library of China
distributed videotapes containing an introduction to that library for delegates from other
countries.
There were welcomes from a number of
dignitaries at the opening session. Chinese
Premier Li Peng spoke, as did Robert
Wedgeworth (University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA), President of IFLA. A short
report of the Premier's speech appears later in
this article.In PresidentWedgeworth's speech,
he discussed the gap that continues to grow
between the most and least developed library
communities. Some people spend more time
on computers, others are frustrated about access to information. He asked if we are prepared to assume responsibility for electronic
publications, for bringing the same kind of
order to the information on the Internet. There
are deficiencies in funding, equipment, and
training. Where expectations are low, so are
the priorities for funding libraries, and vice
versa. Information is the most valuable currency we have to exchange. The quality and
variety of user services is likely to be the
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distinguishing factor in the future. How will
our technology improve o w ability to serve
users? We will need to develop capable users
rather than assume they are knowledgeable.
Resources to assist developing countries establish librariesare inadequate. There are plans
to expand technology assistance and information via IFLANet. Connectivity and related
training programs will be announced at the
1997 conference.
The Plenary Session keynote speech, given
by Professor Fei Xiaotong (professor of sociology at Peking University and vice-chairman of
the Standing Committeeof the National People's
Congress, China), was on "Libraries oriented to
the new pluralistic and integrated world order."
Professor Fei said that the theme of the conference "conforms with the main trend of our
times, for economic development is a problem
of common concern throughout the world and a
major issue for today's libraries: how to enable
libraries to serve economic development more
effectively." He spoke of the history of libraries
in China, as well as the future of libraries, with
new technology forcing libraries into a new
stage of global cooperation and networking. He
said that information access will be greatly
expanded in tomorrow's libraries, along with
people's knowledge, providing unlimited opportunities for people to learn at a greatly accelerated rate.
Several countries held caucuses during the
conference, including the U.S., which held a
caucus on October 25. Apacket of information
was available on the "Digital Future Coalition" (which includes SLA). Another handout
titled "Intellectual Property: An Assessment
of International Implications," prepared by
Mary E. Jackson (Association of Research
Libraries),was distributed anddiscussed.Language included in the National Information
Infrastructure bills in the House and Senate
and in the Database Investment and Intellectual Property Antipiracy Act of 1996 will
likely be considered by the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO)in adiplomatic
conference to amend the Berne Convention
planned for December 1996. "The U.S. delegate to WIPO has taken forward the language
included in the domestic bills despite continu-
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IFLA conference attendees converged the
Beijing International Convention Center August 23-31, 1996.
ing and significant disagreement over many of
these provisions in the U.S. There is a growing
concern that there could be internationaladoption of some of either or both of the U.S. and
EC proposals without full and complete domestic consideration ...", stated Jackson. Further information on this topic can be found
under the Government Relations section of
SLA's Web page (http://www.sla.org).
A position paper on "Copyright in the Electronic Environment" was approved by IFLA's
Executive and Professional Boards. A copy of
the full paper appears on the IFLA Web site
(see address at the end of this article).
Among the cultural events was a reception
arranged by the Municipal Government of
Beijing. There was also a special performance
which was arranged by the Ministry of Culture.
During the performance, Chinese actors and
actresses staged various Chinese art performances, including Peking opera, acrobatics,
and music played on traditional Chinese instruments. Another exceptional reception was held
at the Great Hall of the People, sponsoredby the
China Organizing Committee.
SLA Executive Director David Bender and
several SLA representatives to IFLA standing
committees have provided reports of the conference which are included below. Two other
people provided reports also. Some of these
people will present fuller reports in SLA unit
publications. Copies of many of the papers
delivered at the open sessions of the sections,
round tables, and workshops are available. For
copies of some of the papers, or for more

information, please contact the author of this
articleby e-mailat:drncgarry @library.ucla.edu,
or at the UCLA Science&EngineeringLibrary,
8251 Boelter Hall, Los Angeles, CA 900951958; tel: 1-310-825-3438; fax: 1-310-2063908.
The standing committees of the various sections discussed development of their new
Medium Term Programmes for 1998-2001.
This topic is not included in the individual
reports below because it was a topic for all
sections.
Last year, Monica Ertel was appointed U.S.
representative on the Committee on the Access to Information and Freedom of Expression (CAFE). The committeehas been charged
with recommending a policy to IFLA regarding these important issues. There are 35 members of this committee representing almost as
many countries, including China, Cuba, Russia, Chile, Sierra Leone, and France. Ertel
reported, "We held several meetings, including an open forum to solicit feedback from
IFLA membershipon this sensitive topic. Given
that we were holding the meeting in China,
which is not known for embracing this type of
philosophy, we were a little nervous about
how this would work out. However, we had
over 100 people attend the meeting and we
received a lot of insightful input. We spent a
great deal of time debating exactly what the
committee should be focusing on and decided
the following main points: IFLA has expertise
in how people need, use, and access information. Our expertise is NOT in political issues.
Emphasis should be on access to information
and freedom of expression as they relate to
libraries and not other political areas. The
committee should be concerned with the impact on libraries in carrying out theirresponsibilities. The committee also agreed thatwe
should work through library associations in
various countries. We must respect the cultural background of other countries as well.
We will be hashing all of this out via fax and
the Internet over the next couple of months and
will present our final report at the IFLA meeting in Denmark next August."
Ertel also called attention to an article shehad
seen after the conference in the Wall Street

Journal, (Sept. 5, 1996, B-12) titled, "China
Screens Out 'Spiritual Pollution' on the Net."
The Beijing government has begun blocking as
many as 100 Internet sites that offer material
that the government deems unsuitable for its
citizens-including sites with dissident viewpoints from Hong Kong andTaiwan, sites sponsored by U.S. major media organizations such
as CNN and the Washington Post, and sexually
explicit sites such as Playboy and Penthouse.
An official described the blocked sites as suspected purveyors of "spiritual pollution."
In addition, Ertel provided some general
comments on the conference. She wrote that
the Chinese rolled out the red carpet for conference attendees and made us all feel very
welcome in this most fascinating city. "One of
the most unforgettable memories of this trip
has to be the evening when conference attendees were treated to a military escort as traffic
was brought to a standstill throughout Beijing
so that our caravan of 80 buses could get us to
dinner at the Great Hall of the People on
Tiananmen Square," she recalled.
Illustrating the importance that the Chinese
gave to hosting this conference, the Premier of
China, Li Peng, personally opened the conference by stating, "Libraries are the treasure
chests of our knowledge and have played an
irreplaceable role in promoting civilization.
China is a country with an ancient civilization
which is now engaging in modem cultural
construction. I believe the conference will be
of great significance to the development of
librarianshipand information science in China
and to other countries throughout the world. I
am confident the conference will promote further cultural exchange and friendly cooperation between the library and information
profession in China and the profession in the
rest of the world."
Much emphasis was placed on the role of
libraries in the economic developmentof countries. Information technology is recognized as
a critical part of stimulating strong economies
and libraries are seen as a very important part
of this process. To emphasize this, China has
made a commitment to put a library in every
town by the year 2010.
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Jean Adelman reported on
the Section of Art Libraries:
The section held an open session, an all-day
workshop, and standing committee meetings
at the conference.
At the open session, three papers were presented on the theme of "Chinese Libraries and
Collections Within and Outside of China."
Hartmut Walravens (Bibliographic Services,
Berlin State Library, Germany) documented
how copper engraving, a European art form,
was adopted in 18th century China. The second paper addressed the range of resources for
the study of Chinese art in libraries and collections in London, England. Haiyao Zeng (National Art Library, Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, England) spoke of Western
interest in Chinaand Chinese art dating back to
the time of Marco Polo. The third paper, by
Dai Shujuan (Director of the Reference Library, Chinese Academy of Arts, Beijing) was
titled "Chinese Art Library, Towards the 21 st
Century: An Overview of the Development of
the Reference Library of the Chinese Academy of Arts." (As a bonus, on the last day of the
conference, members of the Section of Art
Libraries Standing Committee were able to
visit the academy library .)
The section's workshop theme was "Pay or
Profit: Fee or Free?'There were six papers
which addressed practices in Ireland, Romania, Russia, Spain, and the United States. In the
absence of facilities for simultaneous translation, Haiyao Zeng provided summaries of the
papers in Chinese and translated the questions
and answers following each paper. The following are descriptions of each paper:
Cecelia Chen (librarian, National Museum of American ArtINational
Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, USA) and her
co-author, Ildiko Deangeles (assistant
general counsel, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, USA),
described the Smithsonian guidelines
for charging fees and handling permission requests for the use of
photographs of items in the
Smithsonian Museums' collections.
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The IFLA opening ceremony at the Beijing
Interncltional Convention Center
Karen Latimer (deputy science librarian, Queens University, Belfast,
Northern Ireland) described a feebased service the university began
implementing in 1991 to provide architectural and environmental
information to local professionals in
those fields.
The paper, "Self-Financing Services in
Libraries: A Method of Increasing
Limited Library Budgets in Post-Communist Romania" was presented by
both Sally Wood-Lamont (Central Library of the University of Medicine
and Pharmacy, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) and Ioanna Robu (director,
Central Library of the University of
Medicine and Pharmacy, Cluj-Napoca,
Romania). This was a case study of a
structurally difficult situation in which
both the law and custom preclude
charging fees for any library service
and in which funds are nearly nonexistent for equipment and conswnables
such as photocopy paper.
Javier Docampo (Biblioteca Nacional
de Madrid, Spain) spoke on "Tariffing Digital Images: the Spanish
Background." The National Library
of Spain has a large project, MEMORIA HISPANICA, underway, which
is "to make accessible its collections
in digital format."
Olga Sinitsyna (head, Arts and
Children's Library Department, M. I.
Rudomino State Library for Foreign
Literature, Moscow, Russia), de-

scribed "Paid Services at the Library
for Foreign Literature: New Objectives, Experience, Perspectives."
Ted Goodman (editor, Avery Inden)
presented the paper prepared by Angela Gird (librarian, Avery
Architecture Library, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA) and
Joseph A. Busch (Getty Information
Institute, Santa Monica, CA, USA)
titled, "Subsidizing End-user Access
to Research Databases: From Card
File to World Wide Web," which reviewed work carried out over the past
decade by the Getty Art History Information Program (AHIP, which has just
been renamed the Getty Information
Institute) to subsidize enduser online
access to scholarly research databases.
The standing committee agenda included
discussion of section publications and related
publications such as Inspel. A working group
was appointed to consider additional, especially geographically diverse, content of the
section newsletter. The future of the newly
published Multilingual Glossary for Art Librarians (ZFLA publications 95. Saur, 1996)
which is soon to be available on the IFLANet
site was discussed. The section also plans to
expand the glossary to include coverage of
terms in Japanese, Portuguese, and Russian.
Thomas Hill reported on the Internarional
Directory of Art Libraries, which is available
online in provisional form. The hard copy is
expected to be published in 1997. The chair
reported on his contact with archivists and the
plan for the ICAICLA International Guide to
Literature and Art Archives in Museums, LibrariesandArchives-aproject which ismoving forward, albeit slowly. The U.K. and U.S.
survey on education programs and materials
for art librarians had mixed results, as was
confirmed by two surveys, one done in France
and one in Russia. Although there was a gratifyingly large number of responses to the surveys, it was decided that the work should not
continue at this time because few libraries
have such programs or materials and most
respondents wanted to receive such information from other sources. Strategies for increas-

ing membership in the Section of Art Libraries
were also discussed.
Another agenda item was about future F L A
general conferences, especially the plans for
next year's conference in Copenhagen with
the theme "Libraries and Information for Human Development." ARLISNORDEN has
plans well in hand-their annual conference
will be held in Copenhagen immediately preceding IFLA so that their members can attend
the all-day Section of Art Libraries workshop
to be held on the Saturday at the beginning of
IFLA's conference week. Museum and architectural tours, as well as a visit to the Royal
Library, are already scheduled. A call for papers has also been issued.

Sharon Gause reported on the
Section on Buildings and Equipment:
The section's scope is to consider aLl matters
concerning the design and construction of all
types of librariesin all parts of the world, as well
as their furnishingsandequipment. The section
aims to collect anddisseminateknowledgeabout
buildings and equipment in order to increase
this lmowledge among librarians. It also aims to
establish better contacts between librarians and
architects by promoting an exchange of experiences between the two groups, thereby creating
the conditions that will enable each of them to
understand the other's language.
During the IFLA conference, the section
held two standing committee meetings and a
programme session with two people speaking
about new library construction in China. A
third person spoke about the construction of
the National Library in Iran. For the first time
in several years, ahalf-day workshop was also
held. The topic was "Architectural Competitions." Perspectives from both the librarian's
and architect's points of view were addressed.
Everyone in attendance came away with a
better understanding of how and why such
competitions take place.
It was decided that preceding the 1997 conference in Copenhagen, a seminar on library
buildings will be held in The Hague, The Netherlands. The emphasis of the seminar will be on
remodeling and incorporating the old structure
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into the new. With so much remodeling taking
place internationally, there should be many
speakersfrom around the world who have experience in this area. Also, as part of the Medium
Term Programme, the committee will continue
to work on guidelines for buildings and equipment, especially on recommendations for remodeling consuuction, as well as guidelines for
librarians in the planning and preparation of
building programdocumentsforarchitects.The
committeewill publish three more publications
in its successful pamphlet series.

Dorothy McGarry reported
on the Section on Cataloguing:
The section has been very active, with a
number of projects. The Study Group on Functional Requirementsfor Bibliographic Records
finished its draft for worldwide review in June.
The group will meet in Washington, DC in
February 1997 to discuss comments received
from the worldwide review, to prepare a final
version, and to transmit it to the UBCIM
Programme Office for publication. A major
outcome of this study will be identifying essential elements to appear in national bibliographic records. It may also provide input for
improving cataloguing rules. Olivia Madison
(Iowa State University, USA) is chair of the
study group; Dorothy McGarry is one of the
members.
From the 500 copies of International Standard Bibliographic Description (Computer
Files) ISBD(CF) which were distributed, 30
responses were received. This resultedin about
1lopages of comments. A final version will be
prepared by December 15. It will then go to the
IBSD Maintenance Group. Marie-France
Plassard (IFLA UBCIM programme officer,
Frankfurt, Germany) will then send copies to
members of the two standing committees for
ballot, with adeadline of March 3 1,1997.John
Byrum (Library of Congress,Washington, DC,
USA) is chair of theISBDMaintenance Group;
Dorothy McGarry is one of the members.
A revised edition of Names of Persons will
be published soon by Saur as UBCIMpublications, new series, no. 16. A selection of papers
from the "International Seminar on the Cre-

ation and Use of Authority Files," held in St.
Petersburg, Russia, from October 4-6, 1995,
has been published in International Cataloguing and Bibliographic Control, 1996, no. 3
and 4.
A project on guidelines for OPAC displays
was suggested at the last IFLAmeeting, but no
funding was allocated by the Professional
Board for the project. A small group from the
section (with Dorothy McGarry as chair) will
revise the proposal previously submitted to
determine if a smalleramount of funding might
be granted.
It was announced that a new group has been
established to work on minimal level authority
records and an International Standard Authority Data Number (ISADN), as well as the
transnational exchange of authority data. Barbara Tillett (Library of Congress, Washington, DC, USA), serves as chair. The working
group is identifying essential data elements
that will be in shared authority records.
The International Conference on National
Bibliographic Services which was originally
scheduled for November 1997, will instead be
held November 25-27,1998, in Copenhagen.
The publication FormandStructure of Corporate Headings is being reviewed to determine what changes may be needed. Barbara
Tillett (Library of Congress, Washington, DC,
USA) is chair of the working group. The
working group is looking at conference names,
corporate names with geographic terms or
jurisdictions as the first word, the language of
the qualifier, cross references for variations,
and other issues. A draft will be sent to the
section's standing committee by June, 1997,
and an open working group meeting will be
held in Copenhagen.
Another group is revising the publication
Anonymous Classics for information dealing
with European literatures. Another phase of
the project will include work on Asian and
Latin American literatures. Nadine Boddaert
(Bibliothkque nationale de France) is chair of
this group.
The section's programme for Beijing was on
the heme "Cooperative Cataloguing Projects:
Economic Benefits Through Resource Sharing." The three papers presented were "The

Commencement and Advancement of China's
Cataloguing in Publication," by Hao Zhiping
(Archives Library of Chinese Publications,
China); "Cooperative Cataloguing: Supply and
Exchange of Data Through a European Project
and a European Union Feasibility Study: The
Italian Experience," by Isa de Pinedo and
Cristina Magliano (Istituto Centrale per il
Catalogo Unico delle Biblioteche Italiane e per
le information Bibliografiche, Rome, Italy);
and "The Program for Cooperative Cataloging:
Mission, Goals, and Potential for International
Cooperation," by Winston Tabb (Library of
Congress, Washington, DC, USA).
The section's workshop was on the theme
"Retrospective Conversion: Lessons Learned
and New Trends." Papers included information on conversion at Harvard University, the
University of Hong Kong, the Bibliotheque
nationale de France, and the British Library.
Ideas fora programme at next year's conference in Copenhagen include a follow-up report on the Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records, information on the
Danish union catalogue effort and a Danish
retrospective conversion project, a paper on
cataloguing trends and what catalogers will be
doing, or possibly a paper on cataloguing
documents on the Web. A workshop dealing
with communication formats and the impact
on our cataloguing standards is also planned.

Dorothy McGarry also reported on the
Section on Classification and Indexing:
The standing committee conducted the first
phase in a state-of-the-art survey on subject
heading languages. Letters were sent to more
than 120 national libraries with 45 responses.
The Working Group on Principles Underlying Subject Heading Languages, with Maria
I n k Lopes (National Library of Portugal,
chair), held a discussion meeting with an opportunity for people to ask questions. It also
gave the working group a chance to resolve
some outstanding questions. Lopes will revise
the document and send it to the UBCIM
Programme Office for distribution and worldwide review, probably by the beginning of
February 1997. Responses can then be consid-

ered at the 1997 IFLA conference, and a final
version prepared for publication.
The Joint Working Group on Classification
Format (comprised of members appointed by
the Sections on Classification and Indexing
and Information Technology) has prepared a
document on "Requirements for a Format for
Classification Data." The document will be
available on IFLANet. Joan Mitchell (OCLC
Forest Press, USA) is chair of the working
group. The working group looked at possible
extensions to the USMARC classification format and the documentation needed to turn it
into a UNIMARC-compatible format.
The programme for Beijing included "Decomposing DDC Synthesized Numbers," by
SongqiaoLiu (Getty Trust, SantaMonica, CA,
USA); "National Problems and International
Cooperation in Classification," by Friedrich
Geisselmann
(Universitatsbibliothek
Regensberg, Germany); and "Contemporary
Classification Systems and Thesaurus in
China," by Zhang Qiyu (Air Force Political
College, Shanghai, China), Liu Xiangsheng
(China Society for Library Science, Beijing,
China), and Wang Dongbo (National Library
of China).
Ideas for the Copenhagen programme include a paper on the DDC at the Bibliotheque
nationale deFrance, new uses of classification
in the online environment, and a paper on
some activities in Denmark. A workshop on
the Universal Decimal Classification will be
held in Amsterdam in 1998. The open
programme there may include a paper on classification and indexing in The Netherlands
(possibly dealing with cooperative subject indexing), a paper by someone from the UK on
implementation of LCC and LCSH in a nonNorth American environment, or a paper on
development and prospects for the Russian
edition of the DDC.
The section sponsored one full-day workshop and cosponsored a second. The first was a
workshop on "Dewey Decimal Classification:
Edition 21 and International Perspectives." In
addition to general information on the new
edition and on "Dewey for Windows," papers
were presented on DDC in national bibliographies, the Asia-Pacific Region, and China.
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Another paper was presented on the translation
of the DDC into Spanish. The second workshop, cosponsored with the Section on Library
Services to Multicultural Populations, was on
the theme "Serving Multicultural Populations
in the 21st Century: Universal Standardized
Subject Headings-Present Status and Future
Prospects." Among the papers presented were
someon adaptations of a universal standardized
subject heading system in the CJK (ChineseJapanese-Korean)environment, papers on Chinese multi-language document cataloguing and
Chinese thesauri, the development of Korean
subject headings, and the use of standardized
subject headings in Thailand,Malaysia, and the
Philippines. Papers were also presented on a
history of the Library of Congress subject headings and current cooperative projects, modem
technology and the digitization of subject headings in amultiscript/multiculturalenvironment,
and pros and cons of access to multilingual
databases through universal standardized subject headmgs.

Una Gourlay reported on the Section
on Document Delivery and Interlending:
The section continues to work very closely
with the IFLA Universal Availability of Publications (UAP) Core Programme. Prime topics of discussion with the committee were
developments in the IFLA Voucher Scheme,
the Danish and Norwegian document delivery
projects in Ghana and Kenya, and the creation
of a world directory of union catalogues.
The section presented a program, "Copyright Questions in Document Delivery and
Interlending," and held a workshop discussing
charging issues from many perspectives.
There will bea 5thIntemational Interlending
& Document Delivery Conference in Denmark in August 1997, just before the IFLA
conference.

Martha McPhail reported on the
Section on Education and Training:
The section explored "Change and Innovation in Library and Information Science Education" at its open forum, hearing of developmenb

in curricula in the U.K., New Zealand, the U.S .,
and China. Information technology has expanded course offerings, and library and information science faculty increasingly focus on
emerging electronic media as they prepare students for positions in the 21st century. All of the
presenters noted that many students expect to
work in special libraries, principally in business
and industry, or perhaps not in a "traditional"
library at all. Although where and how library
and information science (LIS) may be performed is changing, the basic foundation of
teaching informationstorage, retrieval, and access remains constant.
The section's all-day workshop continued
the examination of changing curricula, with
overviews of recent trends in LIS education in
Europe, the US, and China. Ole Harbo (Dean of
the Royal School of Librarianship in
Copenhagen, Denmark),notedthe greatestchallenge to LIS schools in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union has been the rapid transition from state control to a market economy.
LIS programs have struggled for limited resources, resulting in problems with salaries,
computers, and materials, although some stronger LIS programs are emerging. EUCLID, the
European Association for Library and Information Education and Research, founded in 199l
with 53 institutional members from 24 countries, is playing a leading role in coordination of
LIS programs. ChineseLIS educatorsalsospoke
about revising curricula to educate students in
their 50 LIS programmes regarding information management, dissemination, and administration. Special libraries now employ 25 percent
of new LIS graduates as China suengthens its
financial,industrial, and technological sectors.
The section is revising the scope and goals
of its Medium Term Programme to reflect the
increased emphasis on continually updating
educational curricula for LIS programs and
providing professional development opportunities for library and information practitioners. It will maintain a current directory of
international LIS programs through future
editions of the WorMGuide to Library, Archive,
und Information Science Education recently
published by Saur.
The Continuing Professional Education

Round Table invites participation at the Third
International Conference on Continuing Professional Education to be held August 27-29,
1997, as an IFLA preconference. Its theme is
"Human Development: Competencies for the
Twenty-firstCentury."Usereducation and training for trainers will be important subthemes.
The Section on Education and Training will
further explore LIS curricula innovations at its
forum and workshop in Copenhagen.

David McQuillan re orted on the
Section of Geograp y and Map Libraries:

R

The highlights of our meeting included:
an Inspel editorial board meeting to
promote this international journal of
special librarianship on Friday, August 23;
the IFLA Officers Reception at the
"Prince Gong Mansion" Saturday
evening, August 24;
the USA Caucus, which focused on
"copyright," and included a reception
and the opening of the IFLA Exhibition on Sunday, August 25;
a visit and lecture on "Historical Geography of China" at the Department
of Urban and Environmental Studies,
Peking University, hosted by Dr.
Xiaofeng Tang and Professor
Xiaocong Li on Monday, August 26;
a Geography & Map Paper Session
with the following papers: "Developing Map Library Services for the
Business User: Experiences from a
State University Library," by Patrick
McGlamery (University of Connecticut, USA); "Who Needs Maps of
China? The Western Australian Experience of Map Demand and
Availability-a Case Study," by William Lamble (Library and
Information Service of Western Australia); and, "Politiques d'acquisition,
de conservation et de diffusion e la
cartotheque de 1'Institut gkographique
national," by Pierre Planques (Institut
gkographique national, France);
a visit to the China Cartographic Pub-

lishing House which included a talk
by Senior Editor Yongsen Lu and a
tour of their library, composition, and
production facilities on Tuesday, August 27;
a tour of the National Library of
China and meeting with librarians
responsible for their map collections
on Wednesday, August 28;
a morning workshop on "World Mapping" and an afternoon tour and
reception at Peking University Library on Thursday, August 29;
concluding meetings of the Special
Libraries Division Coordinating
Board and the Section of Geography
and Map Libraries Standing Comrnittee on Friday, August 30;
and finally, a visit to "The Great
Wall," Pinggu County Library, and a
cloisonne factory, all part of IFLA's
Saturday field trips on August 31.

Monica Ertel and Wilda Newman reported
on the Section on Information Technology:
Monica Ertel: the mission of the Section on
Information Technology (IT) is to foster, develop, and promote information technologies
relevant to modem library service. This includes policies and technologies for the creation, storage, retrieval, and transfer of
information for all types of libraries and information services. A fundamental aspect of this
includes the development and application of a
range of international standards. One specific
project being developed in this standing committee is a standard for bibliographic icons
which would be used in systems which employ
graphical user interfaces (more on this follows).
Another project is to work with several other
lFLA groups in putting together a beginner's
Intemet kit for developing countries. Finally,
this standing committee also held an all-day
workshop on Intemet basics which was heavily
attended by Chinese librarians.
Wilda Newman: Information Technology
programme offerings this year included an
open session on "Digital Libraries, Technologies and Organizational Impacts," with Serge
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Salomon (Bibliothkque nationale de France)
speaking on "La BNF: une couvelle
bibliothkque, un nouveau systeme
d'information"; Kenji Uetsuki (National Diet
Library, Tokyo, Japan), speaking on "Digital
Library Projects in the NDL"; Terry Kuny
(Global Village Research, IFLANet Administration, National Library of Canada, Ottawa,
Canada), speaking on "Myths and Challenges
for Digital Library Development"; and Art
Pasquenelli (SunMicro-Systems, USA), speaking on "Digital Libraries." The IT joint workshop with the Universal Dataflow and
Telecommunications (UDT) Core Programme,
was "Connections and Collaborations: Using
the Internet in Libraries." Topics were introduction to the Internet, effective useof Internet
e-mail, design of Web pages, and making
information available through IFLANet.
The IT Section has completed and distributed its brochure in the five IFLA official
languages. Wilda Newman wrote the original
brochure which was inEnglish. Someonefrom
Malaysia translated the brochure into Malay,
distributing it to allof the libraries in Malaysia.
She will alsodistribute the brochure to Indonesian libraries. Newman will update the brochure as information changes with the new
MTP 1998-2001, and coordinate the translations, production, and distribution.
A number of different topics, programmes,
and projects are under consideration for the
future. Among these projects is apreconference
for next year on "Bridging Gaps through Information Technology," aimed at people from
developing countries. It will cover topics such
as connectivity and information technology,
Internet and IFLANet, country-specific reports, and upgrading the technical infrastructure of the library. Other topics include a
session with public libraries on Internet resources as mainstream library information resources, and library and information statistics
and use in electronic resources. The Finnish
Library Association is proposing a satellite
meeting in Helsinki in 1997 on "the planning
of campus libraries, including physical facilities, as well as virtual or electronic libraries."
IT and several other sections will sponsor a
workshop on the "Impact of Preservation of
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DigitalMaterial."Another topic, "Library Standards-Protocol Standard in Interlibrary Loan
in the Electronic Environment," has been proposed by the Association of Research Libraries and the Section on Interlending and
Document Delivery. A presentation is also
being considered on 239.50. The 1998 program will include topics on the creation of
access to digitized information, 239.50 with
ILL standards, and perhaps a programme for
addressing Internet use and association topics
by region. The programme could then travel to
the different regions.
New projects for IT will include phase I11 of
the "Graphical User Interface Standards
Project-B ibliographic Database Applications
Icons," with Wilda Newman as project head.
The project will work through the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), ISO, and
ANSI, to begin formalizing the adoption of the
set of icons as standards. The project will also
continue to work with vendors and services
within the library and information communities to encourage the use of these icons. The
report of phases I and I1 will be available on
IFLANet in both English and French.
Monica Ertel also organized and moderated
an Internet Discussion Group meeting. This
group provides a forum for idea and information exchange regarding the introduction and
support for Internet use in libraries and by
library users to increase access to the Internet
around the world, especially in developing
countries; to find ways for librarians to be
moreactive in the development of the Internet;
and to develop ideas for programs and projects
related to this topic.
This informal discussiongroup was the brainchild of Ed Valauskas and Nancy John (University of Illinois at Chicago, USA) who held
the first meeting at the IFLA conference in
Istanbul in 1995.About 25 people attended the
meeting last year. Ertel said, "I was expecting
about the same number, perhaps a few more,
this year. I was a few minutes late for the
meeting due to the fact that I couldn't find the
room. I was stunned to find that I could barely
squeeze into the room and found more than
100people perched on window sills, sitting on
the floor, and standing around the edges of the

room. In order to make the two hour session
productive for everyone, I broke the larger
group into smaller discussion groups dealing
with topics of interest to attendees including:
The use of the Internet as a reference
tool, and user education (led by a
U.S. librarian);
Design of Web sites, with emphasis
on Web sites for developing countries
(led by a U.K. librarian);
Public libraries and the Internet (led
by a Flemish librarian);
Copyright and the Internet (led by a
Canadian librarian);
K-12 libraries and the Internet (led by
a U.S. librarian);
Libraries as Information Service Providers (led by a Russian librarian); and
Librarians role in digital data (led by
a Swedish librarian).
It was a diverse cross-section of topics and
people and it was very difficult to break up the
groups at the end of the two hours. People
wanted to continue to share information. This
is a topic of great interest to all librarians and
there is an urgent need to talk to one another."

David Bender reported on the Round
Table for the Management of library
Associations (RTMLA):
David R. Bender is chair of the round table
and Christina Stenberg (Sweden) is secretary.
The round table's recruitment brochure has
been finalized and distributed to members for
use in recruitment efforts. As a result, three
new members were presented and approved
for membership. They are the Pacific Islands
Association of Libraries and Archives, the
MalawiLibrary Association, andthe Botswana
Library Association.
The committee explored several ideas on
ways library associations in Third World countries can be supported, i.e., providing guidelines in local languages, conducting "how to"
seminars for establishing library associations,
and collecting and disseminating resource information on establishing library associations.
The Guidelines for Library Associations is
currently being published in Vietnamese.

The round table is preparing a directory of
international library associations to facilitate
networking among members and to serve as a
resource for librarians seeking contacts worldwide. Karen Muller (Executive Director, Association for Library Collectionsand Technical
Services, ALA, Chicago, IL, USA) is currently completing an analysis of the data she
has received. It will be distributed via an
electronic database.
The 1995-97Executive Committee includes
David Bender as chair as well as representatives from 13 countries, including 6 representatives from U.S. library associations.
The RTMLA will host an open meeting in
Copenhagen in 1997 focusing on information
service and how library associations can influence policy-makers and manage change more
effectively. Preparations are also underway
for developing a workshop in Copenhagen.
Two members of the R W L A have agreed
to develop an outline for a set of guidelines on
political advocacy.Following this process, the
Executive Committee may engage a consultant who will further develop the guidelines
into a publication.
The round table held an open meeting titled
"How to Develop a Library Association." It
focused on library associations that have already reached a level of success and how
further development can be achieved. Followingpresentations by two speakers, members of
the round table discussed policy development,
advocacy, membership benefits, and communications with audience participants.
Discussionswere heldon internationalcopyright issues that are affecting information professionalsworldwide. The discussionscentered
around the May 1996meeting of the Committee of Experts on the Berne Protocol and New
Instrument (WIPO Summary) which is currently under development.
The Round Table for the Management of
Library Associations also sponsored a workshop on the theme "How to Run a Library
Association." David Bender provided an overview of library association leadership. The
overview was followed by sessions on library
associations in underdeveloped regions and
their impact on library development, program
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and member services, and administration and
finance. This half-day programme concluded
with agroup discussion session withparticipation from all attendees.

Martin Kesselman reported on the Section
of Science and Technology Libraries:
Kesselman is not an SLA member, but very
kindly sent me a report of the activities of this
section, which addresses the interests of many
SLA members.
This has been a busy year for the standing
committee (SC) of the IFLA Section of Science and Technology Libraries. The SC has
been particularly active in programmes dealing with electronic publishing. Last year's
programme, "Archiving the Electronic Journal," spawned the idea for a special issue of the
IFLA Journal, titled "Libraries and the ElectronicJournal in Science" and edited by Patricia
Yocum, the SC secretary. This year's program
continued the dialogue with the topic, "Management of Sci-Tech Journals in a Time of
Change." Papers included the availability of
electronic journals, by Oili Kokkonen
(Jyvaskyla University Library, Finland); the
use of the Internet for sharing electronic scitech information between Asia and the West,
by Newton X. Liu (Bridge to Asia, Oakland,
CA, USA); andmanagement, documentdelivery, and cooperative purchase of both print
and electronic journals in China and the U.S.,
by Xu Hong-Ying (Library of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China), Navjit
Brar (Trenton State College Library, USA),
and Suzanne Fedunok (New York University,
USA). Arnould de Kemp of Springerprovided
the perspective of the publisher. Next year's
programcontinues these themes with the topic,
"Improving Access to Science and Technical
Information.''
The SC workshop on grey literature includedpresentationson an IFLA fundedproject
on work in grey literature in the former Soviet
Union, by Andrei Zemskov (Russian Sci-Tech
Library); one on patents, by Connie Wu
(Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ,
USA); and one on projects in Greece, by
Katerina Toraki. The project, "Survey on the

Content and Structure of Information on
WWW/GopherWwas completed this year at
Helsinki University of Technology by Irma
Pasanen-Tuomainen. A new project was approved, "Manual for Cooperation of Sci-Tech
Libraries," which will be carried out by Martin
Kesselman (Rutgers University, USA) during
the coming year.

Jean Porter reported on the
Section of Social Science Libraries:
The section held two standing committee
meetings during the conference. Discussions
at the meetings were about the sessions to be
held later in the week and the sessions for
IFLA in Copenhagen.Mary NoelGouke (Ohio
StateUniversity,USA) and Porterare in charge
of planning the workshop for the next conference. In addition, the SC held an open session
and a workshop. The open session was wellattended and had simultaneous translation.
The theme was "The Impact of New Technology on Social Science Libraries." Speakers
from Boston,MA; Cambridge,MA; Singapore;
Berlin;Germany;Beijing; andchinapresented
their thoughts on the theme. The workshop
"Seeking Information for Development Studies" was held at Renmin University-the
"Peoples" university-onThursday afternoon
August 29, 1996. Our hosts were very hospitable, providing us with mid-afternoon tea and
supper before we returned to our hotels. In
addition to the conferenceattendees,many staff
and students from Renmin University attended
the session. In deference to the foreign contingent, all the papers were read in English. This
was especially gracious because simultaneous
translation was not available. After the workshop, the attendees were treated to a tour of the
university library. School was not in session, so
the library was closed. The library was relatively new. They did have an online catalog, but
only a few other automated capabilities.There
were two computers with CD-ROM players set
up in one reading room, however, the choice of
CDs was very limited. They did have a large
media area for viewing videos and a large lab
for listening to audio tapes.
Stanley Kalkus also sent a report on the

section. He mentioned that part of the discussion at the standing committee meeting dealt
with the future of the section in general. The
section has 77 members and possibilities of a
merger with another group were aired. No
immediate action is planned however. A
preconference is planned for Copenhagen to
be heldjointly with the Sectionof Government
Libraries. The workshop session in
Copenhagen will have the theme "Access to
Statistical Information in Social Science Libraries." As a new project, the decision was
made to have the "SOC-LIB LIST' converted
to a Web site.

Barbara Perry reported
on the Section on Statistics:
The section held two standing committee
meetings and sponsored two events: a browsing session on national-level statistics for
public libraries and an open session featuring
four papers dealing with statistics for library
management.
At the browsing session, samples of public
library statistics from France, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United States
were availablefor review. Brief explanationsof
activities related to gathering these statistics,
and their subsequent publication output, were
made by representatives from each country.
Papers at the open session included:
an analysis of requirements to implement a standardized method of
tabulation for Chinese library statistics,
a comparison of Chinese nationallevel public library statistics with
those maintained in the United States,
an explanation of preconstruction
planning for a new French municipal
library taking into account the need
for statistical measurements of usage
and activity, and
a proposed management support system based on a case study of German
university library statistics.
At the standing committeemeetings,reports
were given on the status of various committee
projects. The directory of national library statistical agencies is close to being finished. It

was decided that the current draft of the directory would be posted on IFLANet so that
national contributors can review the data and
make final corrections and updates. After a
review period, the directory will be published
as a Professional Board paper. Committee
members are finalizing aFrench translation of
the recent IFLA publication on performance
measures. G.K. Saur will publish this French
version when it is completed. Finally, it was
agreed that the 1997Copenhagen open session
will focus on compilation of statistics related
to electronic information services, and the
browsing session will be on university library
statistical publications.
Perry has been appointed the "information
coordinator" for the Section on Statistics. She
will be working with the two officers of the
section, and also with information gatherers/
coordinators at IFLA headquarters.
Monica Ertel was asked to make a presentation to the Women's Issues Round Table on
her impressionsabout theU.N. Women's Conference she attended in Beijing last year. She
said "This was a good opportunity for me to
reflect on the issues brought forth last year and
the progress to date, which has been fairly
significant."
Delegates to IFLA could choose to visit any
one or two of 16libraries, and had the option of
choosing between twodifferenttimes and days.
Some visits were followed by receptions, held
either in the library itself or, as was the case for
visitors to the National Library of China, in a
nearby hotel. Speeches, tours, and in some
cases, gifts, were part of the library visits.
An Internet room with a number of teminals was available for people at the conference. Although response time was slow, the
facility was very useful and many people took
advantage of it.
Among the many other papers presented at
the conference were several papers on copyright, use of the Internet and digital technology, multilingual and multiscript issues,
women's issues, conservation,library history,
and library research. Papers were presented
covering all types of libraries.
The address of the IFLA World Wide Web
Site is http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/ifla/. An IFLA
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listserv (IFLA-L) is also available. To subscribe, contact listserv @ infoserv.nlc-bnc.ca.

The 63rd IFLA Council and General Conference will take place at the Copenhagen
Congress Center in Copenhagen, Denmark,
August 31-September 5, 1997. The theme of
the conferencewill be "Libraries and Infonnation for Human Development." Subthemes
will include: libraries and information for education, librariesbridging the information gaps,
libraries and the 'right to know'ldemocratic
development, libraries and cultural priorities,
libraries promoting access to the Arts and to
artisticinnovation, and libraries-the memory
of the world.
The IFLA Council meets biennially to vote
on officers and perform other business. In
1997, voting will take place for the president

and Executive Board members, as well as for
the Standing Committee, Coordinating Board,
RoundTable, and Professional Board officers.
President Wedgeworth's term is ending, as are
the terms of several members of the Executive
Board. Members of standing committees are
also elected biennially, prior to the conference. The standing committees are working
bodies of IFLA, and an individual can stand
for election if nominated by one association or
two institutions which belong to the section of
interest.
SLA is a member of a number of IFLA
sections. One nomination for each of these
sections can be made by SLA for the 19972001 term. To obtain more information and/or
to express an interest in the standing cornmittee of aparticular section, please contact Ernie
Robinson at SLA headquarters at 1-202-2344700, ext. 616; fax: 1-202-265-9317; Internet:
ernie @sla.org.

Building International Relations via
the "Adopt a Library School" Project
by Marydee Oiah

Normally it takes a long time for good ideas
to be realized and get through the obstacles
imposed by real life practicalities. Therefore,
it is a pleasure to report that the idea of donating personal copies of professional journals to
colleagues in library science institutions in
other countries who can't purchase subscriptions to these international journals has come
to fruition. Through cooperation with the International Federation for Information and
Documentation (FID),it became the FIDJSLA
Adopt a Library School program. Not only is
this program beneficial to the library schools
involved, it is also extraordinarily fulfilling for
the SLA members who participate.
The concept for the Adopt a Library School
project originated early in 1993by some members of SLA's International Relations Committee, notably Ruth Pagell. As afirst step, the
committee compiled names of library and information science schools needing materials.
However, the committee found that other
projects were taking priority over the Adopt a
Library School idea and the project was temporarily put on hold.
The project was resurrected when Irene
Wormell, chair of the FlDEducation and Training (FIDET) Committee, convinced that the
idea of special librarians donating journals had
great merit, joined with Marydee Ojala, the

International Relations Committee liaison for
SLA's Business & Finance Division, to push
the project forward again. "It would have been
a shame to see such a worthwhile project wither
away," Wormell commented. In late 1994, the
FIDlET Clearinghouse joined the Adopt a Library School project, giving the program the
support it needed to get it up and running. The
clearinghouse volunteered to provide management assistance by marketing the idea, collecting data on donors and receivers, and matching
the SLA members with their Library and Information School colleagues. The clearinghouse
tried to minimize any bureaucracy associated
with the project by simply arranging the initial
contacts. After that, donations proceed at the
initiative of the participants. The arrangement
reminded Helen Hohman, of the McNeill Consumer Products Company, of early People to
People programs in the health field. "When I
first heard of the Adopt a Library School program, I thought it was a great idea. What it
needed was a formal plan to make it successful." That is just what SLA and FIDET didthey created a structure for a good idea. Today
there are over 60 members of the Special Libraries Association who see the joint FLDISLA
Adopt a Library School project as a marvelous
opportunity to share resources and improve
professional international relationships.
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Most of the library schools enrolled in the
project are from Eastern Europe and Asia. For
example, 1 am sending copies of American
Libraries to China and Library Journal to
Poland. Next on the agenda is signing up
library schools in Africa and Latin America.
SLA members donatingjournals are pmnady
from the United States, although a few European and Canadian members have also volunteered. At least one SLA member from
Ausualia is contributingto the project by sending journals to India.
Some SLA members are sending materials
published by SLA, while others are sending
ALA publications and commercial journals
such as Online, Database, and Internet World.
Stacy Reasor, of the ITT Technical Institute in
Tampa, even sent a copy of her chapter's
bulletin to China. She thought the local angle
might be of interest to them. Articles about the
Adopt a Library School project have been
published in SLA's official newsletter, Specialist (December 1995),and in many of SLA's
chapter and division publications.
SLA members find the program has many
benefits. The overwhelmingappreciationof the
recipients is heartwarming. Additionally, the
professional relationships fosteredby the project
lead to increased networking opportunities and
the chance for U.S. special librarians to get to
know librarians in other countries.As the world
moves toward a global economy with worldwide information needs, having personal contacts in other countries proves to be invaluable.
On the other side of the transaction, the donated
journals allow library school students and professional librarians and educators in less developed countries to stay aware of current
developments in the profession and become a
force in the modem information society. In
many Eastern European countries, collection
policies for the past 50 years were dictated by
politics rather than the realities of information
science, resulting in collections that are very
weak in some areas. The contributions from
SLA members helps to fill these gaps.
Through my involvementwith the program,

I have made friends in both China and Poland.
I received a beautiful New Year's card from
China last December, making my holiday
brighter (and a stamp collector friend of mine
exceedingly happy, given the postage stamps
adorning the envelope). When a library professor at a school in Poland was putting together a curriculum for a course in business
research, I was able to send her some articles
I had written and suggest materials for the
course. As we corresponded, we realized we
knew some of the same people within the
library world.
Not every SLA volunteerhas had such positive experiences. Several librarians told me
that they had not heard back from the library
schools to which they were sending donations.
That doesn't mean they are going to stop
sending materials, however, they are womed
that the mail might not be getting through,
particularly to countries such as China. My
suggestion was to enclose apersonalnote with
their next package and providing an e-mail
address. Librarians in countries with censorship and erratic Customs personnel often rely
on e-mail for contact outside the country. Email to and from these countries seems to be
reliable and definitelymore effective than any
government's postal service.
When you have a good idea, word spreads.
The FIDIET Clearinghouse is hearing from
many library schools who want to be on the
receiving end of the SLAIFID Adopt aLibrary
School Program. There is still time for SLA
members to sign up to donate professional
journals. By sending the materials contained
in the journals, SLA members can help librarians in these countries discover new ways of
doing things; new attitudes towards information retrieval, dissemination, and storage; and
new perspectives on their working environment. It helps them to "catapult ahead," as one
SLA member told me. Tojoin the program and
be matched with a library school, send an
Internet message to Irene Wormell via the
Internet at iw@db.dk; or by telephone at +453158-6066.
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Information m wealth (D. M. Deruchie), 83151-1 53
Krol, Ed
f i e whole lntwnet users guide & rotolog(reviewed by H. N.
Tillman), 84:66-67
Kroll, Susan M.
The Association of Visual Science Librarians' ProfessionalStatus and Salary Survey (M. M. Watson, 5. M. Kroll), 832631
Kurzweil, Raymond C.
about
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Lookingto the year 2000: informationprofessionalschart the
course, 8463-64

Ladner, Sharyn J.
Resource sharing in sd-tech and business libraries: formal
networking practices, 83:96-112
Review of Saence and technology on the Internet, 87:67-68
Special librarians and the INTERNH (H. N. Tillman, 5. J.
Ladner), 831 27-131
about
1996197 candidates for SLA office, 87:45-46
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners, 84180
Lakes Library
see Arthur Lakes library
Lane, Elizabeth
lnternetprimer for information professionals (reviewedby R.
Billingshy), 84183-184
Lapp, John A.
The growth of a big idea, 87:260-263
In the beginning (J. A. Lapp, J. I. Dana, H. 0. Brigham),
87:252-255
Last, Kimberly 1.
Using Q & A in a company library: a case study (5.1. Meyer, K.
L Lmt), 8490-94
Lawes, Ann
The benefits of quality management to the library and information services profession, 8 4 142-146
Law libraries
Information policy audit a case study of an organizational
malysis tool (E. M. Cortez, E. J. Kadauskm), 8748-97
Retrospective catdog conversion in mid-sized law libraries:
some practical guidelines for automation (R. E. Riger),
83:lO-15
see also Legal literature
Layman, Mary
Atmospheric saences information resources in the United
States-an overview for librarians (M. layrnm, S. Smith),
8430-44
Learning
see Organizational learning
Lefebvre, Louise
Thespeaallibrary: what it is and what it can do for businessand
industry, 87:286-292
The Legollnfmution Buyer's Guide andReferenreManJ
see Svengalis, Kendall F.
Legal literature
Review of The legal InformationBuyer's Guide andReferenre
Manual, 87:236
Similaritiesbetween legd and saentificliterabre(J. D. Kmla),
8445-89
see also Law libraries
Legis1at;ve reference services and sources
see Low, Kathleen

Leister, Jack
obout
Presenting SLA's 1991192 award winners, 83:184
Leunark International Inc.
Partnebhips in information services: the contract library (D.
Hatfield), 85:77-80
librarians on the lnternet
see Kinder, R.
Libraries
The learning society: librarieswithout books? (B. R. Gifford),
83:154-155
library and lnformation Services in Astronomy 11 (1995)
Library and Information Services in Astronomy II provides
wealth of proaical information (U. Grothkopf), 86:304307
library buildings
see Buildings
library Co-op
A very s p e d library (6. Dinermm, C. Hudodd, 86:164-171
library research models
see Mann, Thomas
Library schools
see Education for librarimship
library services for career planning, job searching, und
employment opportunities
see Anderson, Byron
library update(0ntario Ministry of Finance Library)
Building a model business case: current awareness service in a
special library (G. Harris, J. G. Marshall), 87:18I-l94
LIFENET (computer network)
LIFENET/INTERNET and the health science librarian (1.
Weinstein), 6 1 6 - 2 3
linder, Jane C.
Today a librarian, tomorrow a corporate intelligence professional, 83: 142-144
Liss, Kenneth M.
Boston beckons: the Special Libraries Assodotion 87th Annual
Conference, 86:301-303
Local area networks
Review of Networking CD-ROMS, 87:234-235
Lockheed Martin Technical Operations Company
Drumming up business (K. M. Pearson, D. J. Jorvis), 87:163168
Lopez, Frank D.
about
1994/95 candidates for SLA Office, 85:Sl-52
Lovari, John
Advertising 8 Marketing Division, 87:216-217
Low, Kathleen
legislrtive reference services and sourm (reviewed by M.
Chitty), 86:241-242
Lucas, Noirin
Review of finonciol monogement for smollond medium-sized
librories, 85: 123

Ma, Xuan
Review of The lnternet Compendium: Subjed Guides to Humonities Resources, 87:232-233
Mdlusky, Duncan
Environment 8 Resource Management Division, 86:228-229
McFadden, Laurie
AT&T Bell Laboratoriescreateso qualityteumto study technical
reports, 859-15
McFadand, Mary Ann
Review of Highperformancemedico/ libraries, 851 19-120
Review of The Internetscorcher's handbook, 87:237-238
MacFarlane, Judy A.
obout
l992/93 candidates for SLA off ice, 83:61
McGarry, Dorothy
IFLA 1994: libraries and social development, 86:58-65
F
ILA 1995: libraries of the future, 87:47-58
F
I LA 1 9 9 6 t h e challenge of chmge: libraries and economic
development, 87:322-335
about
1995/96 candidates for SLA office, 8651-22
McKay, Sharon Cline
about
1995/96 candidates for SLA office, 86:55
McKenna, F. E.
Editorial comment, 87:298-299
Mackoff, Barbara
about
Lookingto the year 2000: informationprofessionals chart the
course, 8464
Macksey, Julie
obout
Presenting SLA's 199l/92 oword winners, 83:l84
MatLeon, Eleanor A.
obout
1993/94 candidates for SLA office, 8453-54
McPhail, Martha
[IFLA] Section on Education and Training, 87:329
McQuillan, Colin M.
obout
1994/95 candidates for SLA Office, 8557
McQuillan, David
[IFLA] Section of Geography and Map Libraries, 875455,
329-330
Malpractice
see lnformation malpractice
Maman, Lill
Aims of user education: special library results (E. Bergman, L
Maman), 83:156-162
Management
Review of Sfoff manogementin library ondinformation work,
86:243

special libraries

see also Benchmarking(management); Executives; Total quality mmagement
Managing Information
see Davis, Gordon B.
Mann, Thomas
libraryreseardr models(reviewedby 1. J. Warmath), 85:236
Map collections
Government publications and maps: account of a merger (0.
Harley), 85:89-95
Margaret Herrick Library
The Margaret Herrick Library (W. 1. Reuter), 85195-200
Marquis OPAC
see Dynix Marquis Online Public Access Catalog
Marshdl, Joanne G.
Building a model business case: current awareness service in a
pedal library (G. Harris, J. G. Marshall), 87:181-194
Marshall, Lucy
Graphical user interfaces and library systems: end-user reactiom (M. J. Zorn, L. Marshall), 86:28-35
Martin, Murray S.
Colleaiondevelopmentandfinance(reviwedby L S. Hemphill,
86:300
Matarazzo, James M.
Introduction [to fall issue], 85:2Sl -252
Introduction [to summer issue] (J. Matarauo, 1. Prusak),
83:137-138
The SLA salary survey: recommended improvements (D. 1.
Basch, J. M. Matorauo), 8571-73
about
1992193 candidates for SM office, 8352-53
Mathaisel, Bud
Putting the I bock in IT, 83:145-146
Measurement of work
see Work measurement
Metlder Award
see Special libraries Association: Awards
Media libraries
see Multimedia libraries
Medicd libraries
see Health sciences libraries
Medicd Library Center of New York
LlfEWET/INTERNET and the health science librarian (1.
Weinstein), 8516-23
MEDLINE
Maximizing use of the iwrnol literature with an integrated
software environment (D. A. Richardson), 85:124-129
Mentally handicapped
A very special library (G. Dinerman, C. Hudoh), 86:164-171
Mentoring
Mentoringlibrary slool students-o survey of participantsin
the UCLC/GSLIS mentor program (1. Koplowitz), 83:219233
Meyer, Sharon I.
Using Q &A in a compony library: a case study (5.1. Meyer, K.
L Last), 84.90-94
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Mletic-Vejzovic, Laila
The Nationd and University Library in Zagreb: the goal is
k n o w - h o w can it be onined?, 8510 4 112
Mller, Jeanne
Solo Librariam Division, 87230
Mills, Coroline
about
PresentingSWs 1991192 award winners, 83186
Miinaugh, Ellen
Associationinsights: planninga regional conference, 86:66-72
about
1993194 cmdidates for SLA office, 8451-52
1995196 candidates for SLA office, 86:56
Minorities in hbrarianship
Ethnic minoritiesin librarianship: a selectedbibliography (1.S.
Jones-Quartey, K. 5. Byunn), 84:104-111
Letter tothe editor (SLAAffirmativeAction Committee), 84.187
Mobley, Emily R.
IFLA 1991: libraries and arlture, 83:63-67
IFLA 1992: library and informationpolicy perspectives, 845661
IFLA 1993: the universal library: libraries m centers for the
global availability of information, 85:60-65
Moffett, William Andrew
about
PresentingSM's 1992193 award winners, 84180
Mohlhenrich, Janice
Preservation of eleaonic formats & electronic formats for
preservation(reviewedby 1. M. Wert), 84:252-253
Molholt. Pat
The influence of technology on library networking, 87:318321
Monnier, Cynthia
Assessment of a library scienceprogram pedalizing in chemical information(G. Wiggins, C Monnier), 85130-138
Montreal
Bienvenue a Montreal (C Kelly), 85:295-296
An invitation to Montreal (C Kelly), 86:145-147
The power of information, 86:73-76
Monty, Vivienne
Effective team building and personality types, 85:l-7
Moon, Dottie
Aerospace Division, 86924
Moon, Peter S.
about
1996197 candidates for SLA office, 87:36
Moore, Deirdre
An invitation to Monreal (C Kelly), 86:147
Morality
see Ethics
Mori, Akio
The Toshiba Businen Information Center moves toward the
virtual library, 85277-280
MorviYe, Peter
see Jones, Joseph: f i e Internet Searcher's Handbook

Motion picture industry
The Margaret Herrick Library (W. L. Reuter), 851 95-200
Moulton, Lynda W.
Letter to the editor, 831 87
Moving
Letter to the editor (R. Hold-Abelman), 85299
Making your move and getting it right (M. Wells, R. Young),
85:145-153
Mowery, M. Kay
Social Science Division, 85228-229
Multimedia libraries
lmpact of curriculumrevision on media colleaion (7. C Etter),
86:83-89
A very special library (G. Dinerman, C. Hudock), 86:164-171
Museum libraries
Museum libraries: the more things change...(E. G. Bierbaum),
87:74-87
Myer-Briggs Type Indicator (personality test)
Effective team building and personality types (V. Monty),
851-7

National and University Library (Croatia)
The National and University library in Zagreb: the goal is
known-how a n it be attained? (1. Miletic-Veizovic),
85104-112
Native American libraries
Sovereignty, collaborationand continuingchallenge: a history
of tribal libraries in San Diego County (B. Biggs, D.
Whitehorse), 86:279-291
Natural Gas Supply Information Center
The industry information center within an academic library: a
case study (I
G..Dunn, D. S. Grealy), 87:169-180
Nebraska State Historical Society Library
The weeding of a historicolsocietylibrary (CS. Drake), 838691
Networking CD-ROMs
see EIshami, Ahmed M.
Networks
A unique approach to multi-state networking: BHSL (L Friedman and others), 85:183-194
Impact of curriculumrevision on media collection (Z. C Etter),
8643-89
Maximizing use of the iournal literature with on integrated
software environment (D. A. Richardson), 85:124-129
Resource sharing in sci-teh and business libraries: formal
networking practices (S. J. Ladner), 83:96-112
Review of lmpact o f technology on resourcesharing, 85234235
see also Electronic networks
Neuharth, Allen
Keynote address, 87:196-197
Newhall, Beaumont
"Putting knowledge to work," 87:276-277

Newman, Wilda 6.
[IFLA] Section on Information Technology (M. Ertel, W.
Newmon), 87:330-331
about
1995196 candidates for SLA off ice, 8653-54
Newspapers
Review of CompuServe companion, 8677-78
see also Editorial cartoons
N e w terhnologies und n e w directions
see Boynton, G. R.
Norbie, Dorothy
The electfonic library emerges at U S West, 85:274-276

MLC
see Online Computer Library Center
Ojala, Marydee

Buildinginternationolrelationsviathe"Adoptalibrary School"
Project, 87:336-337
Core competenciesfor special library managers of the future,
84230-234
What will they call us in the future?, 84226-229
Olson, Rue E.
aboui
1992/93 candidates for SLA office, 8356-57
On aaount o f sex
see Goetxh, Lori A.
On Internet '94
see Abbott, Tony
Online catalogs
Data conversion from Faxon's SC- 10 serialscontrolsystem into
~ehlib/~lus'@onJine
card catalog (M. B. Hentz),85162182
Graphical user interfaces and library system: end-user reactiom (M. J. Zorn, L. Marshall), 86:28-35
Online Computer Library Center
The cataloging practices of special librariesand their relotionship with OCLC, 87:lO-20
Online searching
Developing an inhouse database from online sources (D.
Smith-Cohen), 849-17
Enabling online end-user searching: an expanding role for
librarians (J. Fisher, S. Bjorner), 85:281-291
NEWSFLASH! or one cybrarian's quest for electronic news
delivery (5. Raymond), 85270-273
Review of Secrets o f f e super seoriers, 85:117-118
Statelibrwy survey: onlineseorch services(B. Shirley), 8495103
Who needs controlled vocabulary? (R. Fidel), 83:l-9
Online training
Designing a computerized inslrudional training room for the
library (D. M. Ring, P. F. Vander Meer), 85:154161

special libraries

Ontario Ministry of Finance library
Building a model business mse: current awareness service in a
special library (G. Harris, J. G. Marshall), 87:181-194
Ophthalmological/optometrical librarians
see Visual science librarians
Optical disks
see Videodiscs
Orenstein, Glenn S.
CompuServe companion (reviewed by 1.William), 86:77-78
Organizational change
Paradox, paragon, or paralysis?Three organizations in 2005
(E. Hogeveen, R. Jones), 84220-225
Organizational learning
Aligning TQM m d orgmizational learning (C M. Pearson),
84:147-lSO
Benchmarking, total quality management, and the learning
organization: new management paradigms for the information environment; a selected bibliography (G. St. Oair),
84155-157
Benchmarking, total quality management, and the learning
organization: new management paradigms for h e information environment; iniroduction (G. St. (lair), 84120122
The future challenge: management m d measurement (G. St.
Odr), 84:151-154
Osif, Bonnie
Great expectations: satisfying today's patrons (A. Paster, B.
Oif), 83:195-198

Pagell, Ruth A.
Internationalbusinerrinformation(reviewedby D. Feinberg),
86:78-79
Pmcake, Didi
lrmugurol address, 85207-208
President's report, 86:211-212
Retired Members Caucus, 87:229
about
1993/94 candidates for SLA off ice, 8445-46
Park, Amey L.
Automated authority control: making the tramition, 8375-85
about
W. Moulton), 83:187
Letter to the editor (l
Parke-Davis Pharmaceuticd Research Libraries
Graphical user interfacesand library systems: end-user reactions (M. J. Zorn, 1. Marshall), 86:28-35
Paster, Amy
Great expectations: satisfying today's patrons (A. Poster, B.
Oif), 83:195-198
Patents
Patents: a valuable resource in the informationage (C Wu, E.
Gdhoun), 83:16-25
Pearson, Christine M.
Aligning TQMand organizational learning, 841 47-150

Pearson, Karl M.
Drumming up business (K. M. Pearson, D. 1. Jarvis), 87:163168
Peat Marwick Thorne
see KPMG Peat Mwwick lhorne (firm)
Periodical indexes
Production of a periodical index by a special library (M.M.
Stewart, J.L. Hation), 83:92-95
Perio&cds
Buildinginternationalrelationsviathe"Adopta library School"
Project (M. Oiala), 87:336-337
fie magnitude of conference proceedings published in physics
journals (R. S. Allen), 86:136-144
Review of CompuServe companion, 86:77-78
Review of Serials control systems for libraries, 86: 149-150
Perkiis, Michael 1.
Review of On Internet '94, 85236-237
Perry, Barbara
[IFLA] Section on Statistics, 8757-58,333-334
Personality assessment
Effective team building and personality types (V. Monty),
85: 1-7
Personnel
Effective team building and personality types (V. Monty),
85:l-7
Review of Putting service into library staff training, 85:23323 4
Review of Staffmanagementin library andinformation work,
86:243
The so-called librarian's red duties (M. C. Brush), 87:256-259
Peterson, Julia C.
about
1992/93 candidates for SIA office, 83:51-62
1995/96 candidates for SLA office, 86:67
Phillips Laboratory
Quality management in the military: an overview and a case
study(E. Duffek, W. Harding), 84137-141
Technical communicatiom in engineering and science: the
practices within a government defense laboratory (M. Von
Seggern, J. M. Jourdain), 87:98-119
Physics journals
The magnitude of conference proceedingspublished in physics
journals (R. 5. Allen), 86:136-144
Piggott, Sylvia I.A.
Inaugural address, 87:203-207
Library Management Divnion, 86:234235
The virtual librory: dmost there, 84:206-212
Why corporate librarians must reengineer the library for the
new information age, 86:ll-20
about
1995/96 candidates for SLA office, 86:47-48
Pine, Connie
Legal Division, 85:222,86:233-234

Planning
SLA and the future of librarianship: inues and opportunities
from SLA'sVisioning Committee (W. Fisher), 84241-244
Planning Global Information Infrastructvre
see Chen Ching-chih
Political cartoons
see Editorial cartoons
Porter, Jean
[IFLA] Section of Social Science Libraries, 8757,333
Powell, Alan
Management models and measurement in the virtual library,
85260-263
Powell, Toni
International Information Exchmge Caucus, 86:231-232,
87:223-224
Power (social sciences)
Special libraries: the origins of power ~ndthesusceptibilitiesto
powerlessness (A. J. Head, W. Fisher), 86:125-133
PREPS Study Commission
see Special libraries Association. PREPS Study Commission
Preservation
Review of Preservation of eledronic formats & electronic
formats for preservation, 84252-253
Review of Preserving library materials, 86244
Presidents Award
see Special Libraries Association: Awards
Productivity
The importance of information services for productivity
"underrecognized" and under-invested(M.Koenig), 83199210
see also Work measurement
Professional Award
see Special Libraries Association: Awards
Professional iargon
Buzzwords for 2005 (S. Abram), 84216
Professional roles
Core competencies for special library managers of the future
(M. Oiala), 84230-234
The path to CIO (A. King), 84217
Today a librarian, tomorrow a corporate intelligence professional (J.C Linder), 83:142-144
What will they call us in the future? (M. Oiala), 84226-229
Professional skills
Core competenciesfor special library managers of the future
(M. Ojala), 84230434
Introduction [to summer issue] (J. Matarauo, 1. Prusak),
83:137-138
Professional status
The Association of Visual Science Librarians' ProfessionalStatus and Salary Survey (M. M. Watson, S. M. Kroll), 832631
Prusak, Laurence
Introduction [to summer issue] (J. Matarauo, 1. Prusak),
83:137-138

Public relations
Drumming up business (K. M. Peorson, D. J. Jarvis), 87:163168
Purdue University Libraries
Current aworenessservicefor special librariesusingmicrocomputer based Current contents on diskene (R S. Allen),
85:35-43
Purdue University Physics Library
The magnitude of conference proceedingspublished in p h p i a
iournals (R. S. Allen), 86:136-144
Putting senice into library staff training
see Bessler, Joanne M.

Q & A (software)
Using Q & A in a company library: a case study (5.1. Meyer, K.
L Last), 8490-94
Quality assurance
AT&T BellLaboratoriescreatesa qualityteam to study technical
reports (1.McFadden), 858-15
The benefih of quality managementto the library and information services proession (A. Lawes), 841 42-1 46
Measuring service quality in special libraries: lessons from
service marketing(M. D. White, E. G. Abds), 86:36-45
see also Total quality management
Quebec G t y
An invitation to Montreal (C Kelly), 86:147
Quinn, Karen Takle
Review of The Education of a CD-ROMpublisher, 8575

Ra, Marsha
Advances in online public access catalogs (reviewed by B.
Convery), 841 16
Raimondo, Paula G.
Indoor air pollution resources, 83:118-126
Rankin, Rebecca 0.
Miss Rankinf proposals, 87966-272
Ratliff, Prisdlla
Three years experience with fee-based services in a corporate
library (P. Raliff, 1.J. Weeks), 86:21-27
Raymond, Sandy
NEWSFLASH! or one cybrarian's quest for eledronic news
delivery, 85:270-273
Redaqe, Susanne J.
Chemistry Division, 8721 8-219
Reed, Jane E.
about
1993194 candidates for SLA office, 8454
Reference services
Referenceservices:more thaninformotionchauffeuring (M.G.
Enyart, R. A. Smith), 87:156-162
Review of librarians on the Internet, 86: 150-151

special libraries

Regan, Muriel
about
Presenting SLA's 1992/93 award winners, 84179
Repsher, Gail L.
SLA in Montreal: the annual conference, 86:205-240
Reread
Research for special libraries: a quantitative analysis of the
literature (A. Dimitroff), 86956-264
Researchknowledge and activities of special libraries: results
of a survey, 87:l-9
Review of library researrh models, 85236
Resource sharing
BuildinginternationalrelationsviatheUAdoptalibrary School"
Proiect (M. Oiala), 87:336-337
The industry information center within an academic library: a
case study (1. G. Dunn, D. 5. Grealy), 87:169-180
Relationships of the future: vendors and partners (S. Arnold),
84235-240
Resource sharing in sci-tech and business libraries: formal
networking practices (5.1. Ladner), 83:96-112
Review of Impad of technology on resourceshoring, 8523423 5
see also Interlibrary loon
Resumes
Resume items for speaal and academic librarians (K. W o m ~ k
8 1. Goldberg), 85:96-103
Retrospective catalog conversion
Retrospective catdog conversion in mid-sized law libraries:
some practical guidelines for automation (R. E. Riger),
83:lO-15
Reuter, W. L.
The Margaret Herrick Library, 85:195-200
Richardson, David A.
Maximizing use of the iournal literature with an integrated
software environment, 851 241 29
Riedinger, Edward A.
Oversea educational advising: an international information
service, 8479-84
Resources for special library collection development in educational advising, 86:272-278
Riger, Robert E.
Retrospective catalog conversion in mid-sized law libraries:
some practical guidelines for automation, 83:lO-15
Ring, Donna M.
Designing a computerized instructional training room for the
library (D. M. Ring, P. F. Vander Meer), 851 54-161
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Impact of curriculumrevision on media collection (Z.C Ener),
86:83-89
Rodes, Barbara
East meets West, environmentallyand electronicdly: a Central
and Eastern Europe library project, 84158-162
Roe, Eunice M.
Renew of lournal of information ehics, 85: 1 18-119
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Review of Socialandethicaleffectsof the computerrevolution,
87:238
Romboletti, Christine
Association lnformation Services Caucus, IT217
Rosenfeld, Louis
see Jones, Joseph: f i e InternetCompendium:Subjed Guidesto
Health and Science Resources; f i e lnternet Compendium:
Subied Guides to Humanities Resources; The lnternet
Searcher's Handbook
Ross, Richard 8.
about
lnformation vision: Special Libraries Association 85th annual
conference, Atlanta, GA, June 11-16, 1994,85:68, 114
SLA in Alanta: the annual conference (M. 5. Serepca), 85:202203
Rowland, Lucy M.
Biological Sciences Division, 87217-218

Saddy, Sandra
Review of On account of sex, 8S:l2O-l2l
Safety lnformation Center (Niles, Ill.)
see Triodyne, Inr Safety lnformation Center
St. Clair, Guy
Benchmarking, total quality management, and the learning
organization: new management paradigms for the information environment; a sdected bibliography, 841 55-157
Benchmarking, total quality management, and the learning
organization: new management paradigms for the information environment; introduction, 84120-122
The future challenge: managementandmeawrement,84151154
Salaries
The Assoaaiion of Visual Science librariam' Professional Status
and Salary Survey (M. M. Watson, 5. M. Kroll), 8326-31
Highlights from the SLA biennial salary survey 1995,85:292294
1995 salary survey update (L Sayer), 86:292-296
1993 salary survey update, 84245247
SLA biennial salary survey preliminary report (K. L Warye),
83934-236
SLA salaries (M. A. Drake), 84248-251
The SLA salary survey: recommended improvements (D. L.
Basch, J. M. Matarouo), 8571-73
Salonen, Ethel M.
about
1993/94 candidates for SLA office, 8455
Sandia National Laboratories
Benchmorking: practical aspects for informationprofessionals
(F. C Allan), 84123-130
Son Diego County
Sovereignty, collaboration and continuingchallenge: a history
of tribal libraries in Son Diego County (B. Biggs, D.
Whitehorse), 86:279-291

San Diego State University Library
Government publications and maps: account of a merger (B.
Harley), 85:89-95
San Francisco
How many timeshave youbeentoSon Francisco?, 83:132-134
Sayer, Lima
1995 salary survey update, 86992-296
kanlan, Jean Mary
about
1992/93 candidates for SM office, 8357-58
Scheeder, Donna A.
about
1994/95 candidates for SM Office, 8547
Schumacher, Pat
Food, Agriculture 8 Nutrition Division, 86:229-230
Science and technology on the Internet
see Clement, Gail P.
Scientific and technical libraries
Resource sharing in sci-tech and business libraries: formal
networking practices (S. J. Lodner), 83:96-112
Subiect specialization in the scientific special library (B. 1.
Gibbs), 841-8
see also Chemistry libraries; Environmental libraries
Scientific communication
Designing on Internet class for a scientific and technical audience (A. M. DeBrower, R. F. Skinder), 87:139-146
Review of f i e lnternet Compendium: SubiedGuidesto Healfh
ondkience Resources, 87233-234
Review of Saence and technology on the Internet, 87:67-68
Technical tommunicatiom in engineering and science: the
practiceswithin a government defeme laboratory(M. Yon
Seggern, 1. M. Jourdain), 87:98-119
Scientific bterature
Similarities betweenlegaland scientificliterahrre(J.D. Kowula),
8485-89
SC-10 serials control system
Data convenionfrom Faxon's SC-10 serialscontrolsystem into
~e&lib/Plus'@on-line card catdog (M. B. Hentz),85162182
Secrets o f the super searchers
see Bas&, Reva
Sees, Donna
Women's Issues Caucus, 85230-231
Selden, Catherine R.
Review of nC: Total Library Computerization(C R. Selden, 1.
R. Conrad), 84:117-118
Selective dissemination of information
see Current awareness services
Serepca, Mark 5.
SM in Alanta: the annual conference, 85:201-231
Serial publications
Data convenionfrom Faxon's SC- 10 seriakcontrolsysteminto
Te&lib/Plusl@ on-line card catalog (M. 8. Hentz),85:162182
see also Periodicals

Serials cataloging
see Cole, Jim E.
Serials control systems for libraries
see Davis, Trish
Sewice level agreements
Management models and measurement in the virtual library
(A. Powell), 85260-263
Sewice measurement
see Work measurement
SERVPERF (measuring instrument)
Measuring service quality in special libraries: lessons from
service marketing (M. D. White, E. G. Abels), 86:36-45
SERVQUAL (measuring instrument)
Measuring service quality in special libraries: lessons from
service marketing(M. D. White, E. G. Abels), 86:36-45
Shackle, Linda
Chemistry Division, 85:218
Show, Joyce M.
Architectural and design firm libraries: a survey, 86:152-163
Shirley, Beverley
State library survey: online sear& services, 8495-103
Silicon snake o l
see Stoll, Clifford
Sistla, Mala
Aerospace Division, 85:216
Skinder, Robert F.
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by Richard P Pohanish and Stanley A. Greene
ISBN: 0-442-02212-3 (Print Version) Available July 1996
$149.95 01996
ISBN: 0-442-02422-5 (CD-ROM) Available September 1996
$400.00 0 1996
This corrected, updated and expanded version of the US. Coast Guard's Chemical
Hazards Response Informution Sjstem (CHRIS) .Manual features widely used and
transported industrial materials including, practical hands-on data and technical data as well as chemical properties. This boik is a portable and easier to use version of the CHRIS M a n d This new resource covers more than 1,240 substances,
while also improving on the original by including a CAS index, synonym index, and
a helpful identification section with new fields and vital ID information moved
to the front of each record for easv accessibilitv. Also available in CD-ROM.

the actual sales price, its
annual revenue and cash flow the date of the transaction, the
down payment as a percentage of the total sales price, the terms
of any seller take-back notes, the amount of irlventory and FFOrF.,
the amount of rent paid as a percentage of total revenue,, and
the c ~ t yin which the businets is located.$l931

$156

m

fair market value and economic
of a conlpanv'c fixed atsets. Contains
four depreciat~onmethod, using equlpment tables from
Marshall and Swift. Providec a quick and economical approach
to fixed asset analysis.

HSjoO

This stand-alone Wmdows ' program allows you to analyze
and customize IRS corporate tax return data, as well a? view
the industry percentage financial statement5 and performance
ratios. Includes data for over 180 industries. The data is based on
over 3.7 million corporate tax returns. Operating ratios are an
indispensible way to analyze company performance and
pinpoint business strengths and weaknesses. By comparing a
business with industry norms bated on the same ~ndustryand
asset size, user can determine areas of competitive advantage and
dsadvantage. &$130

m

The Nntionnl Economic Rrviav IS an over view of the major
factors affecting the economy and includes discussions of
the current and expected performance of the national economy,

'Indicates stand alone products that contam analysi, sottware in
addition to data.

An indispensible database containing over 15,000 industrial
class~ficationsand their corresponding SIC codes. The
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC:) ,!<.. t.h..e -c .t z .h.-c.t.l m-.l
classification standard underlying all establishment-based Federal
economic ,tatistics classified by industry. The SIC is uted to
promote the comparability of establishment data describing
various facets of the US. economy. This valuable database
~ncludetthe major, minor, and division descriptions contamed
in the government's printed verslon ot the product, with the
added ease and speed of havlng this information available on
your computer

- - -

$40

H

Available through your vendor or
E-mail us at: softsale@wiley.com

And upen the world of lye science to your researchers.
Opcn the world of life science to
a l l your searchers with the cornpact disc ~crsionof Biological
Abstracts -the publication
that has served the life scirncc
co~iimunityfor over 6.5 years.
Now, your searchers can lxnefit
fiorn the convenierice of CDROM as they use the world's
most co~nprehensivelife science
database. BIOSIS rnonitors nearly
6,500 jo~lrnals,representi~ig
virt~~ally
every biological amd
t~io~nedical
discipline.

.4p1dy fix a fi.e(,30-day trial
so your searchers can evaluate
Biological Abstracts on C D
using t h c ~ o\vn
r
research topics.
\trith thc trial, yo11'1l receive a
recent disc containing at least six
months' worth of data, your choice
of search sofiwa~rc,a cp~ickreference card, tlatal~asedocri~nentation, and conlplete support
from tbr BIOSIS Help Desk.

3 Pleaw send me .I brochure
,md pnce card

Call today to apply for the
free trial program.

riwiilablc on your choice of O ~ l d 1-800-523-4806
(USA and C;~na(l;d
or Sil\.erPlatter search software,
Biological Abstracts on C D
offers user-friendly search fe;t
tures. anti allows for free-text,
field-lirnitrd, and multiple
database searches.

p
BIOSIS,,
\

Collection Building
Including Reference Reviews
section
"

Thr Intr\t thrnkrrlg rrnd retrtrrc 11
on the drl~elojmrtlrof Irhrrrr-\
c ollrc trot1 \
The unprecedented growth o f
knowledge i n modern times has
created complex problems and new
challenges - not the least important
o f which is collection building.
Which books and other resources
should you be purchasing for your
library'! What are the most
effective ways to evaluate your
collection'? H o w can you provide
your users with the most relevant
selection'? A l l these areas and more
are covered by Collrctio~lRuildin~,
the only journal to ensure that
librarians make the right decisions
when expanding and managing
their collections.
Each issue contains a l i ~ e l ymix o f
practical and authoritative articles.
studying new information formats
and how to evaluate them. Topics
covered include analyses o f
resource developments. technology
and resource sharing. Also featured
is a wide selection o f bibliographic
essays from fellow information
professionals.
I n addition to these benefits.
C'ollcc~tior~
R~lildirl,~
also carries a
Reference Reviews section.
Whatever the p a r t i c ~ ~ l a
subject
r
area
of your library, you w i l l find the
Reference Reviews section 01Collrctiorl H~~iltlir~g
an invi~lu;~ble
tool. I t aims to \ave you time and
money by providing unbiawd
review\ o f books. CDs, journals
and other information you may
need to make the right purchasing
decisions for your library.

1996 Vol. 16 No of issues 4
ISSN 0160 4953

If. like most librarians and
information professionals, you're
concerned about managing your
library finances more effectively.
this journal is for you. Edited by
well respected figures from the
librarian community and written by
professionals, The Bottom L i w
covers a wealth o f topics directly
relevant to you and your library.
Budgeting, cash management.
economic trends, endowments.
in~estments.leasing. insurance
grants. resource allocation. co\t
analysis, accounting systems.
financial technology. fiscal
planning and alternate funding these are just a few o f the topics
covered by the journal.
The, Rotror~Litlc also contains brief
notes about frants. taxes and levies,
reccived by or affecting libraric\
throughout the world.

1996 Vol. 8 No of issues 4
lSSN 0888 045X
A l l these titles are available to view

o n the Internet on URL
For hard copy samples and to
request further details, please
contact:

Customer Representative
MCB University Press Limited
PO Box 10812
Rirmingham A l l 35201-01812
Toll Free: ( 1 ) 800 633 4931
Fax: ( 1 ) 205 995 1588
E-mail: Michelle%PP&F.ERSCO
@ iss.ehsco.com

*., '?>

Library -.
LINK L L"
special libraries

T o that end, we've developed our Electronic Library Project, a
prototype electronic document management and distribution system. It
allows for jolnt exploration of dynamic Issues that w ~ laffect
l
us all: rights
management,

economics,

data storage.

Some of our other, less visible corporate R&D lnitiatlves call for expanding database coverage to include electronic journals and relevant grey
literature. Devlsing flexible delivery tools for current awareness, retrospective, and blbllornetric data. Designing intelligent retrieval engines and
interfaces that allow for sophlsticated. yet easy, literature searching.
Offering electronic dellvery of the full textlfull image t o even the most
remote sltes
We contlnue to forge n e w partnerships. To provide you w i t h the
tools that support ALL your users'
needs. To build tomorrow's library.
Sooner than you thlnk.

el996 I N S T I T b T t FOR SCIENTlFlC 1hFORMLTlON.Inc.

Web: h t t p . ' r x w . ~ s ~ n ecam
t
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SEC
federal agency
bankruptcy court
One of the biggest challenges facing you in business
today is gathering information. With Federal Filings
as your document company, you can move on to your
next biggest challenge, because this one just got easy.

.

Federal Filings
Quality Service

Low Prices

Speedy Delivery

Call today. 800-487-6162

Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference
BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
New from ADDISON-WESLEY LONGMAN
Adriaans, P. D A T A MINING ('96) (0-201-40380-3)

Chan, P. JAVA CLASS LIBRARIES ('96)
(0-201-63458-9)
Cheswick, W. FIREWALLS & INTERNET SECURITY, 2lE
('96) (0-201-63466-X)
Raggett, D. HTML 3.0 ('96) (0-201-87693-0)
Stross, C. WEB ARCHITECT HANDBOOK

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving Special Libraries for 33 Years
(800) 445-7359
Post Ofice Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Internet: RESEARCHBKS@DELPHI.COM
http:/lounvorld.compuserve.comIhomepageslRes~rchBooks

fall 1996

I

Position Descriptions
in Special Libraries
third edition
edited by Del Sweeney
with assistance from Karin Zilla

"Knowledgeand Skills
for Information Managers"
With library resources so stretched, it's
challenging to keep your cataloging up-todate. And it's frustrating, because uncataloged materials are inaccessible to your
ptrons.
OCLC's TECHPRO Service can help. Since
1985,we've offered solutions for libraries
that have cataloging backlogs or need
ongoing cataloging support.
Customized cataloging and physical
processing to match your specifications
Cataloging for all bibliographic fornuts
and many languages
Quality cataloging at prices that can
reduce your overall cataloging costs

Gim practical advlce on working with the
human resource pmfessionals in your
o~ganhtionto obtain the appropriate@ing
and compensation.

&

' 'WritingPosition Descriptions
for Fair Compensation''

Reviews the types of technical knowledge and
skills needed by librarians and presents some
suggestions on how to acquire them.

Contract cataloging for books, serials,
scores, non-print items, foreign language
materials and more-to match your
specifications-from OCLC's TECHPRO
Service.
1-800-848-5878, e x t . 4386

Olgg6*ISBN@871114518
$38.90/$29.90SLA members
(price includes shipping and handling)

special libraries

abstracts

author keywords

Keywords Plus" author and publ~sher

names and addresses
All useful relevant data carefully extracted from the most scholarly
peer-rev~ewed
journals In the world Whlch makes CURRENT CONTENTS
a true reflect~onof the research that ~nfluencest h e ~ rwork
n thoroughly, researchers
And because ISI" rid exes that ~ n f o r m a t ~ oso
can retrleve ~tqulte eas~lyAnd conveniently access the full text through
our o w n document dellvery servlce, T h e Genuine Article'
After all

IS1 has been rnak~ngt h ~ n g seasy for researchers for over

thlrty-fwe years By k n o w ~ n g
what they value

and then glvlng ~tto them

W h ~ c hglves them the edge they need

full 1996
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HUNDREDS
OF DATABASES
TO CHOOSE
FROM
Sllcerl'l;itter oAers more tlrm 235 datal~:fies.on topics from
:~ccountiligto zoolog): from some of the \vorld's moat respected
infortilation providers. Our datab;aea c o w hutidreds of tliow
s:uids of the world's publicatio~ls,studics rtnd patelit\. all
tlesigned to meet your researcli needh.

Wow FUOM THE PLATFORM
OF YOURCHOICE
O~trproven SI'IIIS se:lrcl~and retrieval software allow to
!ou to access compreliensive research ilifonn;itlon from your
existing plat for ti^. wliether it's Wilidows, Slacintosli, 1)OS. IlKIX
e v e n the Inter~iet.Our new UllinSI'IRS sofh\'iw for Vi'indows
lets you warch f~illtext, bihltographic datahasea :md t~blesof
contents, t\nd just one click of the mouse provitlec se:unless
searchilig m o s s ~iiultipledat;lhzes

CD-ROM ou INTERNETACCFS
Iou c;tn clioose fnrtli our origixtl subscriptiori option. (:I)KOll, which relmris the 111ostpopular tnetllod for accessing

information. Or use our Internet Subscriptioli Semice. which
offen greater flexibility for access, use and storage \.sing a full
conliectio~lto the Internet. you can search from any location
from your clioice of platfonii with fully functional clients. h i d
our latest retrwal client, WehSPIKS, prondes the same searcliing esprrierlce From any foni~s-capablebrowser w~thinthe EKI.
e~iv~ron~~ie~~t.
O~il! Silverl'latter gives you true clientlbemer architecture
with IAU. W h i or Internet access with our award-winning EKI.
(Electronic Kefere~rceI.ihrani Techliology ER1. niumizes your
network's efficielicy for optilnal perfonn;lnce without comprotllisi~igthe full f~lnctionahhof the retnecal clients
CALLS I L V E R P MTODAY
~R
'To receive the new 1996 Silwrl'latter Ihrectoy of products
;uid services, call Silverl'latter 1nfonn:ltion at 800-343-0064.
Silvcrl'latter Information. Inc.
I00 River Ridge I)riw. Nowood. M A 02062

Who Are The Super Net Searchers?
#@

Mary Ellen Bates, author, The Online Deskbook
john December, co-author, The World Wide Web Unleashed
John Marcus, Research Analyst, Andenen Consulting
Rick Gates, "v~rtual~nstructor,"Unwers~tyof Arizona
John Makulow~ch,journalst, consultant, lnternet tramer
Michael McCulley, Webmaster, Knght-Ridder Information, Inc.
Greg Notess, Reference Libranan, Montana State Un~vers~ty
Kevm Savetz, author, MBONE Multrcostrng Tomorrow's Internet
Hope T~llman,D~rectorof L~brar~es,
Babson College
and many more!

pid( &OUgh
#@ vast inf~pwofl

Now in

irs Wd

pllillling!

$39.95

Don't Miss The Original
-Secrets of thesuper Searchers by Reva Basch
The Accumulated Wisdom of 23 of the World's Top Online Searchers.
Learn how skilled searchers choose databases, plan search strategies, cope
with too many or too few hits, and know when a search is done.

To order or for a free catalog, call 8001240-8466, Ext. 5 17
Outside the U.S. call 203/76 1- 1466 Fax: 203/761 - 1444 email: bwksales@onlineinc.com
Pemberton Press do Online Inc. 462 Danbury Road Wilton, CT 06897-2126
Pemberton Press

Available at your local bookstore!

on ~ n p r i n tof Online Inc

